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ABSTRACT

In this thesis I investigate the e�ect of delay in complex nonlinear systems and its
application to laser systems. I concentrate on two main aspects: (i) the noninva-
sive stabilization of periodic orbits by time-delayed feedback control and here in
particular the stabilization of odd-number orbits and (ii) the synchronization of
delay coupled systems. In both cases the main question concerns the stability of
solutions under the in�uence of delay.
Time-delayed feedback control as proposed by Pyragas [1] has been invented to

stabilize periodic orbits. It was the accepted opinion that so-called odd-number
orbits, i. e., periodic orbits with an odd number of unstable Floquet multipliers,
could not be stabilized with this method. �is misbelief was refuted in Ref. [2]
and follow-up work.
In this thesis I give a detailed discussion of the counter example. Furthermore,

I show how to construct novel feedback schemes which successfully stabilize odd-
number orbits and which are directly applicable to experiments. �ese control
schemes are then applied to laser systems using normal form analysis and numeri-
cal simulations.
For delay coupled systems I focus on synchronization phenomena and in par-

ticular on the case of chaos synchronization.
�e most signi�cant result of this part concerns the master stability function

for delay coupled networks. Here I show that in the limit of large delay the master
stability function has a simple structure which allows to draw very general conclu-
sions about the stability of synchronized solutions.�us I solve the problem of
complete synchronization for systems coupled with a large delay.
Furthermore, I consider more generalized types of synchronization and inves-

tigate for which delayed coupling schemes synchronized solutions exist. Here I
consider individual systems which have a symmetry (mainly rotation symmetry).
�is is inspired by lasers for which the dynamical equations are invariant under
phase shi�s. I explicitly derive coupling conditions which allow synchronization
and draw the connection to delay-coupled lasers. For a concrete system of two de-
lay coupled lasers with self-feedback I investigate the stability of the synchronized
state numerically by calculating transversal Lyapunov exponents. Here, I observe
on-o� intermittency and bubbling and explain this desynchronization dynamics
through properties of the unstable laser modes.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

In der vorliegenden Arbeit untersuche ich den Ein�uss von Zeitverzögerungen
in dynamischen Systemen und die Anwendungen auf Laser. Ich konzentriere
mich auf zwei Aspekte: (i) die nichtinvasive Kontrolle von periodischen Orbits
durch zeitverzögerte Rückkopplung und hier im Besonderen die Stabilisierung
von odd-number Orbits und (ii) die Synchronisation von zeitverzögert gekop-
pelten Systemen. In beiden Fällen besteht die zentrale Frage in der Stabilität von
Lösungen unter dem Ein�uss der Retardierung.
Zeitverzögerte Rückkopplungskontrolle wurde von Pyragas eingeführt um in-

stabile periodische Orbits zu stabilisieren. Es wurde lange Zeit geglaubt, dass
sogenannte odd-number Orbits, d. h., Orbits mit einer ungeraden Anzahl von
instabilen Floquetmultiplikatoren, mit der Methode nicht zu stabilisieren seien.
Dieser Irrglaube wurde in Ref. [2] und Folgearbeiten widerlegt.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit analysiere ich detailliert das Gegenbeispiel aus Ref.

[2]. Weiterhin konstruiere ich neuartige Rückkopplungsschemata, die erfolgreich
odd-number Orbits stabilisieren können und direkt auf experimentelle Situatio-
nen anwendbar sind. Weiterhin zeige ich mit Hilfe von Normalformanalysen und
numerischen Simulationen die Anwendungen dieser Kontrollmethoden auf Laser.
In zeitverzögert gekoppelten Systemen untersuche ich Synchronizationsphäno-

mene und hierbei im Besonderen Chaossynchronisation. Das wichtigste Resultat
in diesem Teil betri die “master stability function” für allgemeine Netzwerke
mit delay-Kopplung. Hier zeige ich, dass die “master stability function” für grosse
Verzögerungszeiten eine einfache Struktur hat. Dies erlaubt es sehr allgemeine
Aussagen über die Stabilität des synchronen Zustands zu tre�en und löst das
Problem vollständiger Synchronisation im Limes für lange Verzögerungen.
Weiterhin betrachte ich verallgemeinerte Formen von Synchronisation in delay-

gekoppelten Systemen. Hierbei interessiere ich mich im Hinblick auf Laser insbe-
sondere für Systeme mit einer Rotationssymmetry.
In einem konkretes Lasersystem untersuche ich die Stabilität des synchroni-

sierten Zustandes numerisch durch die Berechnung von transversalen Lyapunov
Exponenten. In diesem System tritt Desynchronisation durch “bubbling” auf. Die-
ser E�ekt lässt sich auf einfache Weise durch die Eigenscha�en der instabilen
Lasermoden erklären.
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notation xv

NOTATION

For brevity the time argument of dynamic variables will be omitted, when there is
no danger of confusion, i. e., we write

d
dt
x � �γ x instead of d

dt
x�t� � �γ x�t�.

In this spirit we denote dynamic variables with delayed arguments in short form
by

xτ � x�t � τ�.
acronyms

ODE ordinary di�erential equation

DDE delay di�erential equation

RK Runge-Kutta

LK Lang-Kobayashi

SM synchronization manifold

ECM external cavity mode

LFF low frequency �uctuation

CC coherence collapse

UPO unstable periodic orbit

PO periodic orbit

FP �xed point

RW rotating wave

LE Lyapunov exponent

TLE transversal Lyapunov exponent

MSF master stability function





Part I

STABILIZATION OF ODD-NUMBER ORBITS





1
INTRODUCTION

Delays are ubiquitous in nature and occur, for instance, in coupled sys-
tems, in biological processes [3], neural systems [4], or in control
problems [1, 5, 6, 7]. Time delays arise in these systems due to �-

nite signal propagation and processing speeds, latency e�ects or are introduced
deliberately via external control loops.
From a mathematical point of view, delay terms render a system in�nite di-

mensional (see appendix A) and allow even simple dynamical systems to exhibit
complex behavior including oscillations and chaos.�e stability of solutions such
as periodic orbits and �xed points can change under the in�uence of delay.�is
may, on one hand, cause undesired instabilities in engineering applications [8],
on the other hand it has led to a completely new research �eld: �e control of
dynamical systems by time-delayed feedback.
Delayed feedback control utilizes the system history – in the simplest case

the state of the system at an earlier time t � τ, where τ is the delay time – to
generate a control signal which is fed back to the system in a closed-loop fashion.
�e advantages of such a closed-loop control scheme are apparent: there is no
need for real time computation of control signals and no reference or target state
needs to be known. Instead, the system generates its own control signal and
by choosing the parameters of the control loop, e. g., delay time and feedback
strengths, appropriately, the system operates in the desired regime.
One particular realization of such a delayed feedback scheme is time-delayed

feedback control as proposed by Pyragas [1], which was originally introduced as a
method to stabilize unstable periodic orbits but has now found many other appli-
cations (see Sec. 2 for a discussion of the control scheme).�e most prominent
property of the Pyragas control method is its noninvasiveness: If the target orbit
is stabilized by the control, then the control force vanishes on the target orbit
and therefore the orbit is stabilized but otherwise unchanged. �is remarkable
feature has drawn a lot of attention to the Pyragas control for two reasons. Firstly,
the noninvasive stabilization of unstable states makes it possible to study these
states in experiments, i. e., unravel dynamical behavior which is usually hidden
[6, 9, 10]. Secondly, noninvasive control means that the system is subject to small
control signals only.�is is important whenever there are limited resources, e. g.,
constrains due to a �nite fuel tank or limits on power consumptions, or when
the system to be controlled is fragile and one wants to avoid strong forcing, for
example in neural applications.
For ten years it was believed [11] that one of the most common type of periodic

orbits, namely odd-number orbits (see Sec. 2.1 ), could not be stabilized with the
Pyragas method. Recently, it was shown that this common believe is in fact wrong
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4 introduction

and the so-called odd-number theorem was refuted [2]. �is surprising turn
resulted in a renewed interest in Pyragas control [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
In contrast to delayed feedback control, where the delay is introduced delib-

erately as a means of control, delays arise naturally in coupled systems due to
�nite signal propagation speeds. While these latencies may be negligible for small
coupling distances, they cannot be ignored when the delay time is comparable the
time scales of the dynamical systems.�erefore delays play a crucial role for ex-
ample in optically coupled lasers [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26], neuronal [27, 28, 29] and
biological [30] networks and in dynamical processes in the Internet [31]. Under-
standing the dynamical behavior of delay coupled systems is thus of great practical
importance.
Synchronization phenomena in such networks are relevant [32] in many appli-

cations. Chaos synchronization, for instance, may lead to new secure communica-
tion schemes [33, 34, 35].�e synchronization of neurons is believed to be of great
importance in the brain under normal conditions, for instance in the binding
problem [36], and under pathological conditions such as Parkinson’s disease [37].
�e synchronization of delay coupled systems has thus been an important topic

in nonlinear science in recent years [24, 25, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44].
�is thesis is organized in two parts.�e �rst part is devoted to time-delayed

feedback control and in particular to the stabilization of odd-number orbits.�e
second part (p. 77) deals with the synchronization of delay coupled systems. In
both parts I consider the application of the results to laser systems.�e theoretical
and numerical methods used throughout this work are discussed in appendix A.
For the e�cient simulation of the delay di�erential equations I have written a
simulation package, which is discussed in appendix B.



2
TIME-DELAYED FEEDBACK CONTROL

Time-delayed feedback control as proposed by Pyragas [1] has proven to be
a powerful noninvasive method for the stabilization of unstable periodic
orbits (UPOs) [45, 46, 47, 48] and unstable steady states [9, 49, 50, 51] in

dynamical systems. It has since then been successfully applied to a plethora of
di�erent systems, for instance, to spatially extended systems [52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57,
58] and even noise-driven systems [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66], for reviews see
[6].
�e basic idea is as simple, as it is o�en e�ective. Consider a dynamical system

d
dt
X�t� � F�X�t�� �X > Rn�

exhibiting an UPO with period T

X��t� � X��t � T�.
�en a linear time-delayed feedback

d
dt
X�t� � F�X�t�� � K �X�t � τ� � X�t��,

where K is an n�n real feedback matrix, does not change the orbit if the delay τ is
chosen as τ � n � T with a natural number n, since the control force K �X�t � τ��
X�t�� vanishes on the target orbit. Only the stability properties of the orbit may
have changed and for proper choices of the matrix K the formerly unstable orbit
may be stabilized.�is noninvasive control method can easily be implemented
and tested in experimental setups.
We will now discuss a limitation, which was thought to exist and which we will

refute in the following chapters.

2.1 alleged odd-number theorem

Severe restrictions for the applicability of the method were believed to exist [11, 67,
68, 69, 70, 71]. It was commonly believed that UPOs with an odd-number of real
Floquet multipliers larger than unity could never be stabilized by delayed feedback
control (see Sec. A.2 for a de�nition of Floquet exponents and multipliers). Note
that many of the most commonly found UPOs in dynamical systems belong to
this class of odd-number orbits. For instance, any UPO born in a subcritical Hopf
bifurcation from an unstable �xed point (FP) as well as any UPO born in a saddle-
node bifurcation of periodic orbits (POs) with a stable partner is an odd-number
orbit.

5



6 time-delayed feedback control

Recently this alleged odd-number theorem has been refuted by counterexamples
[2, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18], which I will present below. �e proof of the odd-number
theorem provided in [11] fails because it does not take the Goldstonemode, i. e., the
trivial Floquet multiplier µ � 1, of POs in autonomous systems into account.�e
odd-number theorem actually remains valid for UPOs, which do not have a trivial
Floquet multiplier, i. e., orbits, which are induced by external time-dependent
forcing. However, such orbits occur less frequently in practice. For a detailed
discussion of the odd-number theorem’s proof and its shortcoming see [72]. We
will now provide a counterexample to the odd-number theorem.



3
COUNTEREXAMPLE

In this section we will construct a counterexample to the odd-number theorem,
i. e., a system with an odd-number orbit, where the orbit can be stabilized by
time-delayed feedback control.�e counterexample consists of the normal

form of a subcritical Hopf bifurcation
d
dt
z � �λ � i � �1 � iγ�SzS2� z �z > C�, (3.1)

where the time is scaled such that the frequency is one (ω � 1). Written in ampli-
tude and phase z�t� � r�t�e iθ�t� the equation becomes

d
dt
r � �λ � r2� r, (3.2a)

d
dt

θ � 1 � γ r2. (3.2b)

For λ @ 0 an UPO with r �
º
�λ and period T � 2π~�1 � γλ� exists. At λ � 0 a

subcritical Hopf bifurcation occurs and the FP z � 0 becomes unstable for λ A 0.
Figure 3.1 depicts the bifurcation diagram (panel (a)) and the period (panel (b)
and (c)) of the UPO.�e PO is born at λ � 0 with a �nite period of T � 2π, which
then increases or decreases for decreasing λ depending on the sign of γ.
Equation (3.1) describes an autonomous system, and thus one of the orbit’s

Floquet multipliers is unity, corresponding to the Goldstone mode, i. e., the phase
shi� invariance of the orbit. Since the orbit is unstable, the other Floquet multiplier
is larger than one and the orbit is an UPO belonging to the odd-number class.�is
is the target orbit we wish to stabilize. We will call this orbit the Pyragas orbit .
Following [2] we will now stabilize the Pyragas orbit by applying time-delayed

feedback control
d
dt
z � �λ � i � �1 � iγ�SzS2� z � b �zτ � z�. (3.3)

FIGURE 3.1: Bifurcation diagram for the subcritical Hopf bifurcation. Panel (a):
Radius of the UPO and the FP at z � 0. Solid and dashed curves correspond to
stable and unstable solutions, respectively. Panel (b) and (c): Period T of the
UPO for γ @ 0 and γ A 0.
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8 counterexample

Here, zτ denotes the time-delayed variable (see notation on p. xv) and b � b0e iβ
is a complex feedback gain.
We could go ahead and try to analyze the PO’s stability using Floquet theory

and try to �nd successful control forces b. However, the Floquet problem for
delay di�erential equations (DDEs) leads in this case to a nonlinear transcendental
equation (see Sec. 3.3) and is very di�cult to treat analytically.
�e way this problem can be approached, nevertheless, is to construct condi-

tions such that the FP z � 0 is unstable for λ @ 0 and stable for λ A 0. If one
succeeds while preserving the location of the PO, as is the case for noninvasive
time-delayed feedback control, then the subcritical Hopf bifurcation must have
become supercritical and the PO will be stable at least in the vicinity of λ � 0.
For noninvasive control the value of τ is determined by the period of the PO,

i. e., the delay time has to be chosen as τ � n �T . For each n > N this de�nes curves
in the �λ, τ�-plane, which we call the Pyragas curve

τp�λ� � 2π n
1 � γλ

�λ @ 0�. (3.4)

�e Pyragas curves emanate from the points �λ, τ� � �0, 2π n� and extend to the
le� half-plane (λ @ 0). For negative and positive γ the curve goes up and down
(see Fig. 3.1), respectively. We are restricted to this curve in the �λ, τ�-plane for
given a γ.
To address the stability of the FP, we linearize Eq. (3.3) around the FP z � 0

d
dt
z � �λ � i� z � b �zτ � z�.

Making the ansatz z�t�� eηt we obtain a transcendental characteristic equation
for the complex eigenvalues η > C, which govern the FP’s stability

η � λ � i � b�e�ητ
� 1�. (3.5)

To �nd bifurcation lines in the parameter plane, i. e., the boundary of the FP’s
stability domain, we seek solutions with Re�η� � 0. Since η � 0 is not a solution
of the characteristic equation, one has to look for solutions η � iΩ corresponding
to Hopf bifurcations. Inserting this ansatz into Eq. (3.5) and splitting the equation
into real and imaginary part we �nd

0 � λ � b0�cos�β �Ωτ� � cos β�, (3.6a)
Ω � 1 � b0�sin�β �Ωτ� � sin β�. (3.6b)

Using some trigonometric identities we can eliminate Ω to obtain τ as a function
of λ.�ese Hopf curves τH�λ� are given by

τH�λ� � � arccos� b0 cos β�λ
b0 � � β � 2π n

1 � b0 sin β �
¼

λ�2b0 cos β � λ� � b20 sin2 β
, (3.7)
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FIGURE 3.2: Hopf
curves in the �λ, τ�-
plane. The curves
correspond with
increasing dark-
ness to b0 �

0, 0.02, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3.
Parameter: β � π~4.

FIGURE 3.3: Hopf
curves and unsta-
ble dimensions (in
brackets) of the
FP in the �λ, τ�-
plane. Parameters:
b0 � 0.3, β � π~4.

where the upper and lower signs correspond to di�erent branches. Note that τH is
not de�ned for β � 0 and λ @ 0. Since we want to destabilize the FP for λ @ 0, it is
necessary to choose complex b.
Figure 3.2 depicts the family of Hopf curves for �xed β � π~4 and di�erent b0.

�e line λ � 0 corresponds to the uncontrolled system (b0 � 0), which has a Hopf
bifurcation at λ � 0 independent of the value of τ. With increasing b0 the Hopf
curves stretch further into the λ @ 0 half-plane. Note that all Hopf curves pass
through the points �λ � 0, τ � 2π n�.�is is due to the fact that λ � 0, Ω � 1, and
τ � 2π n is always a solution of Eq. (3.5).
Figure 3.3 depicts the Hopf curve for b0 � 0.3 and β � π~4. �e numbers in

parentheses and the shading indicate the unstable dimensions of the FP, i. e., �0�–
stable, �2�– two-fold unstable etc. To destabilize the FP z � 0 for λ @ 0 and thereby
stabilizing the PO we have to choose points �λ, τ� on the Pyragas curve within the
light blue region, where the FP is two-fold unstable.�is means we have to �nd
values of b � b0e iβ , for which the Hopf curves are organized such that the Pyragas
curve reaches into the light blue region, where the FP is two-fold unstable. In this
case when moving along the Pyragas curve the Hopf bifurcation has changed from
subcritical to supercritical and thus the PO is stabilized. �is desired situation
is shown in Fig. 3.4. �e Pyragas curve extends into the region where the FP is
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FIGURE 3.4: Pyragas
curve (dashed) and Hopf
curves in the �λ, τ�-
plane corresponding
to Eqs. (3.4) and (3.7),
respectively. Numbers
in parentheses denote
the unstable dimension
of the FP. Parameters:
b0 � 0.3, β � π~4, γ �

�10.

FIGURE 3.5: Hopf curve for different values of β. Parameter: b0 � 0.05.

two-fold unstable. Along the Pyragas curve, with the dotted extension, the Hopf
bifurcation has changed from subcritical to supercritical.
�e sign of γ determines whether the Pyragas curve points upwards (γ @ 0) or

downwards (γ A 0) (see Fig 3.1).�ese two cases have to be treated separately. As
it turns out, switching the sign of β locally re�ects the Hopf curve along the τ � 2π
line, which will allow us to stabilize either case. To see this we can insert Ω � 1�δΩ
and τ � 2π � δτ into Eqs. (3.7).�en in linear order the resulting equations are
invariant under the transformation β � �β, δτ � �δτ and δΩ � �δΩ. �is
symmetry is depicted in Fig 3.5. Switching the sign of β approximately re�ects
the Hopf curve along the τ � 2π line (and simultaneously along any of the lines
τ � 2π n). Note that for β � 0 the Hopf curve does not reach into the λ @ 0
half-plane.
We will now construct the stabilization conditions for the two cases γ @ 0 and

γ A 0, which are called so� spring and hard spring case, respectively. �e me-
chanical terminology “so�” and “hard” spring arises from the pendulum equation
ẍ � D x � 0 with nonlinear spring constant D � D�x�. For “so�” springs D�x�,
where D�x� decreases with increasing SxS, the period increases with increasing am-
plitude. Examples are mathematical pendula D�x� � sin x or rubber balloons. For
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“hard” springs D�x� increases with SxS and the period decreases with increasing
amplitude.
Consider the τ-axis in the �λ, τ�-plane. �e intersections of the Hopf curve

with this axis are obtained from Eqs. (3.6) by setting λ � 0

cos β � cos�β �Ωτ�,
Ω � 1
b0

� sin β � sin�β �Ωτ�.
Squaring both equations and adding them eliminates τ and results in a quadratic
equation for Ω

Ω2 � �b0 sin β � 2�Ω � 1 � b0 sin β � 0.

�e two roots lead to two sets of solutions

τAn � 2π n, ΩA � 1, (3.8a)

τBn �
2β � 2π n
1 � 2b0 sin β

, ΩB � 1 � 2b0 sin β, (3.8b)

with n � 0, 1, 2 . . . . Note that the A series consists of all points, where the Pyragas
curves emanate.
To calculate the unstable dimensions of the FP above and below each Hopf point

we will now analyze the crossing direction of the Hopf eigenvalues with increasing
τ.�e eigenvalue equation on the τ-axis is given by

η � i � b�e�ητ
� 1�.

Implicit di�erentiation with respect to τ gives

∂τη � b��η � τ ∂τη�e�ητ . (3.9)

�e crossing direction of the Hopf eigenvalues is determined by the sign of Re�∂τη�.
For Re�∂τη� A 0 the unstable dimensions of the FP increase by two when going up
the τ-axis through the Hopf points, and for Re�∂τη� @ 0 it is vice-versa. Evaluating
Re�∂τη� at the Hopf points (η � iΩA,B, τ � τA,B) yields

Re�∂τη� � Re�� bη
1 � τe�ητ � � ¢̈̈̈¦̈̈̈¤

sin β for the A series,

sin β �2b0 sin β � 1� for the B series.

We now have all ingredients to �nd conditions, which allow stabilization: At
the Hopf points of series A, where the Pyragas curve emanates, we can decide
whether the Hopf point lies on the border between a �0�-region and a �2�-region
and which region lies on which side. From the explicit forms of the Hopf and the
Pyragas curve, we can decide whether locally the Pyragas curve reaches into the�2�-region.
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3.1 the case γ @ 0

For γ @ 0 the Pyragas curve points upwards (τ�P�0� @ 0) from the emanating point
into the le� half-plane. It is therefore necessary that there is a �2�-region above
the Hopf point and a �0�-region below.
In order to have a change from unstable dimension �0� to �2� of the FP, the

emanating point, which belongs to the A series, needs Re�∂τη� � sin β A 0 and
thus

0 @ β @ π (3.10)

or equivalently Im�b� A 0.
To have a �0�-region below the emanating point the Hopf curves have to turn

back across the τ-axis. Firstly, this requires that the B points have Re�ητ� @ 0, i. e.,
0 @ β @ arcsin� 1

2b0
� or π � arcsin� 1

2b0
� @ β @ π. (3.11)

Secondly, every A point below the emanating point has to be compensated by a B
point, which implies the following ordering

τA0 @ τB0 @ τA1 @ τB1 @ � � � @ τBn�1 @ τAn . (3.12)

�e distance between two successive B points is given by (see Eqs. (3.8))

τBk�1 � τBk �
2π

1 � 2b0 sin β
A 2π,

where we used that τBk A 0, implying 1 A 2b0 sin β. Since the distance between two
successive A points is 2π, there is at most one B point between two A points. With
increasing β > �0, π� the distance between two successive B points becomes larger.
�e order of Eq. (3.12) is �rst violated when τBn�1 � τAn for some β � β�n . Inserting
τBn�1 and τAn and solving for β�n gives a transcendental equation

1
π

β�n � 2nb0 sin β�n � 1. (3.13)

�is yields the �rst stabilization condition

0 @ β @ β�n . (3.14)

We have now established conditions, which lead to a �0�-region below the
emanating point and a �2�-region above.�e last requirement is that the Pyragas
curve reaches into the �2�-region, i. e., the Pyragas curve runs above the Hopf
curve, locally.�is is satis�ed if

∂λτP @ ∂λτH at �λ, τ� � �0, 2π n�. (3.15)

From Eq. (3.4) we �nd

∂λτPU
�λ, τ���0, 2π n�

� 2π n γ.
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FIGURE 3.6: Domains
of control in the plane
of complex feedback
gain b � b0e iβ for dif-
ferent values of n and
γ in the limit λ � 0.
Panel (a): The shaded
regions correspond to
γ � �10, �5, �2 with
increasing darkness
(n � 1). Panel (b): The
shaded regions corre-
spond to n � 1, 2, 3
with increasing darkness
(γ � �10).

Implicit di�erentiation of Eq. (3.6) with respect to λ gives

0 � 1 � �Ω ∂λτ � τ ∂λΩ� b0 sin�β �Ωτ�
∂λΩ � ��Ω ∂λτ � τ ∂λΩ� b0 cos�β �Ωτ�.

Inserting λ � 0, τ � 2π n and eliminating ∂λΩ gives the desired slope

∂λτH U
�λ, τ���0, 2π n�

� �
1 � 2π nb0 cos β
b0 sin β

� �
1 � 2π nRe�b�
Im�b� .

Stabilization is therefore possible if

1
Im�b� �Re�b� � 1

2π n
� @ �γ. (3.16)

To summarize we have found two conditions (Eqs. (3.14) and (3.16)) on the
feedback constant b, which imply stabilization of the UPO close to the bifurcation
λ � 0.�e domain of control is thus bounded by the two curves

b0�β� � 1
2n sin β

�1 � β
π
� , (3.17a)

Im�b� � � 1
γ
�Re�b� � 1

2π n
�, (3.17b)

where we solved Eq. (3.13) for b0 as a function of β.�e domain of control result-
ing from the two curves is depicted in Fig. 3.6(a) for �xed n and di�erent values
of γ and Fig. 3.6(b) for �xed γ and di�erent values of n.
To illustrate the stabilization, we simulated the equations with the control force

b chosen in the control domain. Figure 3.7 depicts the time series of the amplitudeSzS and Sz � zτ S, which is proportional to the control signal. �e system starts
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FIGURE 3.7: Time series in
the case of stabilization.
Panel (a): Time series of
the absolute value SzS. Panel
(b): semi-log plot of Sz � zτ S
vs. time t. Parameters: λ �

�0.005, γ � �10, b � 0.3e iπ~4,
τ � 2π~�1 � γλ�.

with the constant history z�t� � 0.1 for t > ��τ, 0�, which is not very close to
the Pyragas orbit. A�er some transient time, the system approaches the Pyragas
orbit indicated by the dashed line.�e closer the trajectory comes to the Pyragas
orbit, the smaller the control signal becomes, due to the noninvasive nature of the
Pyragas method.

3.2 the case γ A 0

For γ A 0 the Pyragas curve has a positive slope at λ � 0 and thus reaches
downwards from the emanating point into the le� half-plane λ @ 0 (see Fig. 3.1
(c)). In this case it is necessary that the Hopf curve, which passes through the
emanating point, separates a �0�-region above from a �2�-region below, i. e.,
Re�∂τη� � sin β @ 0 and thus

π @ β @ 2π. (3.18)
Additionally, the B point of the closing Hopf curve above the emanating point is
not allow to lie below the emanating point. Otherwise there would be a �2�� �4�
change at the emanating point with decreasing τ instead of a �0� � �2� change.
�is implies the following ordering of Hopf points along the τ-axis

τA0 @ τB1 @ τA1 @ � � � @ τAn @ τBn�1. (3.19)

Note the slight di�erence to the ordering (3.12) in the case of γ @ 0. With the same
argumentation as above this ordering is �rst violated when τAn � τBn�1 for some
β � β�n . Inserting τAn and τBn�1 results in the transcendental equation for β�n , which
di�ers from Eq. (3.13) by a minus sign

1
π

β�n � 2nb0 sin β�n � �1. (3.20)

�is again gives a second stabilization condition

β�n @ β @ 2π. (3.21)
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FIGURE 3.8: Domains of control in the plane of complex feedback gain b � b0e iβ
for different values of n and γ. Panel (a): The shaded regions correspond to
γ � 10, 5, 2 with increasing darkness (n � 1). Panel (b): The shaded regions
correspond to n � 1, 2, 3 with increasing darkness (γ � 10).

In order for the Pyragas curve to reach into the �2�-region, we also need
∂λτP A ∂λτH at �λ, τ� � �0, 2π n�,

which results in
1

Im�b� �Re�b� � 1
2π n

� A �γ. (3.22)

Together with Eq. (3.21) this gives the boundary of the control domain

b0�β� � � 1
2n sin β

�1 � β
π
� , (3.23a)

Im�b� � � 1
γ
�Re�b� � 1

2π n
� . (3.23b)

Figure 3.8 depicts the control domain in the complex b-plane for di�erent
values of γ A 0 and n. Compared with Fig. 3.6 the control is re�ected along the
Im�b� � 0 axis.�is can be seen by transforming Eqs. (3.23) according to β � �β
and γ � �γ, which yields Eqs. (3.17). In the following we will restrict the analysis
to γ @ 0 since all results can be reproduced in a similar manner for γ A 0.
Having found parameter domains, where the FP is unstable, we will now nu-

merically investigate the stability of the Pyragas orbit using Floquet theory for the
delayed system. In general this would only be possible by using tools for numerical
bifurcation analysis of delay equations, such as DDE-BIFTOOL [73, 74] or PDDE-
CONT [75]. In our example, however, the POs respect the rotation symmetry of
the system, which allows a semi-analytic treatment.

3.3 floquet exponents of equivariant orbits

Basic solutions of systems with an S1-symmetry are rotating waves, which respect
the symmetry, i. e., circular POs, which behave like

x � r cos�Ωt�, y � r sin�Ωt� �r, Ω > R const .�
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for an appropriate choice of coordinates x and y and all other variables being
constant. Such types of orbits are especially important in laser systems, because
the laser equations are always invariant with respect to a phase shi� of the complex
electric �eld. In the laser systems these rotating wave solutions are then the modes
of the laser. In case of a laser with feedback they are called external cavity modes
(see Sec. 11.3).
For such orbits it is possible to �nd the transcendental equation for the Floquet

exponents analytically.�ere are two essentially equivalent approaches to simplify
the problem.�e �rst method is to transform into a co-rotating frame

x̂ � cos�Ωt� x � sin�Ωt� y,
ŷ � � sin�Ωt� x � cos�Ωt� y.

In this frame the PO has become a circle of FPs. Since the PO respects the S1-
symmetry, each of the points has the same stability properties.�e stability of the
PO is then given by the stability of one of these FP.�is method will be discussed
in Sec. 13.2.
�e other method uses the radius and phase as new coordinates. We use this ap-

proach to calculate the Floquet exponents of the Pyragas orbit. Rewriting Eq. (3.3)
in polar coordinates z�t� � r�t� e iθ�t� gives

d
dt
r � �λ � r2� r � b0�cos�β � θτ � θ� rτ � r cos β�, (3.24a)

d
dt

θ � 1 � γr2 � b0�sin�β � θτ � θ� rτ
r
� sin β�. (3.24b)

Linearizing around the PO according to r�t� � r0 � δr�t� and θ�t� � Ωt � δθ�t�
with r0 �

º
�λ and Ω � 1 � γλ we �nd

d
dt

�� δr
δθ

�� �

<@@@@> �2λ � b0 cos β b0r0 sin β
2γr0 � b0 sin β r�10 �b0 cos β

=AAAA?
�� δr

δθ
��

�

<@@@@> b0 cos β �b0r0 sin β
b0 sin βr�10 b0 cos β

=AAAA?
�� δrτ

δθτ

�� .
With the ansatz �� δr�t�

δθ�t� �� � u exp�Λt�,
where u is a two-dimensional constant vector, one obtains the autonomous linear
equation<@@@@> �2λ � b0 cos β �e�Λτ

� 1� � Λ �b0r0 sin β �e�Λτ
� 1�

2γr0 � b0r�10 sin β �e�Λτ
� 1� b0 cos β �e�Λτ

� 1� � Λ
=AAAA? u � 0.
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FIGURE 3.9: Domain of control in the plane of complex feedback gain b � b0e iβ for
three different values of λ. The black solid lines indicate the boundary of stability
in the limit λ � 0. The color code shows the largest (negative) real part of the
periodic orbit’s Floquet exponent. Parameters: n � 1, γ � �10, τ � 2π~�1 � γλ�.

�e vector u can only be mapped to 0 if the determinant of the matrix vanishes.
�is condition of vanishing determinant then gives the transcendental characteris-
tic equation

0 � ��2λ � b0 cos β �e�Λτ
� 1� � Λ� �b0 cos β �e�Λτ

� 1� � Λ�
� b0r0 sin β �e�Λτ

� 1� �2γr0 � b0r�10 sin β �e�Λτ
� 1��

for the Floquet exponents Λ, which can be solved numerically.
Figure 3.9 depicts, for three di�erent values of λ, the domain in the complex

b-plane, where the Pyragas orbit is stable.�e color shading shows the real part
of the largest Floquet exponent and thus indicates the stability of the orbit. Large
negative values correspond to enhanced stability. Outside the shaded area the
PO is unstable.�e black lines show the boundary of control in the limit λ � 0
according to Eqs. (3.17). With increasing SλS the domain of control shrinks and for
su�ciently large SλS stabilization is no longer possible. Note that for real valued b,
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FIGURE 3.10: Radii r0 (panel
(a)) and frequencies ω
(panel (b)) of rotating wave
solutions vs. b0. Solid and
dashed lines correspond to
stable and unstable solutions,
respectively. Red lines in-
dicate delay-induced orbits.
The marked points indicate
bifurcations of the solutions:
SN–saddle-node bifurcation,
TC–transcritical bifurca-
tion, subH–subcritical Hopf
bifurcation. Parameters:
λ � �0.005, γ � �10, β � π~4,
τ � 2π~�1 � γλ�.

i. e., β � 0, stabilization is not possible at all. Hence, a phase in the feedback gain
is needed in order to stabilize the Pyragas orbit.
We will now investigate how the Pyragas orbit is stabilized in a more global

picture for �nite λ. In particular we will �nd delay induced orbits which bifurcate
with the Pyragas orbit.

3.4 stabilization mechanism

Consider the situation, where we choose a feedback phase β � π~4 and turn up
the feedback strength b0 � 0 . . . 0.3, i. e., moving into the region of control.�ere
has to be a mechanism, i. e., a bifurcation, which stabilizes the Pyragas orbit and
transforms the subcritical Hopf bifurcation into a supercritical bifurcation as the
feedback strength is increased.
To �nd this stabilization mechanism and obtain a comprehensive picture, we

study all rotating wave solutions, which exist in the system. �is is completely
analogous to the standard method of calculating the external cavity modes of a
laser system (see Sec. 11.3). We thus make the ansatz

r�t� � r0, θ�t� � ω t

with constant r0 and ω and insert this into Eqs. (3.24)

0 � λ � r20 � b0�cos�β � ωτ� � cos β�,
ω � 1 � γr20 � b0�sin�β � ωτ� � sin β�. (3.25)

Eliminating r20 gives a transcendental equation for the possible frequencies

ω � 1 � γλ � b0�sin�β � ωτ� � sin β � γ cos�β � ωτ� � γ cos β�.
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FIGURE 3.11: Panel (a): Real parts of Floquet exponents Λ of the Pyragas orbit
(top) and real part of the fixed points eigenvalue η (bottom) vs. b0. Panel (b):
Floquet multipliers µ � exp�Λτ� in the complex plane with the feedback amplitude
b0 � �0, 0.3� as a parameter. The arrows indicate the direction of increasing b0.
Other parameters as in Fig. 3.10.

�is equation can be solved numerically and the obtained frequencies can then
be inserted into either one of Eqs. (3.25) to calculate r20. Just as in the laser case,
some obtained frequencies may result in negative r20.�ese spurious solutions can
be omitted. Figure 3.10 depicts the results of the calculations.
�e radius r0 �

º
�λ and frequency ω � 1 � γλ of the Pyragas orbit (black line)

remain constant, since the control method is noninvasive on the target. With
increasing control force b0, however, two other delay-induced rotating wave solu-
tions (red curves) are created in a saddle-node bifurcation (SN). At the transcriti-
cal bifurcation (TC) the Pyragas orbit and the stable delay-induced orbit exchange
stability. �e latter vanishes in a subcritical Hopf bifurcation (subH), at which
the FP z � 0 becomes unstable. Note that there is a small interval of b0 values, for
which the Pyragas orbit and the �xed point are both stable.�is is due to the �nite
value of λ. With decreasing SλS the transcritical and the Hopf bifurcation move
closer together and in the limit of λ � 0 they coincide. Figure 3.11(a) depicts the
dependence of the Pyragas orbit’s Floquet exponents Λ and of the FP’s eigenvalues
η on the control amplitude b0. With increasing b0 the FP loses stability in the
subcritical Hopf bifurcation (subH) shortly a�er the Pyragas orbit becomes stable
in the transcritical bifurcation (TC) (compare Fig. 3.10). For larger values of b0 a
pair of complex-conjugate Floquet exponents (gray curve) crosses the imaginary
axis (Re�Λτ� � 0) and destabilizes the Pyragas orbit in a torus bifurcation (T).
�e relevant Floquet multiplier µ � exp�Λτ� at the torus bifurcation are given
by µ � e�i 1.494 π . Figure 3.11(b) depicts the Floquet multipliers in the complex
plane with b0 � 0 . . . 0.3 as a curve parameter. With increasing b0 the isolated
odd-number multiplier with real part larger than one passes through the unit
circle at 1. Note that there is also the Goldstone multiplier located at 1, which
makes the crossing possible and had been overseen in [11]. Also, as b0 is increased
an in�nite number of complex-conjugate multipliers indicated by the gray curves
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are generated by the control and move towards the unit circle, which then results
in the torus bifurcation for larger values of b0.

3.5 conclusion and discussion

In this section we have provided a counterexample, which refutes the odd-number
theorem of time-delayed feedback control. In this example, of a subcritical Hopf
bifurcation’s normal form, we are able to stabilize the UPO, provided the system is
su�ciently nonlinear, i. e., the absolute value of the parameter γ, which describes
the dependence of the oscillation period on the amplitude, needs to be large
enough. Furthermore, we saw that the control amplitude has to be complex. We
will discuss this issue in more detail in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6.
Recently, it was shown [20], using center manifold theory for DDEs and normal

form analysis, that Pyragas control can also stabilize odd-number orbits in n-
dimensional systems (n A 2) and that in fact for proper choices of the feedback
matrix the system can be reduced to the normal form of Eq. (3.3).�is justi�es
the approach we used above.



4
ODD-NUMBER ORBITS CLOSE TO A FOLD
BIFURCATION

The previous section showed that the alleged odd-number theorem is not
valid for autonomous systems and that in fact an odd-number orbit born
in a subcritical Hopf bifurcation can be stabilized by time-delayed feed-

back control. Although this is a very generic example, the question arises whether
this situation close to the Hopf bifurcation is special or if odd-number orbits born
from other bifurcations can be stabilized, too.

4.1 model and analysis

Following [16] we will now consider a PO born in a saddle-node (fold) bifurcation
of POs.�e normal form of this bifurcation is given by

d
dt
z � ��SzS2 � 1�2 � λ � iω0 � iγ�SzS2 � 1�� z �z > C� (4.1)

with ω0, γ A 0. In polar coordinates z�t� � r�t� e iθ�t� the normal form reads
d
dt
r � ��r2 � 1�2 � λ� r �: д�λ, r� r, (4.2a)

d
dt

θ � γ�r2 � 1� � ω0 �: h�λ, r�. (4.2b)

�e function д determines the radii of the rotating wave (RW) solutions and the
function h determines the periods. At λ � 0 two RW solutions with r � const
and θ � ωt are born in a saddle-node bifurcation at r2 � 1. �e corresponding
bifurcation diagram is depicted in Fig. 4.1. From Eqs. (4.2) we �nd the amplitudes
r� and frequencies ω� of these orbits

r� �
»
1 �

º
λ, ω� � ω0 � γ

º
λ. (4.3)

�e sign “�” corresponds to the unstable (upper) branch and “�” corresponds to
the stable (lower) branch. At λ � 1 the stable branch vanishes in a supercritical
Hopf bifurcation stabilizing the FP z � 0.
We will now stabilize the “�” branch, which is obviously an odd-number orbit,

by applying time-delayed feedback to the system according to

d
dt
z � �д�λ, SzS� � i h�λ, SzS�� z � b�zτ � z�. (4.4)

21
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FIGURE 4.1: Bifurcation di-
agram of the saddle-node
bifurcation of rotating waves.
Solid and dashed curves
correspond to stable and un-
stable solutions, respectively.

FIGURE 4.2: Pyragas curves in the �τ, λ�-plane for different values k � 1, 2, . . . , 11.
Each Pyragas curve touches the blue saddle-node line (SN) λ � 0 at a transcritical
bifurcation point (TC). Parameters: γ � 1, ω0 � 1.

Again, for noninvasive control the delay time has to be chosen as

τ � k T� � k
2π
ω�

�
2π k

ω0 � γ
º

λ
(4.5)

to match the period of the “�” branch. Solving for λ we obtain the Pyragas curve
in the �τ, λ�-plane

λP�τ� � �2π k � τω0
γτ

�2 . (4.6)

Figure 4.2 depicts the Pyragas curves for di�erent integer numbers k.
We now consider τ as the relevant bifurcation parameter and adjust λ according

to Eq. (4.6). In the uncontrolled case b � 0, we obtain the RWs

r �

¿ÁÁÀ1 � 2π k � ω0τ
γτ

, ω � ω0 �
2π k � ω0 τ

τ
. (4.7)

�e bifurcation diagram of these branches is depicted in Fig. 4.3. At τ � T0 �
2π~ω0 the two branches form a transcritical bifurcation (TC).�is transcritical
bifurcation at �rst seems arti�cially introduced, by moving in Fig. 4.1 according
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FIGURE 4.3: Transcritical
bifurcation for λ � λP�τ�.
The blue line is the Pyra-
gas branch. Solid and
dashed lines correspond
to stable and unstable so-
lutions, respectively. Pa-
rameters: γ � 10, ω0 � 1,
T0 � 2π~ω0 � 2π.

to λP�τ� down the λ-axis to λ � 0 and then up again. However, for b0 x 0 the
blue branch in Fig. 4.3 is unchanged because it features τ � T , while the other
branch is a�ected by the control and thus changes. If it is now possible to shi� this
branch upwards and thus the transcritical bifurcation τ � τc to the le�, then the
Pyragas branch is stable also for r A 0, i. e., the upper branch of the saddle-node
bifurcation has been stabilized.
To approach this problem, we rewrite the controlled system (4.4) in polar coor-

dinates
d
dt
r � ��r2 � 1�2 � λ� r � b0 �cos�β � θτ � θ� rτ � cos β r� ,

d
dt

θ � γ�r2 � 1� � ω0 � b0 �sin�β � θτ � θ� rτ~r � sin β� . (4.8a)

�e RW solutions then obey

0 � ε2 � λ � 2b0 sin�ωτ~2� sin�β � ωτ~2� (4.9a)
ω � γε � ω0 � 2b0 sin�ωτ~2� cos�β � ωτ~2�, (4.9b)

with ε :� r2 � 1. Solving Eq. (4.9b) for ε

ε � γ�1�ω � ω0 � 2b0 sin�ωτ~2� cos�β � ωτ��
we see that the right hand side increases monotonically in ω for small b0, since in
this case the oscillating part is small compared to the linearly increasing ω.�en
there exists an inverse function ω�ε�. Inserting this into Eq. (4.9a) yields

0 � G�τ, ε� :� ε2 � λ � 2b0 sin�ω�ε�τ~2� sin�β � ω�ε�τ~2�.
At the transcritcal bifurcation τ � τc the radius equation (4.9a) has a two-fold
root, i. e.,

0 � ∂εG�τc , ε� and ∂2εG�τc , ε� x 0,
in addition toG�τc , ε� � 0. Evaluating this equation on the Pyragas branch, where
ωτ � 2πτ~T � 2π k, we obtain

0 � ∂εG�τc , ε� � 2ε � b0 τc cos�kπ� sin�β � kπ� �∂εω�
� 2ε � b0 τc�∂εω� sin β. (4.10)
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To obtain the unknown function ∂εω, we implicitly di�erentiate Eq. (4.9b) with
respect to ε at ωτ � 2π k

∂εω � γ � b0 τ�∂εω� cos β

and solve for ∂εω

∂εω �
γ

1 � b0 τ cos β
�

γ
1 � b0 2π kω0�γε cos β

.

Here we have used ωτ � 2π k and ω � ω0 � γε. Inserting this into Eq. (4.10) yields

0 � ε�ω0 � γε � b02π k cos β� � b0π kγ sin β

Solving for b0 then gives the control force b0 at the bifurcation

bc � �ε ω0γε
π k�γ sin β � 2ε cos β� . (4.11)

An equivalent condition involving τc can be found by substitution of Eq. (4.5) and
�
º

λ � r2 � 1 � ε

bc � �
1
τc

�
2π k � ω0τc

1
2γ2τc sin β � �2π k � ω0τc� cos β

. (4.12)

From Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12), for small ε (τc � 2π k~ω0), it follows that the optimal
control phase, i. e., the phase with smallest Sbc S, is β � �π~2. For this optimal
control phase Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) are simpli�ed to

bc �
ε

π k
�ω0

γ
� ε� (4.13)

and
bc �

2�γτc�2 �2π k � ω0τc�, (4.14)

respectively. Solving Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) for ε and τc , respectively, and expanding
for small b0 A 0, we �nd the location of the transcritical bifurcation

ε � ��π k γ
ω0
sin β�b0 �O�b20�,

τc �
2π k
ω0

� � 1
2ω0

�2π kγ
ω0

�2 sin β�b0 �O�b20�.
From this analysis we can conclude that stabilization of the unstable odd-number
orbit is possible. Near the fold for γ A 0 and sin β @ 0 stabilization can be realized
by arbitrarily small control amplitudes b0.
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FIGURE 4.4: Radii of stable (solid) and unstable (dashed) rotating solutions vs. b0
for different values of γ. The blue squares and red circles indicate saddle-node
and transcritical bifurcations, respectively. Parameters: τ � 2π~�1 � γλ�, λ � 0.001,
ω0 � 1, β � �π~2.

4.2 stabilization mechanism

Similar to the analysis in Sec. 3.4, we can obtain a comprehensive picture of the
bifurcation scenario by looking at all RWs present in the system.�e RW ansatz
results in (see Eqs. (4.9))

0 � �r2 � 1�2 � λ � 2b0 sin�ωτ~2� sin�β � ωτ~2�,
ω � γ�r2 � 1� � ω0 � 2b0 sin�ωτ~2� cos�β � ωτ~2�.

Eliminating r2 gives a transcendental equation for the frequencies

0 � � γ2λ � γ22b0 sin�ωτ~2� sin�β � ωτ~2�
� �ω � ω0 � 2b0 sin�ωτ~2� cos�β � ωτ~2��2.

Solving this equation numerically and inserting the frequencies into

r �

¿ÁÁÀω � ω0
γ

�
2b0
γ
sin�ωτ

2
� cos�β � ωτ

2
� � 1

we obtain the allowed radii, a�er eliminating spurious (imaginary) solutions.�e
bifurcation diagram obtained from these RW solutions is depicted in Fig. 4.4.�e
orbit, which stabilizes the Pyragas orbit, may be the minus branch or another delay-
induced orbit, which is born from a fold bifurcation, depending on the parameters.
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�e crossover between these two scenarios occurs at γ � 10.6, where two saddle-
node points merge and disappear in a transcritical bifurcation.�e radius of the
Pyragas orbit does not change with b0, since the control is noninvasive on this
orbit.�e “�”-branch on the other hand is a�ected and the radius changes.

4.3 domain of control

To calculate the domain of control numerically we proceed in the same way as in
Sec. 3.3. We linearize Eqs. (4.8) around the Pyragas orbit according to z�t� � �r �
δr�t�� exp�iωt � iδφ�t��

d
dt

�� δr
δφ

�� �

<@@@@> ∂rд r � д � b0 cos β rb0 sin�β � ωτ�
∂rh � b0 sin�β � ωτ� ~r �b0 cos�β � ωτ�

=AAAA?
�� δr

δφ
��

�

<@@@@> b0 cos�β � ωτ� �rb0 sin�β � ωτ�
b0 sin�β � ωτ�~r b0 cos�β � ωτ�

=AAAA?
�� δrτ

δφτ

�� .
�e delay time τ matches the period of the Pyragas orbit and we thus have

ωτ � 2πk.

Using the exponential ansatz �δr�t�, δφ�t��� exp�Λt� yields a transcendental
characteristic equation 0 � χ�Λ� for the Floquet exponents Λ

0 � χ�Λ� � det<@@@@> M11 M12
M21 M22

=AAAA? � 0 (4.15)

with

M11 � 4�r2� � 1�r2� � �r2� � 1�2 � λ � Λ � �1 � e�Λτ� b0 cos β,
M12 � r� �1 � e�Λτ� b0 sin β,
M21 � 2γr� � �1 � e�Λτ� b0 sin�β�~r�,
M22 � �Λ � �1 � e�Λτ� b0 cos β.

Solving this equation numerically, we obtain the control domain in the complex
b-plane. Figure 4.5 depicts this domain in polar coordinates b � b0 e iβ (panel
(a)) and Cartesian coordinates b � br � i bi (panel (b)). �e color code shows
the largest (negative) real part of the Floquet exponent. �e control domain is
bounded on one side by the transcritical bifurcation line and on the other side by
a line of secondary Hopf bifurcations, i. e., torus bifurcations, which destabilize
the Pyragas orbit for large values of the control amplitude.
�e transcritical bifurcation line can be calculated analytically from Eq. (4.15)

as follows. A transcritical bifurcation occurs if real a Floquet exponent changes
sign, i. e., Λ � 0. Since we have an autonomous system, one Floquet exponent
is always zero corresponding to the Goldstone mode of the orbit. To obtain the
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FIGURE 4.5: Domain of control a) in the �β, b0�-plane and b) in the �br , b i�-plane.
The color code shows only negative values of the largest real part of the Floquet
exponents. Parameters: ω0 � 1.0, λ � 10�4, γ � 0.1, τ � 2π~�1 � γ~λ�.

transcritical bifurcation line, we will use a series expansion of the characteristic
equation in x � �Λτ up to order x2. At the transcritical bifurcation the solution
x � 0 then has multiplicity two.
�e following calculations are correct up to second order in x. Using

1 � e�Λτ � �x � 1
2x
2, Λ � �

1
τ
x,

we obtain

0 � det
<@@@@> a �

1
τ x � �x � 1

2x
2� b0 cos β �r �x � 1

2x
2� b0 sin β

c � 1
r �x � x2� b0 sin β 1

τ x � �x � x2� b0 cos β

=AAAA? ,
where we used the abbreviations

a � 4�r2 � 1�r2 � �r2 � 1�2 � λ, c � 2γr.

Calculating this determinant (up to second order) gives

0 � a 1
τ
x � a�x � x2� b0 cos β � 1

τ2
x2 � 2

τ
x2 b0 cos β � x2 b20 cos2 β

� cr�x � x2� b0 sin β � x2 b20 sin2 β.

Factorizing out the Goldstone mode x � 0 yields

0 � 1
τ
a � ab0 cos β � crb0 sin β � � 1

τ2
� b20 � �ab0 � 2τ b0� cos β � crb0 sin β� x,

which then gives the transcritical bifurcation for x � 0

b0 � �
a
τ
�

1
a cos β � cr sin β

. (4.16)

�e other side of the control domain is bounded by a Hopf bifurcation line,
where the Pyragas orbit loses its stability in a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation. Since it
is not possible to �nd this line analytically, we follow this branch of the solution
numerically.�e two resulting curves are shown in Fig. 4.6.
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FIGURE 4.6: Boundary curves of the control domain a) in the �β, b0�-plane and
b) in the �br , b i�-plane. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the Neimark-
Sacker and transcritical bifurcation line. Parameters as in Fig. 4.5.

4.4 conclusion

We have shown that odd-number orbits can also be stabilized close to a saddle-
node bifurcation of POs. �e stabilization mechanism is again a transcritical
bifurcation with a delay-induced stable orbit. Similarly as in Sec. 3, stabilization is
possible close to the bifurcation, if the system is su�ciently nonlinear and if the
feedback amplitude is complex.
In this and the previous section, we have shown that the odd-number limitation

is not valid for the two situations of a subcritical Hopf bifurcation and a saddle-
node bifurcation of PO.�is result mathematically refutes the alleged odd-number
theorem. However, these counterexamples have a very particular feedback term,
which preserves the rotation symmetry of the uncontrolled equations. In the next
section we will look at other feedback terms which break the symmetry, but are
more readily applicable for experimental realization.



5
TOWARDS STABILIZATION OF ODD-NUMBER
ORBITS IN EXPERIMENTS

Although the counterexample provided in Sec. 3 has ful�lled its purpose
to refute the alleged odd-number limitation, it is o�en di�cult to realize
in experiments, in order to stabilize odd-number orbits, and in particular

subcritical Hopf orbits.
One reason why the counterexample is not immediately applicable, is the spe-

cial choice of the gain matrix, i. e., a feedback term, which only involves z and
not the complex conjugate z. �is gain matrix conserves the S1-symmetry of
the normal form, but in order to realize this control matrix experimentally one
needs to have access to two dynamical variables in the rotation plane of the orbit,
process these to generate the rotation phase β, and feed the control signal back
into the corresponding two dynamic degrees of freedom. �is may be possible
in certain situations, for instance, when stabilizing an unstable mode of a laser,
where the optical phase can naturally introduce a rotation [16] (see Sec. 7.1). But
what happens, for example, if we have only access to one dynamical variable? We
will give some answers to this question in the following [76].

5.1 model

Consider a dynamical system with a bifurcation parameter µ, which undergoes
a subcritical Hopf bifurcation at µ � 0 with the UPO lying without loss of gen-
erality on the µ @ 0 side.�e center manifold theorem implies that close to the
bifurcation the system equations can be transformed to the normal form

d
dt

�� xy �� �

<@@@@> dµ � a r2 ��ω � cµ � b r2�
ω � cµ � b r2 dµ � a r2

=AAAA?
�� xy �� , (5.1)

with r2 � x2 � y2 or in complex notation (z � x � iy)

d
dt
z � ��d � ic�µ � iω � �a � ib�SzS2� z.

We choose d A 0 and a A 0.�is means the FP is stable or unstable for µ @ 0 or
µ A 0, respectively, and the UPO lies on the µ @ 0 side. For simplicity we will
assume ω A 0. �e case ω @ 0 is easily recovered by exchanging the variables
x �� y.
Although these equations can be simpli�ed further to the form of Eq. (3.1)

d
dt
z � �λ � i � �1 � iγ�SzS2� z

29
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by rescaling of the bifurcation parameter, the time, and the dynamical variables,
we keep this form of the equations to allow easier comparison with experimental
situations. In particular we calculate the normal form coe�cients ω, a, b, c, and d
for a laser model in Sec. 7.2.
In polar coordinates the equations are given by

d
dt
r � �dµ � a r2� r,

d
dt

θ � �ω � cµ � br2�,
and the radius and period of the UPO can be read o�

r �
¾
�
d
a
µ,

T �
2πSω � cµ � br2S � 2πTω � �c � b d

a � µT .
Let us now consider Pyragas feedback with a general coupling matrix K

d
dt

�� xy �� �

<@@@@> dµ � a r2 ��ω � cµ � b r2�
ω � cµ � b r2 dµ � a r2

=AAAA?
�� xy ��

�

<@@@@> K11 K12
K21 K22

=AAAA?
�� xτ � x
yτ � y

�� . (5.2)

We follow the proof idea of the counterexample (Sec. 3) and analyze the stability of
the FP. Making the ansatz �x, y� � u eηt , where u is a constant vector, we obtain
the transcendental characteristic equation χ�η� � 0 with

χ�η� :� det<@@@@> dµ � η � K11F�η� �ω � cµ � K12F�η�
ω � cµ � K21F�η� dµ � η � K22F�η�

=AAAA? ,
where F�η� � e�ητ

� 1. Calculating the determinant yields

χ�η� ��dµ � η�2 � trK�dµ � η�F�η� � detK F�η�2
� �ω � cµ�2 � κ�ω � cµ�F�η�. (5.3)

Here, we have introduced the parameter κ :� K21 � K12 that is a measure for the
antisymmetry of the feedback matrix and will play a crucial role in the following
analysis. Note that when we recover the case of negative ω by exchanging x and y
as discussed above, κ changes sign in the characteristic equation κ � �κ.
To follow the same argument as in Ref. [2] and Sec. 3, we need three ingredients:

(i) �e location of the Hopf points on the τ-axis (Hopf A and B points),

(ii) the crossing direction of the Hopf eigenvalues at these Hopf points, when
going up the τ-axis,
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(iii) the slope of the Hopf curve and the Pyragas curve at the Hopf A points.

With theses three ingredients we can construct parameters (feedback gain) such
that there is a change from a �0�-region to a �2�-region along the Pyragas curve.
�e number in parentheses denotes again the total number of eigenvalues of the
FP with Re�η� A 0.
Let us start by trying to �nd the Hopf points on the τ-axis. At µ � 0, η � iΩ the

real and imaginary part of Eq. (5.3) are

0 �detK �Ω2 � κω � ω2 � �κω � 2detK� cos�Ωτ�
� detK cos�2Ωτ� �Ω trK sin�Ωτ�, (5.4a)

0 �Ω trK�1 � cos�Ωτ�� � �κω � 2detK� sin�Ωτ�
� detK sin�2Ωτ�. (5.4b)

In general Eqs. (5.4) cannot be solved exactly. So we will restrict the analysis to a
special class of feedback matrices.

5.2 experimentally relevant feedback matrices

Consider the following experimental situation. We are able to measure an output
variable u of the system and are able to apply the control to an input variable v.
A�er the center manifold reduction and normal form transformation u and v are
functions of x and y, which we expand to the leading linear order

u � u�x, y� � u1 x � u2 y � . . . ,
v � v�x, y� � v1 x � v2 y � . . . .

Here, we have omitted constant terms, since they would disappear in the Pyragas
feedback. We can picture the vectors �u1, u2� and �v1, v2� as being tangent to the
center manifold at �x, y� � �0, 0�. �e measured signal m is then given by the
projection

m�t� � �� u1u2 �� � �� x�t�y�t� ��
and our control signal acts as

d
dt
x � � � � � v1�mτ �m�,

d
dt
y � � � � � v2�mτ �m�

on the dynamical equations.�is leads to the following gain matrix

K �

<@@@@> v1u1 v1u2
v2u1 v2u2

=AAAA? ,
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which has vanishing determinant. With detK � 0 the characteristic equation (5.3)
simpli�es to

0 � �dµ � η�2 � trK�dµ � η�F�η� � �ω � cµ�2 � κ�ω � cµ�F�η�. (5.5)

For this simpler equation it is now possible to carry out the analysis.

5.3 analysis

(i) Location of Hopf points—To �nd the location of the Hopf points on the τ-axis,
we insert η � iΩ into Eq. (5.5), set µ � 0 and split the equation into real and
imaginary parts

0 � �Ω2 � κω � ω2 � κω cos�Ωτ� �Ω trK sin�Ωτ�,
0 � Ω trK�1 � cos�Ωτ�� � κω sin�Ωτ�. (5.6)

In the following we will for simplicity consider Ω to be positive. �e complex
conjugate solution is simply η � �iΩ.
Writing Eqs. (5.6) as

�� Ω2 � ω2 � κω
�Ω trK

�� �

<@@@@> cos ξ sin ξ
� sin ξ cos ξ

=AAAA?
�� κω
�Ω trK

�� ,
with ξ � Ωτ, it is obvious that there can only be a solution if the two vectors have
the same length

�Ω2 � ω2 � κω�2 �Ω2 trK2 � κ2ω2 �Ω2 trK2,

since the rotation matrix leaves the length of vectors invariant. �is gives the
values for Ω2 on the τ-axis

Ω2 � ω2, Ω2 � ω2 � 2κω.

With these Ω-values we can calculate the rotation angle ξ and the delay time τ. In
particular for Ω2 � ω2 we recover the Pyragas points (alias A series) on the τ-axis

τAn �
2π n

ω
, ΩA � ω.

Inserting Ω � ΩB :�
º

ω2 � 2κω gives the B series. Note that κ @ ω~2 is necessary
in order for Hopf B points to exist. When calculating ξ (and τ) for the Hopf B
points we have to take into account the di�erent possible signs of κ and trK:

τBn �

¢̈̈̈̈¦̈̈̈̈¤
1
ΩB � 2π n � φ �, if κ trK C 0,
1
ΩB � 2π n � �2π � φ� �, if κ trK @ 0,

(5.7)
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with

φ � arccos ��trK�2 �ω2 � 2κω� � ω2κ2�trK�2 �ω2 � 2κω� � ω2κ2
	 . (5.8)

�e index is chosen such that n � 0 labels the �rst point in the series, i. e., n � 0 is
the lowest integer with ξBn A 0.�e Hopf B series is spread equidistantly on the
τ-axis with a distance

∆τB � τBn�1 � τBn �
2πº

ω2 � 2κω
.

(ii) Crossing direction of Hopf eigenvalue pair—�e crossing direction of the
Hopf eigenvalues for Hopf points on the τ-axis is given by

sgnRe�∂τη� � sgn��Ω2 �trK�2 �Ω2 ��trK�2 � 2κω� cos�Ωτ�
�Ω trK �κω � 2Ω2 trK� sin�Ωτ��. (5.9)

At the Pyragas points (Ω � ΩA, τ � τAn ) this gives

sgnRe�∂τη�U
A
� sgn κ.

�e crossing direction of the Hopf eigenvalues at the Hopf B points (Ω � ΩB,
τ � τBn ) on the other hand is given by

sgnRe�∂τη�U
B
� sgn�2 �trK�2 κ2 � �trK�2 κω � κω3�
� � sgn κ sgn�ω3 � �trK�2 �ω � 2κ�� .

For the allowed κ-values (κ @ ω~2) this expression reduces to
sgnRe�∂τη� � � sgn κ,

and hence the crossing direction is opposite to that at the Pyragas points.
(iii) Slope of Hopf and Pyragas curve—By implicit di�erentiation of the charac-

teristic equation (5.5) with respect to µ we �nd the slope of the Hopf curve at the
Pyragas points

∂µτH U
τ�τAn

� �2d�nπ trK � ω� � cnπκ
ω2κ

(5.10)

�e slope of the Pyragas curve at µ � 0 is given by

∂µτP � �
2πn
ω2

�c � bd~a�
Putting the pieces together we have to carefully distinguish di�erent cases of

di�erent sign combinations of the various parameters. In particular we have to
distinguish between the case

��c � bd~a� @ 0,
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where the period of the UPO increases with increasing distance from the bifurca-
tion (increasing period case) and the case

��c � bd~a� A 0,
where it decreases with increasing distance from the bifurcation. Note that this
distinction is not exactly the same as so�-/ and hard spring case (see p. 10), because
the parameter c, which changes the period with the bifurcation parameter, can
overrule the other terms bd~a, which changes the period with the amplitude of
the oscillations.
For ��c � bd~a� @ 0 the period of the orbit increases with increasing distance

from the bifurcation and the Pyragas curve emanates to the upper le� from the
Pyragas point. For stabilization we need a �2�-region above and a �0�-region
below the n-th Pyragas point.�is means the eigenvalue crossing direction has to
be positive at the A points and negative at the B points, i. e., κ A 0.
�e Pyragas curve has to lie above the Hopf curve for µ @ 0, which means that

the slopes at µ � 0 have to obey ∂µτp @ ∂µτH .�is gives

trK @ �
b
a

κ � ω
πn
. (5.11)

Finally the order of the Hopf points has to be τBn�1 B τAn . Inserting the calculated
τ-values (see Eq. (5.7)) gives two cases.

1. For trK C 0 inserting the τ-values gives

φ B 2π � 2π n �ΩB
ω

� 1� . (5.12)

Depending on the values of n, κ and ω the right hand side may be negative
and the inequality cannot be ful�lled since φ > �0, π�. Stabilization is only
possible if the right hand side is positive, i. e., if

κ B ω 2n � 1
2n2

.

Note that for n � 1 this coincides with our initial condition κ @ ω~2. For
this valid κ-range the inequality (5.12) gives when inserting φ from Eq. (5.8)
a condition on the magnitude of trK

trK C
κω
ΩB
cot �π n

»
1 � 2κ~ω� .

2. For trK @ 0 we �nd
φ C 2π n �1 � ΩB

ω
� . (5.13)

Inserting φ then gives the same bound as above

trK C
κω
ΩB
cot �πn

»
1 � 2κ~ω� .

However, in this case the κ-domain is di�erent and the le� hand side as well
as the right hand side are negative.
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�e necessary condition for the Hopf point ordering can, for the increasing period
case with κ A 0 thus be summarized by

κ B ω2n � 1
2n2

,

trK C
κωº

ω2 � 2κω
cot

��πn
¾
1 � 2κ

ω
�� .

For ��c � bd~a� A 0 the period of the orbit decreases with increasing distance
from the bifurcation and the Pyragas curve emanates to the lower le� from the
Pyragas point. For stabilization we need a �0�-region above and a �2�-region
below the emanating Pyragas point.�is means the eigenvalue crossing directions
has to be negative at the A points and positive at the B points, i. e., κ @ 0.
�e Pyragas curve has to lie below the Hopf curve for µ @ 0, which means that

the slopes at µ � 0 have to obey ∂µτp A ∂µτH .�is gives

trK @ �
b
a

κ � ω
nπ
. (5.14)

�is is the same as condition (5.11), which is no contradiction, since κ has opposite
sign. Finally the order of the Hopf points has to be τBn C τAn . A similar discussion
as above in the increasing period case shows that there can only be a solution if

�ω2n � 1
2n2

B κ

and that the boundary for trK is the same as above

trK C
κωº

ω2 � 2κω
cot

��πn
¾
1 � 2κ

ω
�� .

5.4 summary of the results

In summary we have the following conditions for stabilization.�e domain of κ
depends on whether the period increases or decreases with increasing distance
from the bifurcation

κ A 0, if c � bd~a A 0 (increasing period),
κ @ 0, if c � bd~a @ 0 (decreasing period).

In any case the domain of control is bounded by

�ω2n � 1
2n2

B κ B ω2n � 1
2n2

, (5.15a)

trK C
κωº

ω2 � 2κω
cot

��πn
¾
1 � 2κ

ω
�� , (5.15b)

trK @ �
b
a

κ � ω
nπ
. (5.15c)
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FIGURE 5.1: Control domain for the case of increasing period with κ A 0. The
red and black solid curves corresponds to Eqs. (5.15b) and (5.15c), respectively.
The dashed red line marks the boundary corresponding to the right boundary in
Eq. (5.15a). The black line has a slope of �b~a. Parameters: ω � 1, n � 1,
b~a � �6.

FIGURE 5.2: Control domain for the case of decreasing period with κ @ 0. The
red and black solid curves corresponds to Eqs. (5.15b) and (5.15c), respectively.
The dashed red line marks the boundary corresponding to the left boundary in
Eq. (5.15a). The black line has a slope of �b~a. Parameters: ω � 1, n � 1,
b~a � 6.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 depict the control domain for the two cases. As the two bound-
ary curves Eqs. (5.15b) and (5.15c) intersect in the point �κ, trK� � �0, �ω~nπ�
stabilization is not possible with symmetric feedback matrices, because these have
κ � 0. It is easy to check that even in the case detK x 0 control is not possible with
κ � 0, because the Hopf curves are tangent to the τ-axis at the Pyragas points and
do not cross the τ-axis at these points. �is includes the result of Sec. 3, where
feedback with zero rotation angle does not allow control.�is imposes a severe
limitation for the experimental applicability, because the case κ � 0 occurs when
one can only measure a single variable and apply the control signal to the dynamic
equation of the same variable. Due to the importance of this situation we will in
the next section discuss a method to overcome this restriction.
We can �nd some conditions which ensure a non-empty control domain.�e

right hand side of Eq. (5.15b) is a convex function of κ and has a slope of �1~2πn
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at the intersection point. �e right hand side of Eq. (5.15c) has a slope of �b~a.
�e following conditions thus lead to a non-empty control domain

�
b
a
A �

1
2πn

for the increasing period case �κ A 0�,
�
b
a
@ �

1
2πn

for the decreasing period case �κ @ 0�.
From these two equations we can see that in the decreasing period case stabiliza-
tion is only possible for hard springs (b A 0). Whereas in the increasing period
case we are able to stabilize so� springs (b @ 0) as well as weakly hard springs
(0 @ b @ 1~2πn).





6
STABILIZATION WITH SYMMETRIC
FEEDBACK MATRICES

As discussed in the last section, stabilization is not possible with symmetric
feedback matrices (κ � 0).�is case, however, is important for experi-
ments as it corresponds to the situation, where one measures a variable

and applies the control signal to the dynamical equation of the same variable. We
will now discuss a method to overcome this problem, i. e., to stabilize the UPO
with symmetric feedback matrices.

6.1 model and analysis

Consider the normal form model as given by Eq. (5.2) with an additional latency
time δ in the feedback

d
dt

�� xy �� �

<@@@@> dµ � a r2 ��ω � cµ � b r2�
ω � cµ � b r2 dµ � a r2

=AAAA?
�� xy ��

�

<@@@@> K11 K12
K21 K22

=AAAA?
�� xτ�δ � xδ

yτ�δ � yδ

�� . (6.1)

Proceeding as above we �nd the characteristic equation for the eigenvalues of the
FP

χ�η� � �dµ � η�2 � trK�dµ � η�F�η� � detK F�η�2
� �ω � cµ�2 � κ�ω � cµ�F�η�

with F�η� � e�η�τ�δ�
� e�ηδ in this case. We consider detK � 0 and κ � 0, which

was not controllable before

χ�η� � �dµ � η�2 � trK�dµ � η�F�η� � �ω � cµ�2. (6.2)

(i) Location of Hopf points— To �nd the Hopf points, we evaluate the real and
imaginary part of 0 � χ�η� at µ � 0, η � iΩ

0 � �Ω2 � ω2 �Ω trK�sin�Ωδ� � sin�Ωδ �Ωτ��, (6.3a)
0 � Ω trK �cos�Ωδ� � cos�Ωδ �Ωτ�� . (6.3b)

�e second equation yields

�Ωδ � 2πn � Ωδ �Ωτ.

39
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�e “�”-sign gives the Hopf A series

τAn �
2πn
ω
, ΩA � ω.

�e “�”-sign gives
τBn �

2πn
ΩB

� 2δ.

Inserting this expression into Eq. (6.3a) gives a transcendental equation for ΩB

0 � f �Ω� :� Ω2 � ω2 � 2 trKΩsin�Ωδ�. (6.4)

Although we cannot explicitly obtain ΩB�δ�, we can obtain an explicit parametric
representation. To do this we introduce a curve parameter ψ � Ωδ. Solving
0 � f �Ω� for Ω then gives the parametric solution

ΩB � trK sinψ �
¼

ω2 � �trK�2 sin2 ψ, (6.5a)

δ � ψ
ΩB

�
ψ

trK sinψ �
¼

ω2 � �trK�2 sin2 ψ
. (6.5b)

�e ΩB values lie in in the interval

ΩB > �Ωmin, Ωmax�, with

Ωmin � � trK �
¼

ω2 � �trK�2,
Ωmax � trK �

¼
ω2 � �trK�2.

Figure 6.1 depicts the solutions ΩB vs. δ. At the special points

δ�k �
π
ω
k, �k > N0�

Ω � ω is always a solution of Eq. (6.4) and some of the Hopf B points lie on the
Pyragas points. Note that the labeling of Hopf A and B points is di�erent in this
case, i. e.,

τAn �
2πn
ω

�
2π�n � k�

ω
� 2δ�k � τBn�k . (6.6)

For simplicity we will now consider the case, where Eq. (6.4) has a single posi-
tive) solution, i. e., we consider δ and S trKS small enough such that the curve in
Fig. 6.1 does not fold back. Implicit di�erentiation of Eq. (6.4) respect to δ gives
the slope of the ΩB curve at δ � δ�k

∂δΩBU
δ�δ�k

�
trKω��1�k � ωδ�k trK

.

A condition ensuring that a single solution can be found by requiring that the
signs of the slopes at the δ�k values alternate with k.�is is the case ifS trKS δ @ 1~ω. (6.7)
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FIGURE 6.1: Solutions ΩB of Eq. (6.4) vs. latency δ. The blue and gray lines
correspond to trK � 0.1 A 0 and trK � �0.1 @ 0, respectively. Parameters: ω � 1.

(ii) crossing direction of Hopf eigenvalue pair—To calculate the crossing direc-
tion of the Hopf eigenvalue pair, we di�erentiate Eq. (6.2) implicitly with respect
to τ.�is expression evaluated at µ � 0, η � iΩ then gives the crossing direction

sgnRe�∂τη� � sgn�� �trK�2 � �trK�2 cos�Ωτ� �Ω �trK�2 δ sin�Ωτ�
� 2 trKΩsin�Ωτ �Ωδ��.

For the Hopf A series this gives

sgnRe�∂τη�U
A
� � sgn�trK sin�ωδ��.

For the Hopf B series we �nd

sgnRe�∂τη�U
B
� � sgn�trK sin�ΩBδ��
� sgn��Ω �Ω trKδ cos�ΩBδ� � trK sin�ΩBδ��

� � sgn�trK sin�ΩBδ�� � sgn�� f ��ΩB��
� sgn��ΩB�2 � ω2� � sgn f ��ΩB�

From Eq. (6.4) we �nd that f �0� � �ω2 and limΩ�ª f �Ω� � ª, and because
we consider the case of a single positive solution 0 � f �ΩB� the slope f ��ΩB� is
positive.�e single solution ΩB oscillates with increasing δ around ω (see Fig. 6.1)
and is larger than ω if trK A 0 and δ > �δ�k , δ�k�1� with even k or if trK @ 0 and
δ > �δ�k , δ�k�1� with odd k.�us the crossing direction is in fact opposite to that of
the A series, i. e.,

sgnRe�∂τη�U
B
� � sgnRe�∂τη�U

A
� sgn �trK sin�ωδ�� (6.8)
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(iii) Slope of Hopf and Pyragas curve—�e slope of Hopf curve at the Pyragas
points can be calculated by implicit di�erentiation of the characteristic equation
with respect to µ. Evaluated at the Pyragas points we �nd

∂µτH �
�2nπ trK�c � d cot�ωδ�� � 2dω~ sin�ωδ�

trKω2
. (6.9)

6.2 increasing period case

For ��c � bd~a� @ 0 the period of the orbit increases with increasing distance
from the bifurcation and the Pyragas curve emanates to the upper le� from the
Pyragas point. For stabilization we need a �2�-region above and a �0�-region
below the n-th Pyragas point.�is means the eigenvalue crossing direction has to
be positive at the A points and negative at the B points, i. e.,

trK sin�ωδ� @ 0. (6.10)

�e Pyragas curve has to lie above the Hopf curve for µ @ 0, i. e., the slopes at
µ � 0 have to obey ∂µτp @ ∂µτH .�is gives

b
a
@ cot�ωδ� � ω

πn trK sin�ωδ� ,
which can be written as

trK�b
a
sin�ωδ� � cos�ωδ�� A ω

πn
.

One boundary curve of the control domain is thus given by

trK I
ω

πn� ba sin�ωδ� � cos�ωδ�� ,
where the “A” and “@” signs apply for positive and negative right hand side, respec-
tively.�is can be summed up as

S trKS A ω
πn T ba sin�ωδ� � cos�ωδ�T . (6.11)

�ere is at most one Hopf B point between two successive A points, because

∆τB � 2π
ΩB

A
2π
ω

� ∆τA.

To have a �0�-region below the Pyragas point, there has to be exactly one such
point in between, to compensate for the increase in the number of unstable di-
mensions at the A points.�e Hopf B points start at τB0 � �2δ and thus the �rst B
point with positive τB is given by τBk̃ , where k̃ is the smallest integer with

k̃ � ∆τB A 2δ,
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FIGURE 6.2: Control domain in the �δ, trK�-plane. The yellow regions are the
regions of control. The other colored regions depict domains, where one or more
of the control conditions is violated: blue – Eq. (6.10), red – Eq. (6.11), green –
Eq. (6.7), gray – Eq. (6.12). Parameters: ω � 1, b~a � �2, c � 4, d � 1, n � 1.

i. e.,

k̃ � � 2δ
∆τB

� � �δΩ
B

π
� .

Here, ��� denotes the ceiling function. With this index the Hopf point ordering
can be written as

τBk̃ @ τA1 @ τBk̃�1 @ τA2 @ � @ τBk̃�n�1 @ τAn .

It is su�cient to require τBk̃�n�1 @ τAn , because this condition is the strictest.�us
we have �δΩ

B

π
� � δΩ

B

π
� 1 @ n �ΩB

ω
� 1� .

Using the parametric representation with ψ � ΩBδ (Eq. (6.5)) gives

X�ψ� :� ω
n
�� 1

π
ψ� � 1

π
ψ � 1� � ω @ ΩB.

Inserting ΩB�ψ, trK� from Eq. (6.5) and solving for trK then gives the boundary
curve in parametric form

StrK�ψ�S @ W X�ψ�2 � ω2

2X�ψ� sinψ
W , (6.12a)

δ�ψ� � ψ
X�ψ� . (6.12b)

Figure 6.2 shows the domain of control in the �δ, trK�-plane.
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6.3 decreasing period case

For ��c � bd~a� A 0 the period of the orbit decreases with increasing distance
from the bifurcation and the Pyragas curve emanates to the lower le� from the
Pyragas point. For stabilization we need a �0�-region above and a �2�-region
below the emanating Pyragas point.�is means the eigenvalue crossing directions
has to be negative at the A points and positive at the B points, i. e.,

trK sin�ωδ� A 0. (6.13)

�e Pyragas curve has to lie below the Hopf curve for µ @ 0, i. e., the slopes at
µ � 0 have to obey ∂µτp A ∂µτH .�is gives

b
a
A cot�ωδ� � ω

trKπn sin�ωδ� .
�is �nally gives the same condition as in the increasing period case (Eq. 6.11)S trKS A ω

πn T ba sin�ωδ� � cos�ωδ�T .
�ere is at least one Hopf B point between two successive A points, because

∆τB � 2π
ΩB

@
2π
ω

� ∆τA.

To have a �2�-region below the Pyragas point, there has to be exactly one such
point in between.�e Hopf B points start at τB0 � �2δ and again the �rst B point
with positive τB is given by τBk̃ , where k̃ is given as above by

k̃ � � 2δ
∆τB

� � �δΩ
B

π
� .

�e Hopf point ordering is then given by

τBk̃ @ τA1 @ τBk̃�1 @ τA2 @ � @ τAn @ τBk̃�n.

It is su�cient to require τAn @ τBk̃�n, which yields

�δΩ
B

π
� � δΩ

B

π
A n �ΩB

ω
� 1� .

Using again the parametric representation (Eq. (6.5)) we obtain

Y�ψ� :� ω
n
�� 1

π
ψ� � 1

π
ψ� � ω A ΩB

and with ΩB�ψ, trK� from Eq. (6.5) the boundary curve in parametric form
StrK�ψ�S @ WY�ψ�2 � ω2

2Y�ψ� sinψ
W , (6.14a)

δ�ψ� � ψ
Y�ψ� . (6.14b)

Note that since we only consider the case where Eq. (6.4) has a single solution
(see Eq. (6.7)) all the conditions we constructed are su�cient but not necessary.
�e actual domains of control in Fig. 6.2 and 6.3 may in fact be larger.
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FIGURE 6.3: Control domain for the decreasing period case in the �δ, trK�-plane.
The yellow regions are the regions of control. The other colored regions depict do-
mains, where one or more of the control conditions is violated: blue – Eq. (6.13),
red – Eq. (6.3), green – Eq. (6.7), gray – Eq. (6.14). Parameters: ω � 1, b~a � 2,
c � �4, d � 1, n � 1.

6.4 conclusion

Building on the results of Sec. 5, which showed that feedback matrices with
detK � 0 are experimentally relevant, we have in this section considered sym-
metric feedback matrices with detK � 0.�ese feedback matrices correspond to
the case, when the input and output variable for the control are the same. In the
previous Sections 3, 4, and 5 we saw that stabilization was not possible with sym-
metric feedback matrices. In this section we showed that stabilization is possible,
if we introduce an additional latency time to the Pyragas control. As in Sec. 5, we
needed to distinguish the increasing period case and the decreasing period case,
which are both controllable.
Latencies arise naturally in control loops due to the �nite signal processing and

propagation speed in the loop. For instance, in a laser, where the Pyragas control
can be realized with a Fabry-Perot resonator, the distance between the resonator
and the laser introduces a latency in the control signal [51]. In many cases it is
easy to tune the overall latency of a control loop or to deliberately introduce an
additional latency in the loop, which can be varied.�is makes the overall control
loop latency an accessible control parameter.
�e e�ects of latencies in Pyragas control loops have previously been studied

[9, 49, 50, 77]. It has been observed that in general such latencies result in shi�ed
and slightly deformed control regions. Similar e�ects arise from phase-dependent
control amplitudes and in the above references it has been shown that control
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phase and latency can have a qualitatively similar e�ect or for proper tuning com-
pensate each other. �is intuitively explains why a latency in the feedback can
stabilize odd-number orbits with symmetric feedback matrices.



7
APPLICATION TO LASER SYSTEMS

In this section we will look at the stabilization of odd-number orbits in laser
systems. Lasers subject to delayed feedback have been studied since the sem-
inal paper of Lang and Kobayashi [78]. Various delayed feedback methods

have since then been used,1 such as all-optical feedback [78], phase-conjugate
feedback [79], optoelectronic feedback [80, 81, 82], polarization rotated feedback
[83, 84, 85, 86] and �ltered feedback [87].
�ese lasers show very interesting dynamics [88, 89] including complicated

bifurcation scenarios [90, 91] and chaos [82, 92, 93] and are of immense practical
importance due to their applications in telecommunication. Delayed feedback
schemes can for example be used to suppress noise [62, 94, 95] and to control
chaos [96, 97, 98, 99].
Pyragas control has also been successfully implemented experimentally in lasers

and has been used for the noninvasive stabilization of FPs and POs [9, 16, 51, 99,
100, 101, 102, 103]. Experimentally, the Pyragas feedback can be realized all opti-
cally in a natural way by coupling the laser to a Michelson interferometer [104]
or an external Fabry-Perot [51] resonator. When the phase conditions in the res-
onator are chosen appropriately the laser receives optical feedback of the form
Ke iϕ�E�t� � E�t � τ��, where E is the complex electric �eld of the laser light and
Ke iϕ is the coupling strengths including a possible phase shi� of the overall sig-
nal. Note that in this form we neglect multiple re�ections in the resonator.�is
assumption is valid for small values of K, since in this case the terms correspond-
ing to multiple re�ections K2 P K are very small. For larger values of K these
multiple re�ections cannot be neglected and one obtains the form of extended
time-delayed feedback [105, 106]. Another possibility to apply the feedback is to
use optoelectronic coupling [107, 108], which we will discuss in more detail below
in Sec. 7.2.

7.1 stabilization of an anti-mode

As a �rst example of time-delayed feedback control in lasers, we will stabilize
an anti-mode of the Lang-Kobayashi laser system. Consider the dimensionless
Lang-Kobayashi equations

d
dt
E � 1

2�1 � iα�n E � KE�t � σ� � b�E�t � τ� � E�t��,
T d
dt
n � p � n � �1 � n�SES2.

1 Due to the vast amount of literature in this �eld it is impossible to give a comprehensive list of
references.
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FIGURE 7.1: Fold bifurcations of modes (solid) and anti-modes (dashed) in the
�K, ω�-plane for the uncontrolled (b0 � 0) LK system. Panel (a) shows a zoom
into the saddle-node bifurcation marked with SN in panel (b). The blue cross
marks the target state. Parameters: α � 4, T � 200, p � 1, σ � 400.

Here, E is the complex electric �eld amplitude, n is the carrier density (in excess
of the threshold carrier density), α is the alpha or linewidth enhancement factor,
p is the dimensionless pump current, which is zero at threshold, and T � Te~Tp
is the time scale parameter, where Te and Tp are the carrier and photon lifetimes,
respectively.�e term KE�t � σ� corresponds to the feedback term of the uncon-
trolled Lang-Kobayashi system, which induces the modes and antimodes, and
b�E�t � τ� � E�t�� is the Pyragas control term. See Sec. 11 for a more detailed
introduction and discussion of the model.
�e RW solutions E � Ae iωt obey

0 � 1
2n � K cos�ωσ� � b0�cos�β � ωτ� � cos β�,

ω � 1
2αn � K sin�ωσ� � b0�sin�β � ωτ� � sin β�,

0 � p � n � �1 � n�A2.
Eliminating n in the �rst two equations we �nd, similar to Sec. 3.4, a transcenden-
tal frequency equation

ω � �K�sin�ωσ� � α cos�ωσ��
� b0�sin�β � ωτ� � α cos�β � ωτ� � sin β � α cos β�. (7.1)

Using the ansatz

E�t� � A�t�e iϕ�t� with Ė � �Ȧ� iϕ̇A�e iϕ
we can rewrite the Lang-Kobayashi equations in amplitude A and phase ϕ

d
dt
A � 1

2nA� KAσ cos�ϕσ � ϕ� � b0 �Aτ cos�β � ϕτ � ϕ� � Acos β� ,
d
dt
ϕ � α

2
n � K Aσ

A
sin�ϕσ � ϕ� � b0 �Aτ

A
sin�β � ϕτ � ϕ� � sin β� ,

T d
dt
n � p � n � �1 � n�A2.
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We now linearize the equations around the external cavity mode (see Sec. 11.3)

d
dt
X�t� � M1X�t� �M2X�t � σ� �M3X�t � τ�

with X :� �A, ϕ, n� and
M1 �

<@@@@@@>
1
2n � b0 cos β A�b0 sin β � K sin�ωσ�� 1

2A
1
A��b0 sin β � K sin�ωσ�� �b0 cos β � K cos�ωσ� 1

2α
�
1
T 2A�1 � n� 0 �

1
T �1 � A2�

=AAAAAA? ,
M2 �

<@@@@@@>
K cos�ωσ� AK sin�ωσ� 0
�
K
A sin�ωσ� K cos�ωσ� 0
0 0 0

=AAAAAA? ,
M3 �

<@@@@@@>
b0 cos β �Ab0 sin β 0
b0
A sin β b0 cos β 0
0 0 0

=AAAAAA? .

With the same procedure as in Sec. 4 we can �nd the transcritical bifurcation. We
expand the characteristic equation

χ�z� :� det��z �M1 �M2 e�zσ �M3 e�zτ�
up to second order in z eliminate the Goldstone mode by factorizing out the
common factor z and set z !� 0.�is gives the control gain at the bifurcation as a
function of β

b0�β� � a
b cos β � c sin β

,

where the coe�cients are given by

a � ���n � A2�2 � n� � 2�1 � A2�K cos�ωσ���1 � Kσ cos�ωσ��
� 2A2K�1 � n�ασ sin�ωσ�,
b � τ��n � A2�2 � n� � 2�1 � A2�K cos�ωσ��,
c � 2A2�1 � n�ατ.

Figure 7.1(b) depicts the solutions of the transcendental frequency equation (7.1)
as a function of the feedback strengths K for the uncontrolled laser (σ � 0). As the
feedback strength is increased, stable modes (solid lines) and unstable antimodes
(dashed lines) are created in saddle-node bifurcations (see Sec. 11.3). Panel (a)
shows a zoom into the saddle-node bifurcation marked with SN in panel (b).�e
blue cross marks the target orbit which we aim to stabilize. Choosing the control
parameters as σ � 400, b0 � 0.002, and β � π~2 leads to stabilization of this mode.
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FIGURE 7.2: Transcenden-
tal frequency equation for
controlled (blue curve) an
uncontrolled (black curve)
system. Panel (b) shows a
zoom into the box indicated
in panel (a). Parameters:
α � 4, σ � 400, K � 0.0037,
b0 � 0.002, β � π~2, τ � 2π~ω.

In Fig. 7.2 the solutions of the transcendental frequency equations are given by
the intersection of the straight line with the black curve for the uncontrolled and
the with the blue curve for the controlled system. For this value of the control
parameters the anti-mode of the uncontrolled system becomes a mode of the
controlled system, i. e., is stabilized noninvasively.
It might seem strange to stabilize an anti-mode by time-delayed feedback con-

trol, which is generated by another delay term in the �rst place. However, this is
only a simple example, where Pyragas control of a laser can stabilize an unstable
orbit born in a saddle-node bifurcation. A di�erent system of two coupled lasers,
which also exhibits a saddle-node bifurcation, has, for instance, been studied in
[16]. In this example it is also possible to stabilize the unstable branch.

7.2 stabilization of intensity pulsations with optoelec-
tronic feedback

In the following we will discuss di�erent feedback schemes with the aim of stabi-
lizing a subcritical Hopf bifurcation in a laser. Consider the following laser model
[109] describing a laser with a passive dispersive re�ector

d
dt

ρ � nρ,

T d
dt
n � p � n � �1 � n�kµ�n� ρ,
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where ρ is the intensity of the laser and

kµ�n� � Kµ � AW2

4�n � µ�2 �W2

is a Lorentzian function with height A � 1 and widthW � 0.02 describing the
behavior of the re�ector. We treat the position µ of the Lorentzian as a bifurcation
parameter and the parameter Kµ is determined by the condition kµ�0� � 1 [109]

Kµ � 1 �
AW2

4µ2 �W2 .

We use this more complicated model, since it exhibits undamped relaxation oscil-
lations, and in particular a subcritical Hopf bifurcation.
Suppose there is a Hopf bifurcation at µ � µ�. To apply the discussion from the

last section, we need to bring the laser equations close to this Hopf bifurcation
(small ∆µ :� µ � µ�) into the normal form

d
dt
x � �d∆µ � a�x2 � y2�� x � �ω � c∆µ � b�x2 � y2�� y,

d
dt
y � �ω � c∆µ � b�x2 � y2�� x � �d∆µ � a�x2 � y2�� y,

i. e., we need to �nd the coe�cients a, b, c, and d.

normal form analysis

Let us �rst discuss the location of the Hopf bifurcation.�e Jacobian of the system
is given by

J �
<@@@@> n ρ
�
1
T �1 � n�kµ�n� �

1
T �1 � ρkµ�n� � ρ�1 � n�k�µ�n��

=AAAA? .
At the lasing FP �ρ, n� � �p, 0� the Jacobian is then

J �
<@@@@> 0 p
�
1
T �

1
T �1 � p � p k�µ�0��

=AAAA? .
�e eigenvalues are

λ� � �γ � i
»

ω2 � γ2,

with
γ � 1
2T

�1 � p � p k�µ�0��, ω �
»
p~T .

�e function kµ depends on µ, which we will treat as a bifurcation parameter. If
for some value µ�

k�µ��0� � � 1 � pp
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then the real part of the eigenvalues vanish γ � 0 and there is a Hopf bifurcation.
�e values µ�, where this happens solve the implicit equation

8AW2µ��W2 � 4µ2
�
�2 � � 1 � pp . (7.2)

�e Jacobian then has eigenvalues

λ� � �iω.

From the eigenvalues we can already determine two of the coe�cients

d �∂µRe�λ��µ��U
µ�µ�

� �
p
2T

∂µk�µ�0�Uµ�µ�
�
4pAW2�12µ2 �W2�
T�4µ2 �W2�2

and

c �∂µIm�λ��µ��U
µ�µ�

� ∂µ
»

ω2 � γ2U
µ�µ�

�
�γ ∂µγ»
ω2 � γ2

U
µ�µ�

� 0,

where we have used γ � 0 at µ � µ� in the last equation.
Using the transformation

U �

<@@@@> p p
ω �ω

=AAAA? , U�1 �

<@@@@>
1
2p

1
2ω

1
2p

�1
2ω

=AAAA? (7.3)

we de�ne the new coordinates x and y according to

�� xy �� � U�1 �� ρ � p
n

�� , �� ρ
n
�� � U

�� xy �� � �� p0 �� .
In these new coordinates the dynamical equations are given by

d
dt

�� xy �� �

<@@@@> d∆µ �ω
ω d∆µ

=AAAA?
�� xy �� � �� f �x, y�

д�x, y� �� ,
where f and д carry the nonlinear terms. With the notation

fxy �
∂2 f �0, 0�
∂x∂y

, etc.

we can then calculate the other two coe�cients

a � 1
16
� fxxx � fxyy � дxxy � дyyy�

�
1
16ω

� fxy� fxx � fyy� � дxy�дxx � дyy� � fxx дxx � fyyдyy�
�
2 � �2 � k�2�µ� �p � �3 k�2�µ� � k�3�µ� �p2

8T2
,
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parameter p A W T

value 2.0 1.0 0.02 1000

TABLE 7.1: Parameters of the Hopf laser model.

parameter a b c d ω

value 3.074 � 10�3 �3.214 � 10�3 0.0 8.576 � 10�2 4.472 � 10�2

TABLE 7.2: Parameters of the normal form model describing the laser close to the
subcritical Hopf bifurcation.

and

b � 1
16
�дxxx � дxyy � fyyy � fxyy�

�
1
48ω

� fxx дxy � fxyдyy � 2� f 2xx � f 2xy � д2xy � 2д2yy�
� 5� f 2yy � д2xx � fxx fyy � дxx дyy � fxyдxx � fyyдxy��
� �

1
12ωT3

��2 � k�2�µ� �2p3 � T � �2 � k�2�µ� ��T � 4�p2 � �T2 � 2T � 4�p�.
Here, we have used the expansion

kµ��n� � 1 � 1 � pp n �
k�2�µ�
2!
n2 �

k�3�µ�
3!
n3.

We now consider a concrete example with the laser parameters shown in Table
7.1. With these typical values of the parameters we can start to calculate the values
of µ, where Hopf bifurcations take place, according to Eq. (7.2). Solving this
equation numerically we �nd two Hopf bifurcations

µsub � �4.976 � 10�2, µsuper � �7.5 � 10�4,

where µsub is a subcritical bifurcation and µsuper is a supercritical bifurcation.�e
corresponding bifurcation diagram is depicted in Fig. 7.3. Using the laser param-
eters we can now calculate the Hopf normal form parameters at the subcritical
bifurcation µ � µsub. �e approximate values are given in Table 7.2. From the
signs of a and d we see that it is indeed a subcritical Hopf bifurcation with the
stable FP lying to the le� of the bifurcation point (µ @ µsub). Furthermore,

��c � bd~a� � �8.967 � 10�2 @ 0
implies that we have the increasing period case.

2 Reprinted from Opt. Commun. 182, V. Z. Tronciu, H. J. Wünsche, J. Sieber, K. Schneider and
F. Henneberger, Dynamics of single mode semiconductor lasers with passive dispersive re�ectors,
pp. 221, Copyright (2000), with permission from Elsevier.
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FIGURE 7.3: Bifurcation diagram of
the Hopf laser. Modified figure from
[109] (courtesy V. Tronciu2). µ

optoelectronic feedback

To stabilize the subcritical Hopf orbit we now consider delayed optoelectronic
feedback of the form

d
dt

ρ � n ρ,

d
dt
n � �p � β �ρτ � ρ� � n � �1 � n�kµ�n�ρ�~T ,

where the blue term is the control signal. Such feedback can be realized by measur-
ing the intensity of the laser with a photodiode and modulating the pump current
according to the delayed di�erence signal [81].
To �nd successful control parameters β we �rst need to understand what the

control term will become a�er the normal form transformation. Since normal
form transformations leave linear terms invariant [110], we only need to take the
linear transformation Eq. (7.3) into account.�is give the control matrix in the
normal form coordinates

K � U�1
<@@@@> 0 0

β
T 0

=AAAA?U �

<@@@@>
1
2ωβ 1

2ωβ
�
1
2ωβ �

1
2ωβ

=AAAA? . (7.4)

�e relevant control parameters are then given by

κ � �ω β, trK � 0.

In addition, we can �nd the domain of control in the �κ, trK�-plane from the
calculated Hopf normal form coe�cients as shown in Fig. 7.4. Using trK � 0 we
can calculate the control interval for κ explicitly

κ > ��ω a
πb
, ω4n

2
� 1

8n2
	 � �0.0136, 0.0168� (7.5)

and the corresponding β-interval

β > ��4n2 � 1
8n2

, a
πb

	 � ��0.375, �0.304� .
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FIGURE 7.4: Domain of con-
trol for the Hopf normal
form with coefficients as in
Table 7.2. The blue line
indicates the control interval
(Eq. (7.5)).

Figure 7.5 shows the time series of the laser intensity (panel (a)) and the time series
of the control signal’s amplitude (panel (b)) in the case of successful stabilization.
A very similar feedback can also be realized all-optically by using polarization

rotated feedback [83, 84, 85, 86].�is is achieved by rotating the polarization axis
of the emitted light by π~2 into the perpendicular orientation and reinjecting this
light into the laser. Due to the orthogonal polarization this injected signal does not

FIGURE 7.5: Stabilization of the subcritical Hopf orbit in the laser system. Panel
(a): Time series of the intensity ρ; Panel (b): Time series of the control signal;
The laser parameters are as in Table 7.1. The distance to the bifurcation is
∆µ � µ � µsub � �0.001 and the control amplitude is chosen as β � �0.3354 in the
control interval.
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contribute to the lasing mode but is still ampli�ed and thus reduces the inversion.
As a result one obtains a feedback of the following form

d
dt

ρ � n ρ,

T d
dt
n � p � n � �1 � n�kµ�n� �ρ � βρτ� .

�rough interference it might then be possible to realize the Pyragas control
scheme with this method

T d
dt
n � p � n � �1 � n�kµ�n��ρ � β�ρτ � ρ��.

�e advantage would be that the control works even for very high oscillation
frequencies beyond the bandwidth of electronic circuits.

7.3 conclusion

In this section we have shown that it is in principle possible to stabilize odd-
number orbits in lasers by means of noninvasive time-delayed feedback control.
In particular, we showed that all-optical feedback from a Fabry-Perot resonator
can, for precise tuning of the feedback parameters, stabilize an antimode close to
the fold bifurcation, where it is generated. Furthermore, optoelectronic feedback
can stabilize unstable intensity pulsations close to a subcritical Hopf bifurcation.
�is is a direct application of the results obtained in Sec. 5.



8
STABILIZATION OF ANTI-PHASE ORBITS

Following [19], we study in this section di�usively coupled Hopf normal
form oscillators. By introducing a noninvasive delay coupling we are able
to stabilize the inherently unstable anti-phase orbits. For the super- and

subcritical case we state a condition on the oscillator’s nonlinearity, which is
necessary and su�cient to �nd coupling parameters for successful stabilization.
We prove these conditions and review previous results on the stabilization of odd-
number orbits by time-delayed feedback. Finally, we illustrate the results with
numerical simulations.

8.1 two diffusively coupled oscillators

�e model we want to study is given by

ż1 � f �z1� � a � �z2 � z1�, (8.1a)
ż2 � f �z2� � a � �z1 � z2�. (8.1b)

Here the z1, z2 > R2 � C describe the state of each oscillator, a A 0 is the di�usive
coupling constant, and

f �z� � �λ � i � ΓSzS2�z (8.2)

is the normal form of a Hopf bifurcation as studied in Sec. 3. Note, however that
in this case we allow the parameter Γ, describing the nonlinearity of the oscillators,
to take on any value in C in contrast to Sec. 3, where we considered for simplicity
Γ � 1 � iγ, i. e., parameters with unity real part. We denote in the following
Γi � ImΓ and Γr � ReΓ.
For a � 0 each oscillator z j undergoes Hopf bifurcation

z1�t� � z2�t� � z��t� � r� exp�2πit~p�� (8.3)

with amplitude r2
�
� �λ~Γr for λ Γr @ 0, as λ increases through the bifurcation

point λ � 0.�e Hopf bifurcation is subcritical for �xed Γr A 0, and supercritical
for Γr @ 0.�e period p� depends on the amplitude r� via

2π
p�

� 1 � r2
�
Γi . (8.4)

�e symmetry z1 �� z2 of Eq. (8.1) implies that the synchronization manifold
is invariant. Let

z� �
1
2
�z1 � z2� (8.5)

57
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denote the symmetrized (�) and the anti-symmetrized (�) variables of the two
oscillators.�en in these new variables Eqs. (8.1) are given by

ż� � 1
2 � f �z� � z�� � f �z� � z��� , (8.6a)

ż� � 1
2 � f �z� � z�� � f �z� � z��� � 2az�. (8.6b)

For z� � 0 we have ż� � 0 and thus the synchronization manifold

Z� :� ��z�, z��Sz� � 0�, (8.7)

on which z1 � z2, is invariant. In this context we will call this the in-phase manifold,
since we only consider oscillations. Because f ��z� � � f �z� is an odd nonlinearity,
there is another invariant manifold

Z� � ��z�, z��Sz� � 0�, (8.8)

where z1 � �z2, which we call the anti-phase manifold.
For the in-phase dynamics on Z� the coupling term vanishes and the dynamics

is thus determined by Eq. (8.2) and features Hopf bifurcation of the PO z��t� with
period p� as in Eqs. (8.3) and (8.4). For the anti-phase dynamics, on the other
hand, the coupling term does not vanish and the dynamics of z� is (for z� � 0
given by)

ż� � f �z�� � 2az�. (8.9)

�erefore the anti-phase Hopf bifurcation occurs at λ � 2a and generates POs

z��t� � r� exp�2πit~p�� (8.10)

with amplitude r2
�
� ��λ � 2a�~Γr and period p� given by

2π
p�

� 1 � r2
�
Γi . (8.11)

Compared to the in-phase dynamics on Z� the anti-phase dynamics on Z� is the
same only with a bifurcation parameter shi�ed by 2a.
�ese above observations have an important consequence for the stability prop-

erties of the bifurcating anti-phase POs z��t�. Since λ � 2a A 0, at the Hopf
bifurcation of the anti-phase orbit, the unstable dimension of z��t� is at least 2, as
inherited from the Hopf bifurcation point at λ � 0 itself. In particular the unstable
dimension is 3 in the subcritical case Γr A 0, and 2 in the supercritical case Γr @ 0.
�e bifurcations are depicted in Fig. 8.1 for the subcritical case (panel (a)) and the
supercritical case (panel (b)). As usual the unstable dimension denotes the num-
ber of Floquet multipliers strictly outside the complex unit circle and the number
in parenthesis denote the unstable dimension of the FP z � 0 (cp. Sec. 3 and 4).
See [111] and [2, 6, 12] for the mathematical center manifold theory concerning
the exchange of stability at bifurcations.
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FIGURE 8.1: In-phase �r�� and anti-phase �r�� Hopf bifurcations z��t�. Dashed
and solid curves correspond to unstable and stable solutions, respectively. Panel
(a) shows the subcritical case and panel (b) shows the supercritical case. The
unstable dimensions are indicated in parentheses, for the FP z � 0, and in brackets
for the POs.

8.2 stabilization by delay – theorems

We aim to stabilize the unstable anti-phase PO z��t� by a delayed control term,
which is adapted to the speci�c symmetry z� � 0 of z��t�. On the anti-phase
PO we have z��t � p�~2� � �z��t� (see Eq. (8.10)).�erefore z� � 0 implies the
following symmetry with respect to exchanging the two subsystems

z1�t� � z2 �t � p�2 � , (8.12a)

z2�t� � z1 �t � p�2 � . (8.12b)

Indeed, the oscillators switch their roles a�er half a period in the anti-phase case.
�is in turn motivates us to seek a stabilization of the solution z��t� in the form
of delayed coupling

ż1 � f �z1� � a � �z2 � z1� � b � �z2�t � τ� � z1� (8.13a)
ż2 � f �t2� � a � �z1 � z2� � b � �z1�t � τ� � z2� (8.13b)

with a complex coupling strengths b > C. Note that the delay τ is noninvasive for

τ � 1
2np�, (8.14)

i. e., for integer multiples n of half the period p�.�is delayed coupling is invasive
on in-phase solutions z�, because z2�t � τ� � z1�t� � z1�t � τ� � z2�t� x 0 there,
for half period delays τ, unless p� � p�~2.
As the results for stabilization are rather complex we will formulate them in

two theorems and give the proofs later in Sec. 8.5.

Theorem 8.2.1 Consider the coupled oscillator system (8.1) and (8.2) with di�usive
coupling constant

0 @ a @ 1
π

(8.15)
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FIGURE 8.2: Stabilization region (shaded) of complex control coefficients b > C �R
for anti-phase solutions near supercritical Hopf bifurcation. Numbers in parentheses
indicate the total multiplicity E�b� of eigenvalues with strictly positive real part,
at Hopf bifurcation λ � 2a. Note that straight lines through b � �1~π > C touch
the boundary of the stabilization region in the points b0 and b0 (see Sec. 8.5).
Parameter: a � 0.1.

in the supercritical case Γr @ 0.�en there exists a strictly decreasing real analytic
function b� � b��a� A a with limits b��0� � ª and b��1~π� � 1~π such that for
real controls

a @ b @ b��a� (8.16)
the anti-phase POs z��t� ~� 0, z� � 0 of Eqs. (8.10) and (8.11) are stabilized nonin-
vasively by a delayed coupling (8.13) with half period delay

τ � 1
2
p�, (8.17)

for small amplitudes r� � Sz��t�S, and for parameters λ near the anti-phase Hopf
bifurcation at λ � 2a.

Theorem 8.2.2 Consider the subcritical case Γr A 0 of theorem 8.2.1, again for
0 @ a @ 1~π.�en there exists a continuous, strictly increasing function β � β�a�
with limits β�0� A 0 and β�1~π� �ª such that the following holds forSΓi S A β�a� Γr . (8.18)

�ere exists an open region of controls b > C�R, depending on a and Γ, for which
Eqs. (8.13) achieve noninvasive delayed feedback stabilization locally near Hopf bi-
furcation at λ � 2a, as asserted in theorem 8.2.1.

See Fig. 8.2 for a sketch of the stabilization regime b > C � R to which the-
orem 8.2.2 applies. �e shaded region Λa indicates the region of those strictly
complex controls b, for which stabilization is possible, locally near anti-phase
Hopf bifurcation, provided that SΓi S~SΓr S is large enough. For decreasing valuesSΓi S ~ SΓr S � β�a� the regime of stabilizing b shrinks to two complex conjugate
boundary points b0�a�, b0�a�. See Sec. 8.4 for details on b��a� and the end of
Sec. 8.5 for b0�a�, β�a�. See Sec. 8.6 for numerical examples.
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8.3 beyond odd-number limitation for planar hopf bifur-
cation

To prepare for the proof of theorems 8.2.1 and 8.2.2 in Sec. 8.5 we revisit the
counterexample

ż � �λ � i � ΓSzS2�z � b � �z�t � τ� � z� (8.19)

as discussed in Sec. 3.�is time, however, we will apply a slightly di�erent argu-
ment utilizing complex analytic maps.
Of course we keep in mind that Eq. (8.19) also describes stabilization within the

invariant subspace Z� � ��z1, z2�Sz� � 0� of in-phase solutions z1�t� � z2�t�, in-
troduced in Eqs. (8.5) and (8.7), under the naive delayed feedback control scheme

ż1 � f �z1� � a�z2 � z1� � b � �z1�t � τ� � z1� (8.20a)
ż2 � f �z2� � a�z1 � z2� � b � �z2�t � τ� � z2� . (8.20b)

�is case is discussed in Sec. 8.7.

Theorem 8.3.1 Consider the planar Hopf normal form system (8.19) with subcrit-
ical Hopf bifurcation at absent control b � 0, i.e., with

Γr A 0. (8.21)

�en there exist complex control gains b such that the bifurcating POs z�t� � r exp�2πit~p�, r2 �
�λ~Γr , p � 2π~�1�λΓi~Γr� are stabilized noninvasively by a delayed feedback (8.19)
with delay equal to the period

τ � p. (8.22)

�is holds for small amplitudes r and for parameters λ near Hopf bifurcation at
λ � 0.

To prepare for our proof of theorems 8.2.1 and 8.2.2 in Secs. 8.2 and 8.3 we now
sketch a proof of theorem 8.3.1, in the same spirit. For brevity we only consider
the hard spring case

Γi A 0, (8.23)

where period p � 2π~ �1 � r2 Γi� decreases with amplitude r. �e proof for the
so� spring case Γi @ 0 is very similar.
�e basic idea of the proof is easily sketched in the two parameter diagram of

Fig. 8.3. �ere are two ingredients. First we linearize at the FP z � 0 and study
the strict unstable dimensions. Let E�b� denote the total number of eigenvalues
η with Reη A 0, counting real multiplicities. Even for �xed nonzero b, these
numbers still depend on �λ, τ� as indicated in Fig. 8.3 in parentheses. Second we
evaluate the dashed period curve

τ � p � p�λ� � 2π~�1 � λ Γi~Γr� (8.24)
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FIGURE 8.3: Subcritical Hopf bifurcation in the parameter plane �λ, τ� with fixed
control b; a) for soft springs Γi @ 0 and b) for hard springs Γi A 0. Solid black
lines display the Hopf bifurcation curve �λ�ω�, τ�ω�� emanating from λ � 0 and
noninvasive delay τ � 2π. Hopf curves are oriented with increasing ω. The dashed
black lines correspond to the period τ � p�λ� of the Pyragas curve of bifurcating
periodic solutions. Strict unstable dimensions E�b� of the FP z � 0 are indicated in
parentheses.
Parameters: a) (soft spring): Γr � 1, Γi � �10, b � 0.3 e iπ~4; b) (hard spring):
Γr � 1, Γi � 10, b � 0.1 e�i3π~4.

of noninvasive control in Fig. 8.3, as it emanates from the Hopf point λ � 0, τ � 2π
to the subcritical side λ @ 0.
With these two ingredients the proof works as follows. Suppose we can choose

b such that the dashed period curve enters a region with E�b� � 2 at λ � 0, τ � 2π,
transversely to the Hopf curve and pointing away from the E�b� � 0 region.�en
the subcritical Hopf bifurcation along the λ-axis τ � 0 (alias b � 0) has become
supercritical for chosen parameters along the dashed curve. Hence the bifurcating
unstable orbits, for τ � 0, alias b � 0, have become stable along the dashed curve
of noninvasive delayed feedback control, by standard exchange of stability at Hopf
bifurcation.
Let us implement the above idea for our speci�c case (8.19). Linearization at

z � 0 yields the characteristic equation

0 � χ�η� � λ � i � b�e�τη
� 1� � η (8.25)

for the eigenvalues η.
Consider the starting point λ � 0, τ � 2π with purely imaginary eigenvalue

η � i, �rst. We determine the strict unstable dimension E�b� there, aiming for
E�b� � 0 to ensure that the Hopf eigenvalue η � i actually e�ects a change from
E � 0 to E � 2. Any E A 0 there would indeed be inherited as an instability of
any bifurcating PO, obstructing stabilization. Note here that the Hopf eigenvalue
pair η � �i itself does not yet contribute to the strict unstable dimension E�b� at
λ � 0, τ � 2π.
At λ � 0, τ � 2π the characteristic equation for η � ω̃i �: �1 � ω�i reads

b � b�ω� � iω
e�2πiω � 1

� �
ω
2
�cot�πω� � i� . (8.26)
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FIGURE 8.4: Hopf bifurcation curves b � b�ω� (solid) and, in parentheses, strict
unstable dimensions E�b� at λ � 0, τ � 2π. Orientation arrows indicate increasing
ω. Note the shaded region where E�b� � 0. The ’�’ and ’�’ mark the values of b
for Fig. 8.3 left and right, respectively.

Note b�0� � �1~�2π� and the singularities of b�ω� at integer ω > Z��0�. In
particular η � 0 is never an eigenvalue at λ � 0, τ � 2π, and E � E�b� can only
change by Hopf bifurcation there.
Since E�0� � 0 at b � 0, by planarity and the eliminated trivial Hopf eigenvalue

η � i, the strict unstable dimensions E�b� are as indicated in Fig. 8.4. Indeed
complex analytic maps, like ω ( b�ω�, preserve orientation. Instability E�b�
tracks eigenvalues Reη A 0 to the right of the imaginary axis η � iω̃ � i�1 � ω�.
�erefore E�b� is larger by two on the right side of any of the oriented curves
ω ( b�ω�, when compared to the le� side. Elsewhere E�b� does not change.
�erefore all unstable dimensions E�b� in Fig. 8.4 follow from E�0� � 0 and the
indicated orientations of the solid Hopf curves ω ( b�ω� for real ω.
We calculate the tangent λ � λ̂, τ � 2π � τ̂ to the dashed periodics curve τ �

p�λ� in Fig. 8.3 next. Expanding the explicit representation (8.24) we immediately
obtain

τ̂ � 2π Γi
Γr

λ̂. (8.27)

To compute the tangent λ � λ̃, τ � 2π� τ̃ to the solid Hopf curve λ � λ�ω�, τ �
τ�ω� of solutions η � iω̃ � i�1 � ω� at ω � 0 we linearize the characteristic
equation (8.25), for �xed b, keeping in mind that λ̃ and τ̃ are of order ω.�us, we
obtain 0 � λ̃ � b��2πiω � i τ̃� � iω and the tangent of the Hopf curve:

λ̃ � Imb
Reb

ω (8.28a)

τ̃ � � 1 � 2π Reb
Reb

ω. (8.28b)

To achieve the geometric hard spring situation of Fig. 8.3 right, and hence prove
theorem 8.3.1 in the hard spring case, we recall Γr and Γi are both positive; see
Eqs. (8.21) and (8.23). Hence Eq. (8.27) makes the slope of the dashed periodics
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curve positive, in Fig. 8.3. By Eqs. (8.28) the slope of the solid Hopf curve, in
contrast, is given by

τ̃ � � 1 � 2π Reb
Imb

λ̃. (8.29)

We now determine the strict unstable dimensions E�b� resulting on di�erent
sides of the Hopf curve η � iω̃ of the characteristic equation (8.25), for �xed b
and in the �λ, τ�-plane. It is advisable to proceed with analytic care here. Let�λ̌, τ̌, η̌� > R2 � C denote in�nitesimal variations of �λ, τ, η�. By multivariate
linearization of Eq. (8.25) at �λ, τ, η� we obtain the equivalent system

φ�λ̌, τ̌� :� λ̌ � ηbe�τη τ̌ � ζ̌ (8.30a)

ψ�η̌� :� �1 � τbe�τη� η̌ � ζ̌ (8.30b)

with real linear maps φ : R2 � C and ψ : C� C. In other words,

η̌ ( �λ̌, τ̌� � �φ�1 X ψ� �η̌�, (8.31)

if we eliminate the dummy variable ζ̌ > C.
�e map ψ preserves real orientation, being just a multiplication by 1� τbe�τη >

C, for nonzero 1 � τbe�τη. �e map φ, however, when viewed as a linear map
φ : R2 � C � R2 by Reφ and Imφ, possesses determinant

detφ � �Im�ηbe�ητ�
� �ω̃ �Re�b� cos�ω̃τ� � Im�b� sin�ω̃τ��
� �Reb,

(8.32)

at the point of interest η � iω̃, ω̃ � 1, λ � 0, τ � 2π. In particular φ preserves
orientation for Reb @ 0 as chosen in Fig. 8.3 right.�erefore φ�1 Xψ also preserves
orientation in this case.
By Eqs. (8.28) and Imb @ 0, the Hopf curve is oriented to the upper right at

λ � 0, τ � 2π, as indicated in Fig. 8.3, right. Because φ�1 X ψ from Eq. (8.31)
preserves orientation, E�b� � 2 again holds to the right of the oriented Hopf curve
ω ( �λ�ω�, τ�ω��, and the strict unstable dimensions of Fig. 8.3, right, follow.
�e stabilizing condition for the dashed curve τ � p�λ� of the Pyragas PO [2] to
enter the E�b� � 2 region, when emanating from λ � 0, τ � 2π to the lower le�
therefore reads

2π Γi
Γr

�
τ̂
λ̂
A

τ̃
λ̃
� �
1 � 2πReb
Imb

. (8.33)

Clearly this can always be achieved in any subcritical, so� spring case of positive
Γr and Γi , if we choose 1 � 2πReb A 0 small enough with Reb à �1~2π, and
Imb @ 0 also negative, such that b resides in the lower le� part of the shaded
region indicated in Fig. 8.4.
We thus have achieved supercritical Hopf bifurcation along the dashed line of

noninvasive delayed feedback in Fig. 8.3, and hence local stability of the bifurcating
branch.�is proves theorem 8.3.1.
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8.4 characteristic equations for two coupled oscillators

In this Section we return to our control system (8.13) of coupled oscillators, lin-
earized at z1 � z2 � 0. In terms of the coordinates z� � �z1 � z2� ~2 from Eq. (8.5)
the linearization reads

ż� � �λ � i�z� � b � �z��t � τ� � z�� (8.34a)
ż� � �λ � 2a � i�z� � b � �z��t � τ� � z�� . (8.34b)

Note how the linearization decouples into Z�-components z�, just as in the case
b � 0 of absent control; see Eqs. (8.5)–(8.11). In the previous Section noninvasive
delay stabilization of local subcritical Hopf bifurcation was achieved once that
Hopf point itself was stabilized. Analogously we now study stability at the Hopf
point λ � 2a itself, before addressing the bifurcating anti-phase orbits in the
following section.
�e exponential ansatz z� � exp�ηt� yields the following two characteristic

equations:

0 � χ��η� � λ � i � b�e�τη
� 1� � η (8.35a)

0 � χ��η� � λ � 2a � i � b�e�τη
� 1� � η. (8.35b)

Because the linearization Eqs. (8.34) decouple in z�, each of Eqs. (8.35) con-
tributes its own independent set of eigenvalues to the total spectrum; the strict
unstable dimensions Reη A 0 of χ� and χ� therefore add up to the total unstable
dimension E�b� � E��b� � E��b� of the trivial FP, see Eq. (8.41) below.
For b � 0 we �nd a Hopf bifurcation in Z� � ��z�, z��Sz� � 0� at λ � 2a and

η � i, i.e., for period p� � 2π.�erefore τ � p�~2 � π at the Hopf bifurcation, and
Eqs. (8.35) become

0 � χ��η� � 2a � i � b�e�πη
� 1� � η (8.36a)

0 � χ��η� � i � b�e�πη
� 1� � η. (8.36b)

Consider b � 0 �rst.�e complex notation which we have employed then provides
a single eigenvalue η � 2a � i with positive real part in Z� � ��z�, z�� S z� � 0�
from Eq. (8.36a). In Z� the characteristic equation (8.36b) provides the simple
Hopf eigenvalue η � i, expectedly. Let E�b� again denote the total number of
eigenvalues η with Reη A 0, adding both Z� and Z� and counting real multiplici-
ties.�en we have just proved

E�0� � 2 (8.37)

at λ � 2a, τ � π, for this strict unstable (or expanding) dimension E�b�.
Could the unstable dimension E�b� change, as b varies? To achieve our goal

E�b� � 0 (8.38)

of Hopf stabilization at λ � 2a, τ � π, it better changes, somehow.
We �rst note E�b� � 2 for small SbS. Indeed the delay exponential exp��πη�

then just generates a plethora of countably in�nitely many discrete eigenvalues η,
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in each of the characteristic equations (8.36a) and (8.36b), all with large negative
real part.
Can E�b� change by an eigenvalue η crossing zero as b varies? Inserting η � 0

in Eqs. (8.36a) and (8.36b) shows that this cannot happen via χ�. In χ� however,
η � 0 is a solution if and only if

b � i
2
. (8.39)

It remains to study changes of E�b� by a purely imaginary Hopf eigenvalue
η � iω̃. (8.40)

Let E��b� count the solutions η with Reη A 0 of χ��η� � 0, with algebraic multi-
plicity, so that

E�b� � E��b� � E��b�. (8.41)

Since E� C 0 and E��0� � 2, E��0� � 0 we study changes of E��b� via η � iω̃,
�rst, hoping for a region of b > C where E�b� � 0. Solving Eq. (8.36a) with

η � iω̃ � i�1 � 2ω� (8.42)

we obtain the Hopf curves

b � b��ω� � 2 a � iω
1 � exp��2πiω�

� a � ω tan�πω� � i ��ω � a tan�πω�� (8.43)

with singularities at odd integers 2ω. See the solid lines of Fig. 8.5 for a sketch of
these Hopf curves, when a � 0.1.
Solving Eq. (8.36b) with η � iω̃ � i�1 � 2ω� we obtain the Hopf curves

b � b��ω� � 2 iω
exp��2πiω� � 1 � �ω �cot�πω� � i� (8.44)

with singularities at integer ω x 0. See the dashed lines of Fig. 8.5. Note how
these dashed lines correspond to the solid lines of Fig. 8.4 because Eq. (8.44)
corresponds to Eq. (8.26) in the sense that b��ω� � 2b�ω�.
To determine the changes of the real unstable dimensions E�b� � E��b� �

E��b� along the curves ω ( b��ω� we observe that the zeros of χ� are given as
complex analytic functions. An elementary calculation shows that the complex
derivative b�

�
�ω� never vanishes.�e complex derivative b�

�
�ω� vanishes if, and

only, if
a � 1

π
and ω � 0. (8.45)

�is is precisely where the shaded loop Λa of Fig. 8.5 is formed. For

0 @ a @ 1
π

(8.46)
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FIGURE 8.5: Oriented Hopf curves b � b��ω�, solid, and b � b��ω�, dashed, for
ω > R in control system (8.13), linearized at z1 � z2 � 0. Orientation arrows indi-
cate increasing ω. Note symmetry with respect to the real axis, due to complex
conjugation b���ω� � b��ω�. Unstable dimensions are indicated by �E�b��. Note
E�b� � 0 inside the shaded loop Λa. Parameter: a � 0.1.

this loop stretches over the real interval

a @ b @ b��a�, (8.47)

where b��a� � b��ω��a�� A 0 is given by Eq. (8.43) evaluated at the �rst positive
solution ω� � ω��a� A 0 of the transcendental equation

0 � Im�b��ω��� � �ω� � a tan�πω��. (8.48)

To determine E�b� in Fig. 8.5 we proceed as for Fig. 8.4. Complex analytic maps
like ω ( b��ω�, with nonvanishing derivatives, preserve orientation. Instability
E�b� � E��b� � E��b� tracks eigenvalues Reη A 0, i.e., η to the right of the
imaginary axis η � iω̃ � i�1 � 2ω�. (�e only zero eigenvalue η � 0 at ω � �1~2
of b���1~2� � i~2 noted in Eq. (8.39) makes no exception here).�erefore E�b�
is larger by two on the right side of any of the oriented curves ω ( b � b��ω�,
when compared to the le� side. Elsewhere E�b� does not change. Starting from
E�0� � 2, as noted in Eq. (8.37), it is therefore elementary to derive all strict
real unstable dimensions E�b� of the Hopf bifurcation point λ � 2a, as given in
Fig. 8.5.
In particular E�b� � 0 if and only if b is inside the shaded loop Λa of Fig. 8.5,

and that stabilizing loop exists if and only if 0 @ a @ 1~π.
8.5 proof of stabilization theorems

Based on the analysis of the strict unstable dimension E�b� at the anti-phase
Hopf bifurcation λ � 2a, τ � π, η � i as given in the previous Section, we
now proceed to prove local noninvasive delayed feedback stabilization of the
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FIGURE 8.6: Anti-phase Hopf bifurcation in the parameter plane �λ, τ� for fixed
control b. Solid line: Hopf bifurcation curve �λ�ω�, τ�ω�� through λ � 0 and
noninvasive delay τ � π. Dashed line τ �

1
2 p��λ�: Pyragas curve of bifurcating

periodic solutions. Panel (a): supercritical case Γr @ 0 and a @ b @ b��a� :�
b��ω��a��. Panel (b): subcritical soft spring case Γr A 0, Γi @ 0. Panel (c):
subcritical hard spring case Γr A 0, Γi A 0.
Parameters: a) Γr � �1, Γi � �1, b � 1.0 (b� � 1.92); b) Γr � �1, Γi � �10, b �

0.24e�iπ~8; c) Γr � �1, Γi � �10, b � 0.24e�iπ~8; a � 0.1 in all plots.

bifurcating anti-phase periodic solutions, as claimed in theorems 8.2.1 and 8.2.2
for the supercritical and the subcritical case, respectively. Both proofs are based
on the strategy of Sec. 8.3. �e stabilization region E�b� � 0 of Fig. 8.4 for the
complex control b > C now has to be replaced by the shaded loop region Λa of
E�b� � 0 derived in Fig. 8.2 and, in further detail, in Fig. 8.5. We recall that the
loop Λa is bounded by the section SωS B ω� of the curve

b��ω� � a � ω tan�πω� � i ��ω � a tan�πω�� , (8.49)

where ω� � ω��a� is the �rst positive solution of
0 � ω� � a tan�πω��. (8.50)

See Eqs. (8.43) and (8.48). We denote b��a� :� b��ω��a�� A 0, as above.
Analogously to Sec. 8.3, Fig. 8.3, we now seek the geometric situation of Fig. 8.6

for the tangents and unstable dimensions of the solid orientedHopf curve �λ�ω�, τ�ω��
and the dashed curve τ � p��λ�~2 of bifurcating periodic solutions. We calculate
their tangents at λ � 2a, τ � π, η � i next; see also Eq. (8.27) versus Eqs. (8.28).
Linearizing the explicit representation

τ � 1
2
p��λ� � π

1 � �λ � 2a�Γi~Γr (8.51)

of Eqs. (8.10), (8.11), and (8.17) at λ � 2a, τ � π with λ � 2a � λ̂, τ � π � τ̂, we
obtain

τ̂ � π Γi
Γr

λ̂ (8.52)

for the tangent to the anti-phase periodics, in analogy to Eq. (8.27). Analogously
to Eqs. (8.28) we also linearize the characteristic equation (8.35b), for �xed b, and
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obtain 0 � χ��η� � λ̃�b�2πiω� i τ̃��2iω with η � i�1�2ω�, λ � 2a� λ̃, τ � π� τ̃.
�is yields the tangent to the anti-phase Hopf curve:

λ̃ � Imb
Reb

2ω (8.53a)

τ̃ � � 1 � πReb
Reb

2ω. (8.53b)

We now address the supercritical case Γr @ 0 of theorem 8.2.1. In Sec. 8.4 we
have seen how the stabilizing loop Λa arises for 0 @ a @ 1~π; see assumption (8.15).
We claim that all real controls b in Λa stabilize the local anti-phase branch of peri-
odic solutions, i.e., all a @ b @ b��a�; see Eq. (8.16) and the explicit representation
of b��a� in Eqs. (8.47) and (8.48) as well as Eqs. (8.49) and (8.50). Analyticity,
strict monotonicity, and the claimed limits of b��a� are obvious.
To prove stabilization note that the slope of the anti-phase Hopf curve (8.53) is

vertical in the �λ, τ�-plane, for Imb � 0. Moreover the orientation is downwards,
decreasing τ̃, since Reb A 0 in the loop Λa. It remains to prove E � 2 along any
periodics curve emanating to the supercritical right of the τ-axis and stabilization
of the bifurcating anti-phase periodic orbits will follow, as claimed in theorem
8.2.1.
To determine the regions E � 2, we proceed as in Sec. 8.3, Eqs. (8.30)–(8.32) but

with modi�ed real linear maps

φ�λ̌, τ̌� � λ̌ � η be�τη τ̌ � ζ̌ (8.54a)

ψ�η̌� � �1 � τbe�τη� η̌ � ζ̌ , (8.54b)

which arise from the modi�ed characteristic equation (8.35b) for χ��η� � 0,
replacing (8.25). Again �λ̌, τ̌� � �φ�1 X ψ��η̌�, (8.55)

where ψ preserves real orientation. At the point of interest η � iω̃, ω̃ � 1, λ � 0,
and τ � π this time, the linear map φ : R2 � C � R2 again possesses determinant

detφ � �Im�ηbe�τη�
� �ω̃ �Re�b� cos�ω̃τ� � Im�b� sin�ω̃τ��
� �Reb,

(8.56)

because ω̃τ � π, this time. Since Reb A 0 in the loop Λa of linear in-phase
stabilization of Fig. 8.4, the map φ reverses orientation, this time, and so does the
composition φ�1 X ψ of Eq. (8.55). �erefore the region E � 2 now appears to
the le� of the Hopf curve in the �λ, τ�-plane. Since the Hopf curve is oriented
vertically downwards, the E � 2 region contains the tangent of any supercritical
Pyragas curve τ � 1

2 p��λ� emanating to the right of the τ-axis; see Fig. 8.6 le�.
�is proves theorem 8.2.1.
Finally we settle the subcritical case Γr A 0 of theorem 8.2.2. Fix 0 @ a @ 1~π

and consider strictly complex b in the stability loop Λa of Fig. 8.5, �rst in the so�
spring case

Γi @ 0. (8.57)
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We determine those Γi next, for which such choices of b are able to stabilize the
local bifurcating anti-phase branch, noninvasively. From the orientation analysis
of Eqs. (8.54)–(8.56) we again conclude E � 2 to the le� of the oriented Hopf curve
in the �λ, τ�-plane. Analogously to Eq. (8.33) it is therefore immediate that we
encounter the stabilizing so� spring geometric situation of Fig. 8.6, center, if and
only if the Hopf slope τ̃~λ̃ of Eqs. (8.53) exceeds the slope τ̂~λ̂ of the periodics
(8.52), i.e.

0 A �πReb � 1~π
Imb

A π Γi
Γr
. (8.58)

In particular Imb is required to be positive for the proper orientation of the Hopf
curve.�e least restrictive choice is given by Λa ? b � b0�a� de�ned such that
the minimum

β�a� � min�Reb � 1~π
Imb

U b > Λa, Imb A 0¡ (8.59)

over the closure of the upper half loop Λa 9 �Imb A 0� is attained, at complex
b � b0�a�. Note that b0�a� is the tangent point where straight lines through
b � �1~π > C touch the boundary of the upper half of the stabilizing loop Λa (see
Fig. 8.2).�is allows us to stabilize the local anti-phase branch for all subcritical
so� spring Γ such that

0 @ β�a� Γr @ SΓi S. (8.60)

It is completely analogous to consider stabilization in the subcritical hard spring
case Γr A 0, 0 @ a @ 1~π, where

Γi A 0. (8.61)

We then arrive at the stabilizing geometric situation of Fig. 8.6, right, for slopes

0 @ �πReb � 1~π
Imb

@ π Γi
Γr

(8.62)

and suitable b in the lower half loop Λa9�Imb @ 0�, again if and only if Eq. (8.60)
holds. Indeed the symmetry b���ω� � b��ω� of the loop Λa implies

β�a� � min� Reb � 1~π
Imb

W b > Λa, Imb A 0¡ (8.63a)

� min��Reb � 1~π
Imb

W b > Λa, Imb @ 0¡ . (8.63b)

Equation (8.60) therefore allows us to locally stabilize the supercritical anti-phase
branch for both the so� and hard spring case, as was claimed in Eq. (8.18).
We conclude with deriving the claimed monotonicity and continuity of the

minimum function β�a� (see Fig. 8.7). It is su�cient to show that the loops Λa
strictly shrink with increasing a. �en the maximum slopes 1~β�a� of straight
lines through b � �1~π > C and points of Λa 9 �Imb A 0� likewise decrease.
To show that the loops Λa strictly shrink with increasing a we consider the map�ω, a�( �Reb��ω�, Imb��ω��, (8.64)
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FIGURE 8.7: Plotted is β�a� (see Eqs. 8.63). The inset shows the function in a
wider range. Note that β is monotonically increasing and β�0� A 0.

which de�nes the boundary of the loop Λa for 0 B ω B ω��a� @ 1~2; see Eqs. (8.49)
and (8.50). It is easy to check that the map (8.64) is an orientation preserving
local di�eomorphism on 0 B a @ 1~π, SωS @ 1~2. With the given counter-clockwise
orientation of each loop boundary, by ω, this shows that the loops Λa shrink to
b � 1~π for a � 1~π.�is completes the proof of theorems 8.2.1 and 8.2.2.
8.6 numerical illustrations

In this section we present some numerical results. Figure 8.8 explains the stabi-
lization of the anti-phase orbit for the subcritical case by looking at all rotating
waves (circular orbits) present in the system. Plotted are the radii of rotating waves
within the anti-phase manifold.�e target orbit is stabilized through a transcriti-
cal bifurcation with a delay induced rotating wave. For feedback strength a little
above the stabilization the FP loses its stability in a subcritical Hopf bifurcation. In
the limit λ � 2a the Hopf bifurcation and the transcritical bifurcation occur at
the same coupling strengths b0 resulting in an instant exchange of stability.
Figure 8.9 displays exemplary time series for the stabilized anti-phase circular

orbit in the subcritical case. When the target circular orbit is stabilized the control
signal vanishes, demonstrating the noninvasiveness of the method.
Figure 8.10 demonstrates how the stabilization fails if condition (8.18) SΓi S A

β�a�Γr is not satis�ed. In this case we have chosen Γ � 1 � 4i. Since β�0.1� � 4.37
the choice of Γ slightly violates the inequality and leads to oscillator deaths instead
of stabilized anti-phase orbits.
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FIGURE 8.8: Stabilization of the anti-phase branch in the subcritical case. Plotted
are the radii of circular orbits vs. the feedback gain b0 within the anti-phase
manifold; solid and dashed lines correspond to dynamically stable and unstable
circular orbits, respectively. For increasing feedback strengths b0 a pair of stable
and unstable orbits is born in a saddle-node bifurcation (b0 � 0.03). The stable
sibling then stabilizes the target orbit in a transcritical bifurcation (red circle) at
(b0 � 0.1) and subsequently, having lost its stability, destabilizes the FP r � 0 in
a subcritical Hopf bifurcation at b0 � 0.17 (green circle). Note that the control
is noninvasive on the target orbit, i.e., not changing its radius. With further
increasing feedback strengths there is a cascade of saddle-node bifurcations (blue
circles) generating new feedback-induced circular orbits. One of these bifurcations
is shown (b0 � 0.14). Unstable dimensions are indicated in parentheses, for the FP
z � 0, and in brackets, for the bifurcating periodic orbits.
Parameters: a � 0.1, λ � 2a � 0.01, Γ � 1 � 10i, τ � p�~2 � π~ �1 � �λ � 2a�Γi~Γr� , b �
b0e iπ~8 .
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FIGURE 8.9: Stabilization of the anti-phase branch in the subcritical case. Panel
(a): time series of Rez� (black) and Rez� (gray). Panel (b): Time series of
coupling forces F1 :� b � �z1�t � τ� � z2� (solid) and F2 :� b � �z2�t � τ� � z1� (dotted)
acting on the systems. The system starts away from the anti-phase manifold.
After a short time the in-phase component decays and the system goes to the
anti-phase manifold. After a longer transient the system approaches the stabilized
anti-phase orbit. Once the anti-phase orbit is reached the control forces vanishes.
Parameters: a � 0.1, λ � 2a � 0.01, Γ � 1 � 10i, τ � p�~2 � π~ �1 � �λ � 2a�Γi~Γr�,
b � 0.24e iπ~8.

FIGURE 8.10: Plotted is the time series of Rez� (black) and Rez� (gray) for same
parameters as Fig. 8.9 except Γ � 1 � 4i. This Γ violates Eq. (8.18) and fails to
stabilize the anti-phase circular orbit.
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8.7 discussion

�e in-phase orbits are stable and unstable for the super- and subcritical case,
respectively. Since the dynamics in the in-phase manifold is equivalent to the
dynamics of a single system, the stabilization of the in-phase orbit in the subcritical
case reduces to the stabilization of an orbit born in a planar subcritical Hopf
bifurcation by delayed feedback, which has previously been demonstrated [2]. We
are now also able to stabilize unstable anti-phase orbits in certain combinations of
super-/subcritical and so�/hard spring cases. Stabilization is achieved locally near
Hopf bifurcation. In the supercritical case of two unstable Floquet multipliers, real
feedback gains were su�cient, both, for so� and hard springs. In the subcritical
case of three unstable Floquet multipliers, in contrast, stabilization could only be
achieved by complex feedback gains and for su�ciently nonlinear (so� or hard)
springs.�e crucial limitation SΓi S A β�a� Γr was derived in Eq. (8.18). Here SΓi S
measures the dependence of minimal period of the individual oscillator upon
amplitude, Γr A 0 measures the subcriticality of the Hopf bifurcation and a is the
strength of di�usive coupling.�e coupling strength was limited to 0 @ a @ 1~π,
where π corresponds to the normalized half period at anti-phase Hopf bifurcation.
Conclusion – In conclusion we have studied two di�usively coupled Hopf nor-

mal form oscillators of both super- or subcritical type. By introducing a delay
coupling of half the minimal period we are able to noninvasively stabilize anti-
phase orbits of the coupled systems, which are inherently unstable. We proved
stabilization theorems for the hard spring case and sketched the similar proof for
the so� spring case.
Outlook – Building on this work it will be interesting to apply our method to

stabilize anti-phase orbits in physical and biological systems such as coupled lasers
and coupled neurons. From a mathematical point of view generalizations to n-
oscillators and thus n-fold symmetries may be an interesting direction to pursue
[25, 41]. For the Pyragas control scheme of planar in-phase circular orbits it has
been shown [17] that only orbits whose real Floquet multipliers µ obey µ @ exp�9�
can be stabilized. Similar Floquet constraints may apply for our control scheme.
Although we believe our noninvasive stabilization strategy to be well adapted
to anti-phase periodic oscillations, only the derivation and comparison of such
fundamental constraints will settle our quest for e�cient noninvasive feedback
stabilization of spatio-temporal patterns.
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INTRODUCTION

Synchronization phenomena of coupled nonlinear oscillators are omni-
present and play an important role in physical, chemical and biological
systems [32, 34, 112, 113]. Understanding the synchronization mechanisms

is crucial for many practical applications.
One of the most intriguing e�ects occurring in coupled nonlinear systems is the

synchronization of chaotic dynamics [114].�e notions of chaos and synchroniza-
tion apparently contradict each other. A system is chaotic if small perturbations
of the systems initial condition are ampli�ed resulting in an unpredictable dynam-
ical behavior (see Sec. A.3). Stable synchronization of two systems on the other
hand occurs when deviations between the system states decay with time (negative
transversal Lyapunov exponent).
�e contradiction between these two characteristics is only apparent because

the decay and ampli�cation occur in di�erent directions in phase space. Pertur-
bations within the synchronization manifold (SM), i. e., the manifold on which
the states of the two systems are identical, grow due to a positive Lyapunov expo-
nent (LE) within this manifold giving rise to the chaotic dynamics. On the other
hand, perturbations orthogonal to the SM, associated with deviations between the
two systems, decay due to a negative transversal Lyapunov exponent, thus leading
to stable synchronization.
Semiconductor lasers are of particular interest in the study of chaos synchro-

nization.�e synchronization properties may lead to new secure communication
schemes [35, 89, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121]. However, as we will see in Sec. 10,
it is impossible to chaos synchronize two delay coupled systems without self-
feedback for large delays because the synchronized solution is always transversely
unstable. In coupled lasers this e�ect leads to spontaneous symmetry breaking,
and only generalized synchronization of leader-laggard type occurs [122].
However, chaos synchronization of two delay coupled systems can be stable

(see Sec. 10) if each system has self-feedback. For semiconductor lasers this has
been realized with a passive relay in form of a semitransparent mirror or an active
relay in form of a third laser in between the two lasers [24, 39, 123, 124]. �ese
structures are thus interesting for chaos based communication systems.
For practical applications it is not only necessary that the synchronized solution

is (linearly) stable, but it is also important how robust the synchronization is to
noise. Here, nonlinear e�ects may play an important role. In particular, for chaos
synchronized systems bubbling [125, 126] plays a key role in this context. �is
e�ect may lead to occasional desynchronization even for arbitrarily small noise
amplitudes. Bubbling has been observed for example in optical [127, 128] and
electrical [129] systems.
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�is part is organized as follows. In Sec. 10 we analyze the stability of the
synchronized solution in a general network of delay coupled units in the limit of
large delay. We show that in this limit the master stability function (MSF) has a
simple structure. From this symmetry we then draw general conclusions about
the synchronizability of delay coupled systems.
In the rest of this part we investigate the synchronization properties of delay

coupled lasers. A�er introducing the laser equations in Sec. 11, we consider two
lasers coupled all-optically in di�erent schemes in Sec. 12. Depending on the
coupling topology necessary conditions on the delay times and coupling phases
arise in order for the coupled systems to have a synchronized solution.
In Sec. 13, we will then investigate one of these coupling schemes (two bidirec-

tionally delay-coupled lasers with delayed self-feedback) under the in�uence of
noise. Here, we observe bubbling, which can be understood through the proper-
ties of the system’s cavity modes.
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STRUCTURE OF THE MASTER STABILITY
FUNCTION FOR LARGE DELAY

To determine the stability of a synchronized state in a network of identical
units, a powerful method has been developed [130, 131] called the mas-
ter stability function (MSF). Recent works [41, 43, 132] have started to

investigate the MSF for networks with coupling delays. Time delay e�ects play an
important role in realistic networks. For example, the �nite propagation time of
light between coupled semiconductor lasers [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 40] signi�cantly
in�uence the dynamics. Similar e�ects occur in neuronal [27, 28, 29, 133, 134, 135]
and biological [30] networks.
In this Section we show [136] that theMSF has a very simple structure in the limit

of large coupling delays.�is allows us to prove a number of general statements
about the synchronizability of networks with large coupling delay.
We will �rst discuss MSF-theory and since we are interested in delay coupled

systems, we will do this in the context of networks with delay [41, 43, 132].

10.1 approach

Consider a system of N identical units connected in a network with a coupling
delay τ [43]

d
dt
x i�t� � f �x i�t�� � N

Q
j�1
дi jh �x j�t � τ�� (10.1)

with x i > Rn. Here, дi j > R is the coupling matrix determining the coupling
topology and the strength of each link in the network, f is the (non-linear) func-
tion describing the dynamics of an isolated unit, and h is a possibly non-linear
coupling function. A synchronized solution can only exist, if the row sum of the
matrix is the same for each row, i. e., σ � PNj�1 дi j independent of i. In this case if
the systems start in a synchronized state, the feedback term will be equal for all x i
in Eq. (10.1) and there exists a synchronized solution.�e synchronized solution
x�t� is then determined by

d
dt
x�t� � f �x�t�� � σh �x�t � τ�� . (10.2)

To calculate the stability of this synchronized solution, we consider small per-
turbations ξi�t� to the individual systems

x i�t� � x�t� � ξi�t�.
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Inserting this ansatz into Eq. (10.1) and linearizing in ξi we �nd

d
dt

ξi�t� � D f �x�t�� ξi�t� � N
Q
j�1
дi jDh �x�t � τ�� ξi�t � τ�, (10.3)

where D f and Dh are Jacobians. Using the vector

Ξ�t� � �ξ1�t�, ξ2�t�, . . . , ξN�t��
this linear equation can be written as

d
dt
Ξ�t� � IN a D f �x�t��Ξ�t� � д a Dh �x�t � τ��Ξ�t � τ�, (10.4)

where IN denotes the N-dimensional identity matrix. We can diagonalize the
coupling matrix д with a unitary transformation U

diag�σ , γ1, γ2, . . . , γN�1� � U дU�1.

Here, σ is the row sum of д, which is always an eigenvalue of д to the eigenvector�1, 1, . . . , 1�. We call this the longitudinal eigenvalue of д.�e other eigenvalues
γk we then call the transversal eigenvalues of д.
Diagonalizing д in Eq. (10.4) with the transformation U does not a�ect the le�

hand side or the �rst term on the right hand side in Eq. (10.4), because both terms
are multiples of the identity matrix in the subspace on which д acts. �us a�er
the diagonalization Eq. (10.4) is transformed into N equations

d
dt

ξ�t� � D f �x�t�� ξ�t� � σ Dh �x�t � τ�� ξ�t � τ�, (10.5)

d
dt

ξ�t� � D f �x�t�� ξ�t� � γk Dh �x�t � τ�� ξ�t � τ� (10.6)

with k � 1, . . . , N � 1. �e �rst equation corresponds to perturbations in the
direction of the vector �1, 1, . . . , 1�, which act equally on each individual system
and thus do not cause desynchronization. A growing perturbation in this direction
indicates that the synchronized solution of the network is chaotic.
�e N � 1 other Eqs. (10.6) on the other hand describe perturbations transver-

sal to the SM. �e synchronized solution is stable if and only if these perturba-
tions decay, i. e., if the maximum Lyapunov exponent arising from the variational
Eq. (10.6) is negative for all the transversal eigenvalues γk .
It was the idea of Pecora and Carroll [114] to de�ne a function λmax, which

maps a complex number re iϕ to the maximum Lyapunov exponent arising from
the variational equation1

d
dt

ξ�t� � D f �x�t�� ξ�t� � re iϕ Dh �x�t � τ�� ξ�t � τ�.
1 Note that the complex number re iϕ is usually denoted by α � iβ in the literature.
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�is function is called the master stability function and it can be calculated nu-
merically. Once this is done on a su�cient domain in C, we can immediately
decide for any network structure, whether synchronization will be stable or not.
We only need to evaluate theMSF at the transversal eigenvalues γk of the particular
network’s coupling matrix.�is way the problem has been separated into a part,
which only depends on the dynamics of the individual system, and a part which
only depends on the coupling topology.
We will now restrict our analysis to maps [43], but all ingredients of our argu-

ment are also valid for �ows and we will point out, where the results di�er slightly
for �ows. Delay coupled maps have been widely studied because they show similar
behavior as DDEs and interesting synchronization phenomena have been found in
these systems [137].
For delay coupled maps the dynamics in the SM is governed by the equation

xk�1 � f �xk��σh�xk�τ� with τ > N and xk > Cd or > Rd and theMSF is calculated
from

ξk�1 � D f �xk�ξk � re iψDh�xk�τ�ξk�τ . (10.7)

Whether the synchronized dynamics is chaotic or not depends on whether the
MSF evaluated at the eigenvalue re iψ � σ , which corresponds to perturbations
parallel to the SM, is positive or not.
With the matrix coe�cients Ak :� D f �xk�, and Bk :� Dh�xk�τ� the variational

equation is given by
ξk�1 � Ak ξk � re iψBk ξk�τ . (10.8)

Note that when the delay is changed the dynamics in the SM changes, too. Hence,
we are not able to make predictions about what happens as τ is changed. However,
at a �xed large value of the delay time τ we can compare the Lyapunov exponents
arising from di�erent values of re iψ in Eq. (10.7).
We will now analyze the Lyapunov exponents arising from Eq. (10.8) in the

limit of large τ. We do this in the following steps: �rst we analyse the two simpler
cases, where the dynamics in the SM is a �xed point FP or a PO.�en to expand
the results to chaotic trajectories xk in the SM we use the fact that PO are dense in
a chaotic attractor.

10.2 a fixed point in the synchronization manifold

For FPs of delay di�erential equations there exists a scaling theory for the FP’s
eigenvalues in the limit of large delay [138, 139, 140, 141]. Recently this theory
has been generalized to the scaling of Floquet exponents [142]. In both cases
the eigenvalues or Floquet spectrum consist of two parts: a strongly unstable
part arising from unstable eigenvalues of the system without delay and a pseudo-
continuous spectrum, for which the real part of the eigenvalues approach zero in
the limit of large delay.�is scaling theory has been developed for �ows. Since
we restrict ourselves to maps, we want to discuss the scaling theory for maps now.
However, each step can be done in the same way for �ows by applying the large
delay theory developed in [138, 139, 140, 141, 142].
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Let us �rst consider the case, where the dynamics in the SM is a FP, i. e., a period
T � 1 orbit. In this case the coe�cient matrices in Eq. (10.8) are constant A � Ak
and B � Bk .
Making the ansatz ξk � zk ξ0, we �nd an equation for the multipliers z

χ�z� � det�A� zI � re iψB z�τ� � 0, (10.9)

where I denotes the identity-matrix.
For the strongly unstable spectrum we suppose there is a solution with SzS A 1.

�en in the limit of τ �ª Eq. (10.9) becomes

det�A� zI� � 0. (10.10)

�us in the limit of large delay the eigenvalues z of Awith SzS A 1 are also solutions
of Eq. (10.9).
We are now interested in the pseudo-continuous spectrum, i. e., in the solutions

with SzS � 1 in the limit of large τ. We make the ansatz z � �1 � δ~τ�e iω. In the
limit τ � ª we have �1 � δ~τ��τ

� e�δ , and �1 � δ~τ� � 1. �us in the limit
τ �ª Eq. (10.9) becomes

0 � det�A� Ie iω � re�δe i�ψ�ϕ�B� (10.11)

with ϕ � ωτ. Since the curve parameter ϕ on the branch takes on any (arbitrarily
dense) value in �0, 2π�, we can already see that the phase ψ in the variational
equation does not change δ, i. e., theMSF is invariant under phase shi�s (rotations)
and its value only depends on r.
If B is invertible, we can calculate the eigenvalues µ � re�δe i�ψ�ϕ� in the follow-

ing equation
0 � det��B�1�A� Ie iω� � µ�, (10.12)

which is a polynomial in µ.�is polynomial has exactly d roots µ j ( j � 1, . . . , d),
which are eigenvalues of �B�1�A� Ie iω�.
If B is not invertible, Eq. (10.11) still gives a polynomial in µ, for which the roots

can be calculated.�en each eigenvalue µ will be a function of ω and one can �nd
the branches

δ�ω� � ln � rSµ�ω�S	 � � ln Sµ�ω�S � ln r.
�e function µ�ω� can admit the zero value at some point ω0, i. e., µ�ω0� � 0, in
the case when the matrix A has an eigenvalue with SzS � 1. Indeed, as follows from
Eq. (10.12), for µ � 0, ω � ω0 and detB x 0 we have

det�A� Ie iω0� � det�A� Iz� � 0.
In all other cases, with detB x 0 and SzS x 1, the function Sµ�ω�S is bounded
0 @ µ0 B Sµ�ω�S B µ1.
If there are no strongly unstable eigenvalues, the sign of δ determines the stabil-

ity in the limit of large τ. It is clear, that δ increases monotonically with increasing
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FIGURE 10.1: Pseudo continuous spectrum δ�ω� (lines) and location of the exact
roots (crosses) for the example of a one dimensional complex map for r � 3.3 A r0 �
3 and r � 2.7 @ r0 � 3. Parameters: a � 0.4, b � 0.2, ψ � 0, τ � 30.

r and in particular δ is negative for small r and positive for large r.�us there is a
minimum radius r0, for which the �rst eigenvalue branch becomes unstable δ A 0
and thus the MSF changes sign.
Note that we have obtained the function δ�ω� on which the solutions lie in

the limit of large τ but not yet the exact values of ω.�ese are not important in
the limit of large delay, since the eigenvalues become very dense on the curve
δ�ω�. Indeed, the exact values of ω can be calculated from the expression µ�ω� �
re�δ�ω�e i�ψ�ωτ�, which implies

Arg µ�ω� � ψ � ωτ � 2πk (10.13)

for any integer k. Since µ�ω� is a known eigenvalue of the matrix �B�1�A� Ie iω�,
Eq. (10.13) can be considered as a transcendental equation for determining the
solutions ω � ωk . In particular, Eq. (10.13) implies that the distance between the
neighboring solutions ωk and ωk�1 reads

ωk � ωk�1 �
1
τ
�Arg µ�ωk�1� �Arg µ�ωk�� � 2πτ

� 2π~τ �O �1~τ2� .
�us it is proportional to 1~τ and the curve δ�ω� is �lled densely with roots as
τ �ª.
Note that the curve δ�ω� is determined in the bounded interval ω > �0, 2π�

in contrast to the case of DDEs [139], where ω was varying on the whole axis��ª, ª�.
�e simple case is that of a one dimensional (d � 1) complex map, where

A � a > C and B � b > C with SaS @ 1. In this case we can explicitly calculate
δ�ω� � ln�SrbS~Sa � e iωS�.
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FIGURE 10.2: Master stability function for a one dimensional map with FP-dynamics
in the SM. The red regions correspond to λmax A 0 (synchronized state is unsta-
ble). The gray regions correspond to λmax @ 0 (synchronized state is stable). The
blue circle indicates the stability boundary given by r0 according to Eq. (10.14).
Already for relatively low values of τ the blue line matches very well the numerically
obtained boundary. Parameters of the variational equation: a � 0.4, b � 0.2,
τ � 20.

For r @ �1 � SaS�~SbS all the eigenvalues approach magnitude 1 from the stable side
and for r A �1 � SaS�~SbS there are always weakly unstable eigenvalues. �us the
MSF changes sign at

r0 � �1 � SaS�~SbS. (10.14)

�e pseudo-continuous spectrum for these two cases is depicted in Fig. 10.1.�e
corresponding MSF is shown in Fig. 10.2. As τ � ª, the λmax � 0 contour line
approaches the circle with radius r0.�is is depicted in Fig. 10.3, where the angle-
dependency of the critical radius is shown for di�erent values of τ in a logarithmic
scale. For small values of τ, the critical radius has a strong angle-dependency.
However, already for a value of τ � 20, the rotation symmetry is almost perfect
(see Fig. 10.2).
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FIGURE 10.3: Boundary r�ϕ� of stability domain in polar coordinates for different
values of τ in logarithmic scale. The black dashed line corresponds to r0, i. e., the
limit of τ �ª. Parameters of the variational equation: a � 0.4, b � 0.2.

10.3 a periodic orbit in the synchronization manifold

Now consider the map

ξk�1 � Ak ξk � re iψBk ξk�τ , (10.15)

where Ak and Bk are periodic with period T , corresponding to a PO in the SM. We
consider the case of large delay, i. e., τ A T .
Making a Floquet–like ansatz ξk � zk qk , where qk is T periodic we �nd

z qk�1 � Ak qk � re iψBk z�τqk�n (10.16)

with n � τmodT > �0, 1, . . . , T � 1�.
For the strongly unstable spectrum again suppose there is a solution with SzS A 1,

then in the limit τ �ª the term z�τ vanishes and we �nd

z qk�1 � Ak qk . (10.17)

Using the periodicity of qk , Eq. (10.17) implies

det�zT � T
M
k�1
Ak� � 0,

where zT is a Floquet multiplier of the system ξk�1 � Ak ξk without delay.
Hence, if zT is a Floquet multiplier of Eq. (10.17), with SzS A 1, then in the limit

τ �ª it is also a solution of Eq. (10.15) and vice versa.
For the pseudo-continuous spectrum we again make the ansatz z � �1�δ~τ�e iω

and taking the limit τ �ª Eq. (10.16) becomes

e iω qk�1 � Ak qk � re�δe i�ψ�ϕ�Bk qk�n (10.18)

with ϕ � ωτ. One thus has to solve

0 � �e iω J � A� µB�q � 0, (10.19)
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where A � diag�A1, . . . , AT�,
J � � 0 I

I �

� �

I 0
	 , B �

<@@@@@@>
0 B1

� �

� Bn
Bn�1 �

� �

BT 0

=AAAAAA? ,
µ � re�δe i�ψ�ϕ�, and q � �q1, . . . , qT�. �e position of the diagonal lines in the
matrix B depends on the value of n � τmodT . Taking the determinant of the
matrix in Eq. (10.19) results in a polynomial in µ � re�δe i�ψ�ϕ� (of maximum
order d � T). Again, the roots µ are functions of ω and we can calculate the
branches δ�ω� � � ln Sµ�ω�S � ln r, where ψ and ϕ drop out. As in the case of FPs,
one can show that the function Sµ�ω�S is bounded 0 @ µ0 B Sµ�ω�S B µ1 unless the
instantaneous system has a Floquet multiplier z with SzS � 1.
We have again found the same structure of the MSF : �e MSF is rotationally

symmetric in the complex plane about the origin. If without feedback �r � 0�
the MSF is positive, then it is constant in the limit of large delay. Otherwise it is
a monotonically increasing function of r and there is a critical radius r0 where it
changes sign.

10.4 a chaotic attractor in the synchronization manifold

In every chaotic attractor there is an in�nite number of UPOs embedded. It has
been long known that the characteristic properties of the chaotic system can be
described in terms of these PO [143]. Intuitively, the chaotic trajectory follows the
UPOs closely and “switches” between them, thus averaging over the UPOs in the
appropriate way allows us to calculate statistical properties of the attractor. One
of the most important examples is the natural measure of the chaotic attractor,
which is concentrated at the UPO (hot-spots) and can in fact be expressed in terms
of the orbit’s Floquet multipliers [144, 145].
Lyapunov exponents arising from variational equations such as Eq. (10.8) have

been discussed in the framework of periodic orbit theory [143, 146, 147, 148], too.
In particular it has been shown [149] that a chaotic attractor in an invariant mani-
fold loses its transversal stability in a blow-out bifurcation when the transversely
unstable orbits outweigh the transversely stable orbits. To be precise, we divide
the orbits into two groups of transversely stable and unstable orbits and de�ne
[149] the transversely stable weight ΛsT and the unstable weight Λ

u
T as

Λu,sT �

Nu ,sT
Q
j�1
µT� j�λT� j�, (10.20)

where the sum goes over all NuT transversely unstable and N
s
T transversely stable

orbits of period T , respectively. Here, µT� j� is the weight of the jth orbit, cor-
responding to the natural measure of a typical trajectory in the neighborhood
of the jth orbit and λT� j� is the transversal Lyapunov exponent of this jth orbit.
�e weight of a PO is inversely proportional to the product of its unstable Floquet
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multipliers [144, 148].�e attractor is transversely unstable if and only if in the
limit of large T

ΛuT A SΛsT S. (10.21)

We now make the connection to the scaling theory for large τ. Starting from
r � 0 (no feedback) transversal Lyapunov exponents λT� j� of each orbit can only
increase with increasing r, as shown above. In particular for large enough r the
orbits become transversely unstable: either they are already unstable for r � 0 and
thus remain unstable or the pseudo-continuous spectrum goes to zero and for
large r it does so from the unstable side.�us there exists a minimum radius r0, for
which the condition (10.21) on the weights is ful�lled. Note that since we consider
the limit τ �ª we can evaluate Eq. (10.21) at arbitrarily large T , although it is a
common result of PO theory that formulas such as Eq. (10.20) converge quickly.
�us in summary theMSF has the same structure as for FPs and POs (the rotation

symmetry follows from the rotation symmetry of each λT� j�).
10.5 consequences for synchronization of networks

Let us now discuss what the structure of the MSFmeans for the synchronizability
of networks. We can categorize networks into three types depending on the
magnitude of the largest transversal eigenvalue γmax in relation to the magnitude
of row sum σ : (A) the largest transversal eigenvalue is strictly smaller than the
magnitude of the row sum (SγmaxS @ Sσ S), (B) the largest transversal eigenvalue has
the same magnitude as the row sum (SγmaxS � Sσ S), and (C) the largest transversal
eigenvalue has a larger magnitude than the row sum (SγmaxS A Sσ S).
At r � Sσ S the MSF is positive (r0 @ Sσ S) for chaotic dynamics in the SM and

negative (Sσ S @ r0) for dynamics on a stable PO or a FP. �is gives us a lower or
an upper bound on r0 and we can thus give the classi�cation as shown in Table
10.1. In networks of type (A) and (B) synchronization on a FP or a PO, which is
stable within the SM, is always stable. For type (C) this dynamics may be stable

chaotic dynamics
in the SM (r0 @ Sσ S) PO or FP in the SM

(Sσ S @ r0)
(A) SγmaxS @ Sσ S synchr. stable ifSγmaxS @ r0 synchr. stable

(B) SγmaxS � Sσ S synchr. unstable synchr. stable

(C) SγmaxS A Sσ S synchr. unstable synchr. stable
if SγmaxS @ r0

TABLE 10.1: Stability of chaotic and non-chaotic synchronized solutions for the
three types of networks.
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or not depending on the particular network (value of SγmaxS) and the dynamics in
the SM (value of r0). On the other hand chaos synchronization is always unstable
in networks of type (B) and (C) and it may be stable or not in networks of type
(A) again depending on the particular network and the dynamics.
Note that for autonomous �ows with a stable PO in the SM we always have

r0 � Sσ S, due to the PO’s Goldstone mode. �us for this case we cannot decide
whether synchronization for type (B) networks will be stable or not.�is depends
on whether the λmax � 0 contour line of the MSF approaches the circle with radius
r0 � Sσ S, locally, at the transversal eigenvalues with Sγk S � Sσ S, from the outside
(stable) or from the inside (unstable).
We now list some examples for the three types of networks.�e categorization

follows from the eigenvalue structure (spectral radius) for the corresponding
matrices, which can, for instance, be derived using Gerschgörin’s theorem.

• Mean �eld coupled systems have γk � 0 for all k and are thus of type (A).

• Networks with only inhibitory connections (negative entries) or only excita-
tory connections (positive entries) are up to the row sum factor stochastic
matrices, i. e., the coupling matrix G can be written as

G � σP,

where P is a stochastic matrix (positive entries and row sum one). For
stochastic matrices it is well known that the spectral radius is one, i. e., all
eigenvalues have magnitude smaller than or equal to one.�e proof utilizes
Gerschgörin’s theorem [150].�us it follows for G that no eigenvalues has
magnitude larger than Sσ S and these networks are of type (A) or (B).

• Rings of uni-directionally coupled elements and two bidirectionally coupled
elements are of type (B) [41].

• Any network with zero row sum (σ � 0) is of type (B) (trivial case) or (C).

• Two bidirectionally coupled systems without self-feedback are of type (B).

In the literature there is a great amount of material on the relation of the spectral
radius and the row sum for certain types of matrices.�ese results are immediately
applicable to our classi�cation. For a concrete network topology the classi�cation
is of course very simple.
Networks with σ � 0 belong to class (B) (trivial case) or to class (C). �is

con�rms the conjecture stated in [43]: Networks for which the trajectory of an
uncoupled unit is also a solution of the network (σ � 0) cannot exhibit chaos
synchronization for large coupling delay.
For the chaotic case there may exist another radius rb, with 0 B rb B r0, where

the �rst PO in the attractor loses its transverse stability and the attractor undergoes
a bubbling bifurcation [40, 126, 151] (see Sec. 13). �en any network with rb @SγmaxS @ r0 will exhibit bubbling in the presence of noise (or parameter mismatch),
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FIGURE 10.4: Master stability
function (shown in color)
for delay coupled logistic
maps (Eq. (10.23)). Panel (a)
corresponds to λ � 3.2 and
the stable period-2 orbit
within the SM. Panel (b)
corresponds to λ � 3.8 and a
chaotic attractor within the
SM. In both cases the delay
is chosen as τ � 30.

while any network with SγmaxS @ rb will show stable synchronization, even in the
presence of noise.
In order to illustrate the obtained results, let us consider the following example

of linearly coupled logistic maps

xmk�1 � λxmk �1 � xmk � � N
Q
j�1
дmjx jk�τ (10.22)

with the zero row sums σ � 0.�e MSF is calculated from the following delayed
system

ξk�1 � λ�1 � 2xk�ξk � re iψ ξk�τ , (10.23)

where the dynamics on the synchronization manifold xk is determined by the map
xk�1 � λxk�1 � xk�. Figure 10.4 shows numerically computed MSF, i.e., the largest
Lyapunov exponent of the system (10.23) for two di�erent cases: λ � 3.2 and
λ � 3.8, which correspond to the stable period-2 state and chaos, respectively.�e
delay is set to τ � 30. In both cases, the MSF are radially symmetric. In the stable
periodic case (panel (a)), there exists a critical radius r0 where the MSF changes
sign, which determines the synchronizability of a given coupled system. In the
chaotic case (panel (b)) the MSF is close to a positive constant, i.e., any coupling
con�guration will be unstable.
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10.6 experimental setup for finding the critical radius

We now propose an experimental method for determining the critical radius r0.
Consider two elements coupled in the following network motif

x1k�1 � f �x1k� � µh�x1k�τ� � νh�x2k�τ�,
x2k�1 � f �x2k� � µh�x2k�τ� � νh�x1k�τ�,

where µ and ν are the self feedback strengths and the coupling strengths, respec-
tively. Suppose we are able to change the self-feedback strengths µ and the cou-
pling strengths ν, for example by using gray �lters in an optical experiment.
Let us choose

µ � 1
2�σ � r� and ν � 1

2�σ � r�.
�en the dynamics in the SM is given by

xk�1 � f �xk� � σh�xk�τ�,
while the variational equation transverse to the SM is given by

ξk�1 � D f �xk�ξk � rDh�xk�τ�ξk�τ .

�us by changing r (for �xed σ) and checking whether the two elements synchro-
nize we are able to probe the MSF along the real axis at the radius r. Due to the
monotonicity we can use a root-�nding algorithm such as the bisection method to
�nd r0 to high accuracy with little iterations of the experiment and without knowl-
edge of the functions f and h. We can repeat this procedure for other values of σ
and obtain the critical radius as a function of r0�σ�.�us from this rather simple
setup we can decide for any network of these elements whether synchronization is
stable or not.
As an example we consider two optoelectronically coupled lasers (see Sec. 7.2)

d
dt

ρ1 � n1ρ1,

T d
dt
n1 � p � µρ1�t � τ� � νρ2�t � τ� � n1 � �1 � n1�ρ1, (10.24a)

d
dt

ρ2 � n2ρ2,

T d
dt
n2 � p � µρ2�t � τ� � νρ1�t � τ� � n2 � �1 � n2�ρ2, (10.24b)

where ρi and ni is the intensity and the carrier density of the ith laser, respectively.
�e pump current of each laser is modulated by the delayed intensities according
to the coupling scheme depicted in Fig. 10.5. As discussed in Sec. 7.2 such feedback
can be realized by using photodiodes to measure the intensities of the arriving
signals and modulating the pump current accordingly.�e bidirectional coupling
has strength ν and the self-feedback of each laser has strength µ. For this setup we
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µ µ
ν

ν
1 2

FIGURE 10.5: Schematic setup for determining the critical radius in an experiment.

FIGURE 10.6: Numerically calculated critical radius r0 as a function of σ (solid
blue curve) for the system of optoelectronically coupled lasers corresponding to
Eqs. (10.24). A network can only have a stable synchronized solution if the magni-
tudes of its transversal eigenvalues are below the curve. The curve is calculated
up to an absolute error of 10�4. The dashed line shows the diagonal line r0 � σ .
Parameters: ε0 � 10�7, p � 1, T � 200, τ � 2000.

have numerically calculated r0�σ� in the same manner as it would be done in an
experiment: We choose a value of σ , an interval Ir � �rmin, rmax� for the r-domain
and an initial value of r � r0. We consider the systems to be synchronized, if the
relative synchronization error

ε :� `Sρ1 � ρ2Se
1
2�`ρ1e � `ρ2e�

is smaller than a threshold ε0. We then simulate the system and use the bisection
method to �nd the synchronization threshold r0 (up to a desired accuracy) in
the interval Ir . We can then use the calculated value of r0 as an initial guess for
neighboring σ-values and thus follow the curve r0�σ�.
�e result is depicted in Fig. 10.6, where the blue curve shows r0�σ� and the

dashed black line corresponds to r0 � σ . For small values of σ , i. e., weak feedback,
the dynamics is a PO and due to the Goldstone mode we have r0 � σ . For larger
values of σ , the system becomes chaotic and r0 @ σ . For a given value of σ , a
network has a stable synchronized solution if and only if all transversal eigenvalues
γk of the corresponding coupling matrix have magnitude Sγk S @ r0�σ�.
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10.7 conclusion and outlook

In conclusion we have shown that the MSF has a simple structure in the limit of
large delay: it is rotationally symmetric around the origin and either positive and
constant (if it is positive at the origin) or monotonically increasing and becomes
positive at a minimum radius r0. �is structure allowed us to prove a recent
conjecture [43] about synchronizability of chaotic elements. Furthermore, we
classi�ed network structures into three types depending on the magnitude of the
maximum transversal eigenvalue in relation to the magnitude of the row sum and
showed that these network types have distinct synchronization properties.
�e rotational symmetry of the MSF have previously been found numerically

[41, 150]. In Ref. [150] the same structure of the MSF has been found for a PO in
the SM for which the period T is approximately equal to the delay time τ. For this
case the structure of the MSF has also been derived analytically in [150]. Note that
this case is complementary to the situation T P τ that we looked at in this section.
So the structure of the MSF that we found seems to be valid in even more general
cases.
�e derived results are only valid for networks, where each link has the same

coupling delay. Recently, however, an interesting observation has been made
when two systems are coupled via multiple delays [44]. As we saw above two
bidirectionally delay coupled systems without self-feedback can not synchronize
in the limit of large delay (the network is of type (B)).
In Ref. [44] A. Englert et al. showed that zero-lag synchronization can be stable

without self-feedback, if the two systems are bidirectionally coupled via multiple
delays. It may thus be interesting to consider networks with two (or more) delays
of the form

x ik�1 � f �x ik� � N
Q
j�1
д�1�i j h

�1��x jk�τ1� � N
Q
j�1
д�2�i j h

�2��x jk�τ2�,
where д�1� and д�2� are the two coupling matrices and h�1� and h�2� are the cou-
pling functions corresponding to the two types of links with two di�erent delays.
If the coupling matrices commute �д�1�, д�2�� � 0, they can be diagonalized

simultaneously and one would obtain a MSF of two arguments

λmax�r1e iψ1 , r2e iψ2�
corresponding to the variational equation

ξk�1 � D f �xk�ξk � r1e iψ1Dh�1��xk�τ1�ξk�τ1 � r2e
iψ2Dh�2��xk�τ2�ξk�τ2 .

�en it would be interesting to consider the limit τ1 �ª, τ2 �ª with a �xed
ratio R � τ1~τ2.�e asymptotic analysis for large delay times has not been applied
to multiple delays yet, and it would be interesting to investigate this theory in this
context. Depending on whether the ratio is rational (of low order, e. g., 1 : 1, 1 : 2,
2 : 3, . . . ) or irrational we can expect di�erent synchronization properties [44, 133].
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On the other hand, if �д�1�, д�2�� x 0, the MSF approach fails, because the
two matrices cannot be diagonalize simultaneously. Note that this is already the
case without delay but with two di�erent coupling functions h�1� and h�2�, i. e.,
a network with two types of links. It is not clear how a MSF approach could be
generalized to this situation.





11
LANG KOBAYASHI LASER EQUATIONS

Coupled semiconductor lasers will be the main application of chaos syn-
chronization that we consider. We will therefore now introduce the dy-
namical laser equations.

�e equations describing a semiconductor laser with external optical feedback
were �rst derived by Lang and Kobayashi [78].�ese Lang-Kobayashi (LK) equa-
tions describe the laser by deterministic rate equations for the complex electric
�eld E and the number of excited carriers N in the active medium

d
dt
E�t� � 1

2 �1 � iα��G � γ�E � κ e�i Ω0 τec E�t � τec�,
d
dt
N�t� � I

q
� γeN � GSE S2 (11.1)

with the parameters as de�ned in Table 11.1.

symbol quantity typical orders
of magnitude

γ photon decay rate 1011s�1

γe carrier decay rate 109s�1

τic round-trip time in the internal cavity 10�12s
τec round-trip time in the external cavity 10�9s
α alpha factor 4
I pump current 10 – 100mA
κ feedback rate 1011s�1

д di�erential gain 104s�1

NT carrier number at transparency 108

є gain saturation coe�cient 10�7

Ω0 solitary laser frequency 1014s�1

β spontaneous emission factor 10�5

q electron charge 1.602 � 10�19C

TABLE 11.1: Typical parameters of the Lang-Kobayashi model [95].

�e electric �eld amplitude of the laser is given by E�t� e iΩ0 t and is composed
of a fast carrier wave, oscillating at the solitary frequency Ω0, and a slowly varying
envelope function E�t�. Since the envelope function E is complex, it describes not
only amplitude dynamics, but also phase dynamics, i. e., shi�s of the wavelength.

95
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�e feedback phase factor e�iΩ0τec depends on the delay time τec of the exter-
nal cavity. However, since Ω0 is very large, slight changes in the delay time on
subwavelength scale change the phase drastically without changing the delayed
term of the slowly varying envelope E�t � τec�. It is thus useful to treat the phase
as an independent parameter φ

e iφ � e�iΩ0τec .

�e gain G is a function of N and E and for this function di�erent forms can
be used to model the laser. A common form is a gain which is linear in N and
saturates for large SE S

G�E , N� � дN � NT
1 � єSE S2 ;

see Table 11.1.

11.1 non-dimensionalization

When studying dynamical systems it is convenient to bring the di�erential equa-
tion into a dimensionless form. �is process is called non-dimensionalization
[152].
Using dimensionless equations has two main advantages. It reduces the number

of parameters by combining them into fewer independent constants called dimen-
sionless groups, such as time scale ratios. Furthermore, dimensionless equations
are usually better suited for numerical simulations because very large and small
numbers are avoided. O�en the non-dimensionalization is done by intuition but
it is interesting to understand the canonical procedure.
Consider the LK equations (11.1).�e general way to bring such equations into

a dimensionless form is to introduce a dimensionless time s and dimensionless
variables, which are functions of s and are related to the original variables by a
characteristic factor carrying the proper dimensions, i. e.,

s � t~tc , E�t� � Ec E�t~tc�, N�t� � Nc n�t~tc� � N0c .
�e values of the characteristic factors tc , Ec and Nc are to be determined. Note
that we have included a constant shi� N0c in the transformation of the variable N .
It will be chosen such that n becomes zero at the laser threshold, i. e., n is the excess
carrier density or inversion. Such shi�s are not necessary but can sometimes allow
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symbol quantity definition

T time scale parameter γ~γe
τ delay time γ τec
µ gain saturation coe�cient єγe~д
K feedback rate κ~γ
p pump rate д~γ�γe I~q � NT� � 1
α alpha factor
ϕ feedback phase �Ω0τec

TABLE 11.2: Parameters of the dimensionless LK equations

further simpli�cation of the dimensionless equations. Inserting this Ansatz into
Eq. (11.1) yields

d
dt
E�t� � Ec

tc
d
ds
E�s�

� 1
2�1 � iα��дNcn�s� � N0c � NT1 � єSEc S2SE�s�S2 � γ�EcE�s� � κe iφEcE�s � τec~tc�,

d
dt
N�t� � Nc

tc
d
ds
n�s�

�
I
q
� γe N0c � γeNc n�s� � дNcn�s� � N0c � NT1 � єSEc S2SE�s�S2 SEc S2SE�s�S2

and thus

d
ds
E�s� � 1

2�1 � iα��tc дNc n�s� � �N0c � NT�~Nc1 � єSEc S2SE�s�S2 � γ tc�E�s�
� κtce iφE�s � τec~tc�,

1
γe tc

d
ds
n�s� � I

q Nc γe
�
N0c
Nc

� n�s� � д
γe

SEc S2 n�s� � �N0c � NT�~Nc1 � єSEc S2SE�s�S2 SE�s�S2.
We then choose the characteristic factors and shi�s in such a way that some of

the dimensionless groups become one (or zero) and the equations are simpli�ed.
�e remaining dimensionless groups are then the independent parameters of the
dimensionless equations and o�en turn out to be important characteristics such as
time scale ratios.�e choice which coe�cients to simplify is obviously not unique
in complex equations.
In our system we require the blue indicated terms to be one. �is gives four

equations for the three characteristic factors and for the shi� of the carrier number

tc � 1~γ, Ec �

¾
γe
д
, Nc �

γ
д
, N0c � NT �

γ
д
.
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�e �nal dimensionless LK equations are then given by

d
ds
E�s� � 1

2�1 � iα�� 1 � n
1 � µSES2 � 1� E � K e iφE�s � τ�,

T d
ds
n�s� � p � n � 1 � n

1 � µSES2 SES2
(11.2)

with the dimensionless parameters as de�ned in Table 11.2. Note that the dimen-
sionless pump current p has been shi�ed such that it becomes zero at the laser
threshold.
We will for simplicity consider the model with no gain saturation µ � 0.�is

limit is valid when the laser is working close to threshold and the output intensity
is not too large. In this case Eqs. (11.2) reduce to the dimensionless LK model
without gain saturation.

d
ds
E�s� � 1

2�1 � iα� n E � K e iφE�s � τ�,
T d
ds
n�s� � p � n � �1 � n� SES2. (11.3)

See [153] for an analysis of the gain saturation’s in�uence on the synchronization
properties.

11.2 spontaneous emission noise

Important dynamical e�ects in semiconductor lasers are caused by stochastic
forces.�ere are two natural sources of noise in a laser device.
On one hand there are �uctuations in the inversion, caused by shot noise, i. e.,

the discrete nature of the charges, as well as thermal noise. �ese �uctuations
are usually not important for the dynamical behavior and will not be taken into
account here.�ere are, however, exceptions where this noise cannot be neglected
[154].
On the other hand there are �uctuations in the complex amplitude E , which

are caused by the spontaneous emission of photons.�is noise can be modeled by
a complex Gaussian white noise term FE�t� in the LK equations (11.1)

d
dt
E�t� � deterministic terms � FE�t�

with zero mean `FEe � 0 and the following correlations
`FE�t� FE�t��e � βγeNδ�t � t��, (11.4)

where the real and imaginary parts of FE are independent random processes.�e
noise strength is given by the spontaneous emission rate

Rsp � γeβN , (11.5)
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where γe is the decay rate of the inversion and β is the fraction of spontaneous
emission processes which contribute to the lasing mode.
A�er the non-dimensionalization one obtains [62, 155] a complex Gaussian

noise term FE in Eq. (11.2) with the correlations`FE�t� FE�t��e � β�n � n0� δ�t � t��. (11.6)

Here,
n0 � дNT~γ (11.7)

is the carrier density at threshold in the dimensionless units. A typical value is
n0 � 10.

11.3 external cavity modes

�e basic solutions of the LK equations are the external cavity modes (ECMs).�ese
modes are rotating wave solutions [91, 92] with constant frequency, carrier density,
and �eld amplitude

E�t� � A� e iω� t , n�t� � n�.
Inserting this ansatz into Eq. (11.3) yields

0 � 1
2n� � K cos�φ � ω�τ�, (11.8a)

ω� �
1
2αn� � K sin�φ � ω�τ�, (11.8b)

A2
�
�
p � n�
1 � n�

. (11.8c)

Eliminating n� in the �rst two equations, yields a transcendental equation for the
frequency ω�

ω� � K̃ sin�φ � ω�τ � arctan α� (11.9)

with K̃ � K
º
1 � α2.�is transcendental equation can be solved numerically.�e

graphical solution is shown in Figure 11.1(a). �e solutions are born in pairs in
saddle-node bifurcations.�e calculated frequencies ω� can then be inserted into
Eq. (11.8) to calculate the inversion n� and the amplitude A�. For some solutions of
Eq. (11.9) the right hand side of Eq. (11.8c) may become negative.�ese unphysical
solutions [91] are spurious and can be omitted.�e solutions with a positive right
hand side of Eq. (11.8c) are called physically relevant.
Figure 11.1(b) depicts the position of the ECMs in the �ω, n�-plane, where the

ECMs lie on an ellipse. To see this we introduce the curve parameter ψ � φ � ωτ.
Inserting this ansatz into Eqs. (11.8a) and (11.9) yields

n � �2K cos�ψ�,
ω � K̃ sin�ψ � arctan α�.

�is is the parametric representation of a tilted ellipse as depicted in Fig. 11.1(b).
�e tilting is introduced by the additional argument �arctan α� in the second
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FIGURE 11.1: Shown are the ECMs, where blue circles and red triangles correspond
to modes and antimodes, respectively. Panel (a): Solutions of the transcendental
Eq. (11.9) are given by the intersection of the straight line and the curve. Panel
(b): ECM solutions in the �ω, n�-plane. The modes and antimodes are located on
the lower and upper half of the ellipse, respectively. Parameters: T � 200, α � 4,
p � 1, τ � 500, φ � 0, K � 0.01

equation and thus scales with the alpha factor.�e mode with lowest n is called
the maximum gain mode, because it is the mode with the largest amplitude.�is
mode is always stable [156] and coexists with a chaotic attractor for a wide range
of parameters [157, 158]. Although the other ECMs are unstable, they organize the
phase space and provide a skeleton for the chaotic dynamics.
�ere are two main chaotic operation regimes for a laser with self-feedback,

which we will discuss in the following.

11.4 low frequency fluctuations and coherence collapse

An interesting dynamical behavior of semiconductor lasers with delayed feed-
back are the so called low frequency �uctuations (LFFs). �is regime typically
occurs when the laser is pumped close to threshold and receives moderate optical
feedback.
A typical time series of the laser intensity in this dynamical regime is depicted

in Fig. 11.2. �e intensity shows chaotic oscillations on a short time scale (10 �

FIGURE 11.2: Time series of the laser intensity in the LFF regime (blue line). The
red curve shows a (scaled up) moving average over the intensity with a window size
of 2000 time units. Parameters: T � 200, p � 0.1, α � 4, K � 0.1, τ � 2000, φ � 0.
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FIGURE 11.3: Projection of the LFF dynamics (black line) onto a two dimensional
phase plane. During the power buildup process, the system exhibits a chaotic
itinerancy between attractor ruins with a drift towards the maximum gain mode.
Before reaching the maximum gain mode, the trajectory collides with an anti-
mode in a crisis leading to a power dropout. Modes and antimodes are depicted
as blue circles and red triangles, respectively. Parameters: T � 200, α � 4, p � 0.1,
K � 0.1, τ � 200, φ � 0.

100GHz corresponding to 10 � 100ps). On top of these fast oscillations there is an
occasional sudden decrease in the laser output intensity.�ese events are called
power dropouts and are chaotic, too, i. e., the time between two dropouts is pseudo
randomly distributed.
Typical times intervals between two dropouts reach from 10 round-trip times in

the external cavity (e. g. 10 ns) to several hundred round-trip times (e. g. 1� 10ms).
During the power dropouts the laser intensity is not merely reduced, but instead a
sequence of picosecond pulses is generated [159, 160].
�e dynamics in the LFF regime is deterministic and can be understood as fol-

lows [159, 160, 161]. In between power dropouts the intensity of the laser gradually
builds up. In this phase, the dynamics is characterized by chaotic switching be-
tween attractor ruins of the laser modes.�is is depicted in Fig. 11.3.�e trajectory
shadows heteroclinic connections between the modes.�is switching behavior
has a general dri� towards the maximum gain mode (see Sec. 11.3). Before reach-
ing the maximum gain mode at the bottom of the ellipse, the trajectory collides
with an antimode in a crisis and a power dropout takes place. A�er the dropout
the trajectory gets reinjected into the labyrinth of attractor ruins and the whole
process repeats itself.
For higher pump currents the laser becomes even more chaotic [162] and the

LFFs disappear.�is regime is called the fully developed coherence collapse regime
[157, 163]. We will simply call it the coherence collapse (CC) regime. Here, the
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FIGURE 11.4: Projection of the CC dynamics (black line) onto a two dimensional
phase plane. The dynamics is characterized by chaotic switching between modes
and antimodes, which are depicted as blue circles and red triangles, respectively.
Parameters: T � 200, α � 4, p � 1, K � 0.1, τ � 200, φ � 0.

dynamics is characterized by chaotic itinerancy among the modes and antimode
dynamics, i. e., collision with an antimode in a crisis.�is is depicted in Fig. 11.4.
In contrast to the LFF regime, however, the trajectory remains only for a short
time on the mode branch of the ellipse and there is thus no distinct power buildup
process and no distinct power dropout events.
In this section we have introduced and discussed the LK laser model. We will

now consider two or more delay coupled lasers and study synchronization e�ects
in these systems.
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NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR
SYNCHRONIZATION OF LASERS

Perfect synchronization is only possible if the SM is invariant. �ere are
other forms of generalized synchronization such as phase synchronization
occurring, for instance, when the systems are non-identical, but we will re-

strict our analysis to perfect synchronization and a very weak form of generalized
synchronization in lasers.
Consider two identical systems, which are bidirectionally coupled and have

self-feedback (Fig. 12.1)

d
dt
X1 � f �X1� � K11X1 � K12X2, (12.1a)

d
dt
X2 � f �X2� � K21X1 � K22X2. (12.1b)

Here X1 and X2 are the state vectors of system one and two, respectively, and f is
a nonlinear function. �e Ki j are linear coupling operators. In the simplest case
these are just matrices. However, they can also include time-shi� operators, e. g.,

K12ψ�t� � �T �τ12�ψ��t� � ψ�t � τ12�, (12.2)

where T �τ� denotes the operator that shi�s the time argument by �τ.�is way
we can treat coupling delays in a simple way.
We consider the systems to be in (generalized) synchronization if

X1 � UX2, (12.3)

where U is an invertible linear transformation, which leaves the dynamics of the
uncoupled systems invariant, i. e., U f �U�1X� � f �X�. Note that this is a very
weak form of generalized synchronization.
To �nd a synchronization condition, we introduce the symmetrized and an-

tisymmetrized variables S � 1
2�X1 � UX2� and A � 1

2�X1 � UX2�. �e original
system variables can then be recovered through X1 � S � A and X2 � U�1�S � A�.

C11, τ11 C22, τ22

C12, τc

C21, τc

X1 X2
System 1 System 2

FIGURE 12.1: Schematic setup.
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If the systems are synchronized, A vanishes. Expressing the system Eqs. (12.1) in S
and A yields

d
dt
S � 1

2 � f �S � A� � f �S � A��
�
1
2 �K11 �UK21 � K12U�1

�UK22U�1� S
�
1
2 �K11 �UK21 � K12U�1

�UK22U�1� A, (12.4)
d
dt
A � 1

2 � f �S � A� � f �S � A��
�
1
2 �K11 �UK21 � K12U�1

�UK22U�1� S
�
1
2 �K11 �UK21 � K12U�1

�UK22U�1� A. (12.5)

In order for the SM A � 0 to be invariant, the coupling term in front of S in
Eq. (12.5) has to vanish

0 � K11 �UK21 � K12U�1
�UK22U�1. (12.6)

�is can also be interpreted as an equation for the transformationU . If there exists
a solution U solving Eq. (12.6), which is not always the case, then the systems can
synchronize according to Eq. (12.3). Whether the synchronization is stable, is
another question which we answered for large delays in Sec. 10.
If Eq. (12.6) is satis�ed we can add the right hand side to each coupling term

in Eqs. (12.4) and (12.5) to simplify the equations for the synchronized dynamics.
Linearizing the equations with respect to A around the synchronized state A � 0
then gives

d
dt
S � f �S� � �K11 � K12U�1� S � �K11 �UK22U�1� δA, (12.7)

d
dt

δA � D f �S� δA� �K11 �UK21� δA. (12.8)

Let us now discuss the δA term in Eq. (12.7). We want to discuss the stability of
the SM, i. e., whether in�nitesimal perturbations to A � 0 grow or decay. Since we
consider the case of chaos synchronization, the dynamics of S is chaotic. Small
perturbations caused by the δA term in Eq. (12.7) will change the speci�c real-
ization of the chaotic S-trajectory but not the statistical properties. In particular
if the perturbations are small enough the shadowing lemma [164] ensures the
existence of a shadowing trajectory in the unperturbed system, i. e., a trajectory,
which follows the trajectory of the perturbed system arbitrarily close and for an
arbitrarily long time.�us the δA term does not in�uence stability of the SM.
With this discussion the equations determining the synchronized dynamics

and the transverse stability are given by

d
dt
S � f �S� � �K11 � K12U�1� S, (12.9)

d
dt

δA � D f �S� δA� �K11 �UK21� δA. (12.10)
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Note that although the transversal Lyapunov exponent (TLE) will usually not be
in�uenced by the δA term, the bubbling dynamics may be changed [165].
From these equations we can make the following general observation. If

K12U�1 � �UK21,

then the variational equation for the parallel LE and the TLE are the same, i. e.,

synchronized solution chaotic � synchronization unstable.

As we saw in Sec. 10 this relation between chaoticity and synchronization applies
to many other networks (type (B) and (C) with SγmaxS B Sσ S� in the case of large
delay. Similar results are known for other types of coupling [32]. It is usually more
di�cult to achieve chaos synchronization than non-chaotic synchronization.

12.1 coupling delays

Let us investigate the role of the coupling delays. Writing the coupling operators
K jl as a time shi� T �τ jl� and a coupling matrix C jl we �nd

K jl � C jlT �τ jl� and U � CuT �τ̃u�,
and Eq. (12.6) becomes

0 � C11T �τ11� � Cu C21T �τ21 � τ̃u�
� C12C�1u T �τ12 � τ̃u� � CuC22C�1u T �τ22�. (12.11)

We can simplify [166] the equation a little by introducing the new parameter τu
and choosing

τ̃u � τu � �τ12 � τ21�~2, (12.12)

i. e., compensating a shi� caused by τ12 x τ21.�is gives two identical delay terms
τc � �τ12 � τ21�~2 in Eq. (12.11)

0 � C11T �τ11� � Cu C21T �τc � τu�
� C12C�1u T �τc � τu� � CuC22C�1u T �τ22�. (12.13)

And it follows that without loss of generality the coupling delays τ12 and τ21 can
be chosen equal.
�e right hand side of Eq. (12.13) can only become zero if the coe�cient in front

of each independent time shi� operator vanishes, i. e., each term with non-zero
C jl cancels with other terms, and this is only possible if the time shi�s are equal.
Consider, for example, the case where two coupling coe�cients are zero. In

order for the remaining two terms to cancel the delay terms have to be equal and
the coe�cients have to add up to zero.
�e di�erent ways the terms in Eq. (12.13) can cancel lead to di�erent cou-

pling schemes and synchronization conditions. Before we give a comprehensive
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overview of these coupling schemes, we will explain the connection to lasers.
In the general case the equations for two delay-coupled lasers are given by (see
Sec. 11)

d
dt
E j � 1

2�1 � iα�n j E j � κ j je iϕ j j E j�t � τ j j� � κ jl e iϕ j l El�t � τ jl�,
T d
dt
n j � p � n j � �1 � n j�SE jS2

with j � 1, 2 and l � 3 � j. Here, κ jl are the positive feedback gains and the
exponential terms account for shi�s in the optical phase.�e phases ϕ j j and ϕ jl
depend on subwavelength tuning of the cross and self-feedback delays. However,
the phases can be considered as being independent of the delay times as discussed
in Sec. 11. For all-optical coupling we can neglect the carriers in Eq. (12.13) and
only have to take the coupling terms in the �eld equation into account.
�e only transformations Cu, which leave the laser equations invariant are

phase rotations, due to the S1-symmetry of the systemİn particular any linear
transformation that changes the intensity or carrier density does not leave the
equations invariant.�us we make the ansatz

Cu � e iϕ̃u ,

which corresponds to the lasers having a constant phase-shi� ϕ̃u in the electric
�elds (in addition to the time lag of τu).�e synchronization condition Eq. (12.13)
then reads in the general case

0 � κ11e iϕ11T �τ11� � κ21e i�ϕ21�ϕ̃u�T �τc � τu�
� κ12e i�ϕ12�ϕ̃u�T �τc � τu� � κ22e iϕ22T �τ22�. (12.14)

Let us now come to the general problem of solving Eq. (12.13) or for lasers
Eq. (12.14).�e di�erent ways the terms can cancel correspond to di�erent cou-
pling schemes. Table 12.1 shows all possible ways for the terms to cancel, leaving
out redundant cases, which correspond to relabeling 1�� 2. In the label column
the roman number denotes how many links are present, and the letter enumerates
these cases. �e non-zero coe�cients in the second column correspond to the
links present in the network motif [25].�en, in order for the remaining terms to
cancel, the discussed conditions on the non-vanishing coe�cients and possibly
the coupling delays arise, and are given in columns 4 and 5.�e last two columns
give the equations of motion within the SM and the time lag τu in the synchronized
state between the two systems. In the cases IVa–IVc of four non-zero coe�cients,
respectively two terms in Eq. (12.14) have the same delay time and cancel each
other and are depicted with the same color (blue or black) in Table 12.1. In the case
IVd all terms have the same delay time and thus the sum of all coe�cients is zero.
We are interested in chaos synchronization and we can distinguish di�erent

situations. An individual system may already be chaotic without any feedback or
it may be chaotic only with self-feedback, as is the case in semiconductor lasers.
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For the latter type of systems the coupling scheme IIa and IVa do not have a
chaotic solution, since there is no feedback term in the equation of motion in
the synchronization manifold. Furthermore, for those systems, which are chaotic
without self-feedback synchronization is unstable in these coupling schemes for
large delay times (see [43] and Sec. 10).�erefore, such coupling schemes are not
interesting for chaos synchronization and we will not discuss the two coupling
schemes IIa and IVa.
�e coupling scheme IId is not interesting for chaos synchronization, either,

since the two systems are completely uncoupled. In this case if each system evolves
on a PO, the “synchronized state” is marginally stable but if the dynamics is chaotic
the synchronized state is of course unstable.
We will now discuss the remaining coupling schemes in Table 12.1 and the

relation to lasers. We will concentrate on the necessary synchronization conditions
for lasers, which lead to coupling phase conditions. In general the coupling can be
unidirectional, corresponding to a master-slave setup, or bidirectional, where both
lasers receive input from each other. Additionally, we can distinguish between
open-loop setups and closed-loop setups. �ese terms are coined by control
theory. Closed-loop corresponds to the lasers receiving self-feedback, whereas in
open-loop setups the lasers do not receive self-feedback.

IIb �is case is the classical master slave con�guration for chaos communica-
tion with lasers . It is also referred to as open-loop master slave con�gura-

1 2

tion [167], since the receiver has no self-feedback.�e coupling condition
for lasers is in this case given by

0 � κ11e iϕ11 � κ21e i�ϕ21�ϕ̃u�.

�us, the only condition that needs to be satis�ed is κ11 � κ21 (at least
approximately).�e phase shi� ϕ̃u between the lasers can then compensate
any choice of the coupling phases ϕ11 and ϕ21.�us we do not observe any
sensitivity to the phases.

IIc �is coupling scheme corresponds to the well known con�guration of two
bidirectionally coupled systems without self-feedback. As we saw in Sec. 101 2

zero-lag chaos synchronization is unstable for large delay. For chaotic lasers
coupled in this fashion a di�erent type of synchronized called leader-laggard
synchronization has been observed [122]. Here one laser lags behind the
other with a time shi� of τc. �e role of the leader and the laggard then
switch chaotically. Note that we do not �nd an exact solution of one laser
leading the other, thus this type of synchronization is not an exact synchro-
nization but only an approximate.

IIIa In this situation all delays are the same, the coupling is bidirectional and
one of the elements has a self-feedback.�e necessary coupling conditions

1 2

for this case are very similar to the case IIIb, which we will discuss in detail
below.
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IIIb Two unidirectionally coupled systems with self-feedback have been studied
in laser systems in di�erent contexts.

1 2

Depending on the values of τ22 � τ11 and τc the time lag

τu � τ22 � τc

between the lasers may be positive or negative. Since the states of the two
laser are related by (see Eq. (12.3))

X1�t�� X2�t � τu�,
for positive τu laser 2 is ahead of laser 1 although the coupling is from laser
1 to laser 2 [168].�is behavior is known as anticipated synchronization and
generally occurs in delayed systems if the coupling delay is smaller than the
self-feedback delay [169]. In fact, for this coupling scheme that we consider
the synchronization properties are independent of the delay time τc, since
there is no link back to laser 1.
�e importance of the phases in this coupling scheme has been recognized
in [170]. We will discuss this in detail in Sec. 12.2.1.

IVb �is is the case of two bidirectionally coupled systems with self-feedback,
where the two self-feedback delays di�er τ11 x τ22 but sum up to the round-

1 2

trip time between the laser τ11 � τ22 � 2τc .
It corresponds to the two systems being coupled via a passive relay with a
delay miss-match [153, 171], e. g., two laser coupled via a semitransparent
mirror positioned asymmetrically between the lasers.�e dynamics in this
case is quite complicated. In the synchronized state the system behaves
like a single laser with two feedback delays. One can study the transverse
stability of the modes in the SM, similar to the analysis that we will perform
in Sec. 13.
In the present work, we will restrict our analysis to the role of the phases for
this case (see Sec. 12.2.3).

IVc In this case the lasers are coupled such that the two self-feedback delays are
equal τ11 � τ22 but do not match the coupling delay τc .�is case is similar

1 2

to the case IVd (see Sec. 12.2.3) and will not be discussed separately.

IVd For this case all delays are equal and all four coe�cients in Eq. (12.14) cancel
collectively. We will discuss this case in detail in Sec. 12.2.2 for lasers.

1 2

12.2 role of the phases

12.2.1 case iiib

In Ref. [170] it was shown that depending on the (relative) feedback phases the
synchronization behavior ranges from perfect synchronization to an almost uncor-

1 2
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b)

FIGURE 12.2: Panel (a): Square difference between the absolute values of the
left hand side and the right hand side of Eq. (12.15) vs. Φrel, measuring how
much the synchronization condition is violated. Coupling coefficients as in [170]
κ11 � 25ns�1, κ22 � 20.5 ns�1, κ21 � 16 ns�1. Panel (b): Correlation coefficient of
the first and second lasers intensities vs. Φrel. Squares and triangles mark experi-
mental and numerical data, respectively (Figure in panel (b) from [170] courtesy I.
Fischer1).

related state.�is result can be interpreted with our necessary coupling condition.
Using the coupling coe�cients

C11 � κ11e iϕ11 , C22 � κ22e iϕ22 , and C21 � κ21e iϕ21 ,

the coupling condition from Table 12.1 becomes

0 � κ11e iϕ11 � κ21e i�ϕ21�ϕ̃u� � κ22e iϕ22 .

In order for these vectors in the complex plane to cancel, the following equation
needs to be satis�ed

κ21 � Tκ11 � κ22e iΦrel T (12.15)

with Φrel � ϕ22 � ϕ11.�e relative phase ϕ̃u between the laser �elds can then be
selected by the system accordingly.
Figure 12.2(a) depicts the square di�erence of the absolute value of equation’s

(12.15) le� hand side and right hand side

V :� �κ21 � Sκ11 � κ22e iΦrel S�2
as a function of Φrel.�is is a measure for how much the necessary synchroniza-
tion condition (12.15) is violated. Panel (b) of this �gure depicts the correlation
coe�cient between the intensities of laser one and two as measured by Peil et al.
in Ref. [170]. Our theory predicts an invariant SM and thus maximum correlation
for Φrel � 0.22π and Φrel � 1.78π. From the experimental (black squares) and
numerical data (triangles) in the right panel it is not completely clear whether

1 Reprinted �gure with permission from Michael Peil, Tilmann Heil, Ingo Fischer and Wolfgang
Elsäßer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 174101 (2002). Copyright 2010 by the American Physical Society.

http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v88/i17/e174101
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maxima are present at these Φrel values. However, the numerical data seem to
suggest a small local minimum of the correlation at Φrel � 0 < 2π. Other feedback
gains should shi� the maxima and minima in the correlation to other values of
Φrel and it would be interesting to investigate this further.

12.2.2 case ivd

We now consider the coupling scheme IVd of all coupling delays being equal
τ � τ j j � τ jl for lasers.�e necessary synchronization condition from Table 12.1

1 2

becomes for the laser case

0 � κ11e iϕ11 � κ21e i�ϕ21�ϕ̃u� � κ12e i�ϕ12�ϕ̃u� � κ22e iϕ22 . (12.16)

We are trying to �nd explicit conditions on the coupling strengths κ jl and phases
ϕ jl , such that a phase relation ϕ̃u between the lasers exists, which solves Eq. (12.16).
Rotating all phases by θ :� ��ϕ12 � ϕ21�~2 and using

ϕu :� ϕ̃u �
ϕ21 � ϕ12
2

(12.17)

we obtain the simpli�ed equation

κ22e i�ϕ22�θ�
� κ11e i�ϕ11�θ� � κ12e�iϕu � κ21e iϕu . (12.18)

Note how similar this transformation is to Eq. (12.12).
For varying ϕu the terms on the right hand side of Eq. (12.18) describe an ellipse

in the complex plane with semi-minor axis a � Sκ12 � κ21S oriented along the real
axis and semi-major axis b � Sκ12 � κ21S oriented along the imaginary axis.
For the equation to have a solution the real and imaginary part of the le� hand

side have to lie on this ellipse.�us

x :� κ22 cos�ϕ22 � θ� � κ11 cos�ϕ11 � θ� (12.19a)
y :� κ22 sin�ϕ22 � θ� � κ11 sin�ϕ11 � θ� (12.19b)

have to obey

b2 x2 � a2 y2 � a2b2. (12.20)

Note that we use this form of the ellipse equation to include the degenerate case
κ12 � κ21, i.e., a � 0 for which we have to explicitly consider the allowed ranges of
x and y

x2 B a2 and y2 B b2. (12.21)

Equation (12.20) is the �nal condition, which has to be ful�lled in order for
the SM to be invariant. It is thus a necessary condition for synchronization. It
involves all coupling strengths and coupling phases but not the relative phase shi�
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ϕ22 � θ

κ22
κ11

b

a

x �Re�

y �Im�

ϕ11 � θ

ϕu
a � Sκ12 � κ21S
b � κ12 � κ21

FIGURE 12.3: Geometric visualization of the synchronization condition. The
black rods can rotate around the blue joints. If the end of the second rod lies on
the ellipse, the SM is invariant. The existence of a solution depends on the rod
lengths and the lengths of the ellipse’s semi axis.

ϕu between the lasers.�is relative phase shi� can be found by solving Eq. (12.18)
for ϕu

tan ϕu �
κ21 � κ12
κ21 � κ12

y
x
, (12.22)

which then gives the actual phase shi� ϕ̃u of the lasers via Eq. (12.17).
�e problem of solving Eq. (12.20) can be visualized as follows. Consider the

geometric situation sketched in Fig. 12.3. Two rods are connected by a joint with
each other and to the origin.�e end of the second rod can slide on the ellipse.
�e question is for which values of the semi-major axis a and b and rod lengths
κ11 and κ22 do solutions exist and if solutions exist what is the relation between
the angles ϕ11 � θ and ϕ22 � θ.
�e connection to this geometrical problem is obvious. Equations (12.19) de-

scribe points, which can be reached by adding two vectors of lengths κ22 and κ11.
According to Eq. (12.20) this sum has to lie on the ellipse. Note that it does not
matter which of the two rods is connected to the origin, since vector addition is
commutative.
�e only free phase parameters are ϕ11 � θ and ϕ22 � θ. A change of the other

phases, will only in�uences the constant phase shi� ϕu between the two lasers.
Figure 12.4 depicts solutions of Eq. (12.20) for di�erent values of the coupling
strengths.
In order for Eq. (12.20) to have a solution, the rods have to be able to reach the

ellipse, i. e., the sum of the rod lengths κ11�κ22 has to be larger or equal to the semi-
minor axis a � Sκ12�κ21S. Similarly, the absolute value of the rod lengths di�erence
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FIGURE 12.4: Solution of the phase condition (12.20) for different values of b �

Sκ12 � κ21S. Other parameters: κ11 � 0.15, κ22 � 0.25, a � Sκ12 � κ21S � 0.2.

Sκ11 � κ22S has to be smaller or equal to the large semi-major axis b � κ12 � κ21.�is
gives two conditions for the existence of a solution

�κ11 � κ22�2 C �κ12 � κ21�2, and (12.23a)�κ11 � κ22�2 B �κ12 � κ21�2. (12.23b)

If and only if the coupling strengths ful�ll Eqs. (12.23), there is a combination of
phases such that condition (12.20) is satis�ed.
We will now consider the case κ12 � κ21.�is case is important for applications,

because an optical face-to-face setup with a partially-transparent mirror will al-
ways have κ12 � κ21 the other feedback strengths can however be chosen di�erently,
due to di�erent transparency and re�ectivity of the mirror or grey �lters in the
optical beam. For a � 0 the ellipse becomes a line along the y-axis stretching from
�b to b. �us Eq. (12.20) reduces to x � 0 with the side condition y2 B b2. We
assume without loss of generality κ11 B κ22 and �nd

ϕ22 � θ � � arccos� κ11
κ22
cos�ϕ11 � θ�� (12.24)

If we consider the even simpler case κ11 � κ22, i. e., the two lasers have the same
self-feedback strengths Eq. (12.24) simpli�es to

ϕ22 � θ � ��ϕ11 � θ� (12.25)
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and we have two solutions

ϕ11 � ϕ22, and (12.26a)
ϕ11 � ϕ22 � ϕ12 � ϕ21. (12.26b)

For the �rst solution arbitrary values of ϕ12 and ϕ21 are allowed.
Note that we still have the side condition y2 B b2. �is is always ful�lled for

the solution (12.26a) since y � 0 in this case. For solution (12.26b) the restriction
y2 B b2 is relevant if κ21 � κ12 @ κ11 � κ22 and in this case only phases, which obey

sin2�ϕ22 � θ� @ κ212~κ211
allow a synchronized solution.
In either case Eq. (12.22) cannot be used to calculate the phase shi� ϕu between

the lasers, since 0 � κ12 � κ21 as well as x � 0. Going back to Eq. (12.18), we �nd
the following phase shi�s for the two cases

ϕ11 � ϕ22, � ϕu � 0, or ϕu � π,
ϕ11 � ϕ22 � ϕ12 � ϕ21 � ϕu � ϕ22 � ϕ21. (12.27)

Note that this phase condition is naturally ful�lled for a perfect experimental
setup with a semitransparent mirror (at any position) in between the lasers, where
the optical path lengths obey

τ11 � τ22 � τ21 � τ12

on a subwavelength scale.
To con�rm Eqs. (12.26) we simulated the laser equations for �xed ϕ11 � 0 vary-

ing the other three phases between 0 and 2π with a mesh size of π~4 resulting in
8 � 8 � 8 � 512 points in the �ϕ12, ϕ21, ϕ22� parameter space. Figure 12.5 depicts
the result. �e size and brightness of the glyphs display the magnitude of the
correlation coe�cient

r � `�I1 � `I1e��I2 � `I2e�e
∆I21 ∆I22

of the intensities where ∆I1 and ∆I2 denote the standard deviations of the intensi-
ties I1 and I2, respectively.�e blue planes show the solution of Eq. (12.27).�e
correlation is only strong if the phase condition is satis�ed. Even for satis�ed
phase condition, the synchronized solution may have di�erent stability properties
depending on the values of the phases.�is results in di�erent values of the cross
correlation within the blue planes in Fig. 12.5.

12.2.3 case ivb

Let us now consider the coupling scheme IVb, corresponding to two unequal self-
feedback delays τ11 x τ22, which add up to twice the coupling delay τ11 � τ22 � 2τc.

1 2
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FIGURE 12.5: Correlation coefficient r for different values of the phases ϕ12, ϕ21,
ϕ22. The size and brightness of the glyphs depict the magnitude of the correlation
coefficient. The correlation is largest on the blue planes where the phase condi-
tion (12.27) is fulfilled. Parameters: ϕ11 � 0, α � 4, T � 200, p � 5, K � 0.04,
τ � 1000.

As discussed above (see also Sec. 13), for lasers this case can be realized experi-
mentally with a semitransparent mirror in between the lasers positioned asym-
metrically, leading to a delay mismatch [153, 171].
From the corresponding coupling conditions in Table 12.1 we �nd the following

two conditions on the coupling strengths and phases

0 � κ11e iϕ11 � κ21e i�ϕ21�ϕu�, (12.28a)

0 � κ12e iϕ12 � κ22e i�ϕ22�ϕu�. (12.28b)

�ese equations can only be satis�ed for

κ11 � κ21, and κ12 � κ22. (12.29)

Assuming the coupling strengths obey Eq. (12.29), we can eliminate ϕu form
Eqs. (12.28) and obtain the same phase condition as in the last section

ϕ11 � ϕ22 � ϕ12 � ϕ21.

Although this case is mathematically easier than the case IVd above, it will be more
di�cult to �nd synchronization, experimentally. Here, we have to meet three
conditions (two on the coupling strengths, and one on the phases) in contrast to
the case IVd in the last section, where only two conditions (one on the coupling
strengths and one on the phases) needed to be met.
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12.3 conclusion and outlook

We have seen in this section that the coupling phases play a crucial role for the
synchronizability of lasers coupled all-optically in network motifs.
�e necessary phase conditions are essentially interference conditions. As

such, they arise as soon as one of the lasers has more than one input. �en the
interference condition demands that the input signals interfere such that each
laser has the same input signal, relative to its own phase.
�ese interference conditions pose a great problem for experiments.�e phases

are sensitive to changes of the optical path lengths on the subwavelength scale.
Although the phases can be controlled via the current through a passive phase
section (see, for instance, [172]), it seems unreasonable to control the phases in a
larger network such that all phase conditions are matched. For the synchronization
of larger networks optoelectronic coupling, which is insensitive to phases, seems
therefore more promising.



13
BUBBLING

The stability of a synchronized state is determined by the largest transversal
Lyapunov exponent (TLE) arising from the particular dynamics in the SM
and the variational equation associated with transverse perturbations, as

we have discussed in Sec. 10.
If the largest TLE is negative, the synchronized state is linearly stable.�ere is,

however, a nonlinear e�ect, which can render the synchronization unstable in
the presence of noise or parameter mismatch.�is e�ect is called bubbling [125]
or riddling [126] and is associated to transversely unstable invariant sets in the
attractor.
Bubbling can occur when a dynamical system has an invariant manifold and

embedded in this manifold is a chaotic attractor.�e most common situation with
this requirement is chaos synchronization of two coupled systems. In this case the
synchronization manifold is invariant and the synchronized chaotic dynamics is
restricted to the synchronization manifold. In the following we will discuss this
situation for delay coupled lasers.
�e transverse stability of an orbit in the manifold, i. e., the stability in the di-

rection perpendicular to the manifold, is determined by the transversal Lyapunov
exponent of the orbit. It is important to note that each invariant set in the manifold,
i. e., each FP, PO or chaotic orbit, has a distinct transversal Lyapunov spectrum
and therefore distinct stability properties. However, if the system is chaotic almost
all initial conditions in the SM will lie on the chaotic attractor and thus give rise
to the same TLE.�e term TLE is then o�en used for this exponent, arising from
almost any initial conditions.
Within any chaotic attractor there are always in�nitely many UPOs and the

chaotic behavior can in fact be characterized through all POs in the attractor [143].
When such an UPO in the attractor becomes transversely unstable while the chaotic
attractor itself is still transversely stable, the trajectory can be pushed towards
the transversely unstable orbit even by arbitrarily small noise and then leave the
invariant manifold.�us the transversely unstable orbits provide escape routes
from the attractor. A cartoon of this situation is depicted in Fig. 13.1. Almost
all trajectories in the SM are transversely stable and only some trajectories (with
measure zero) marked by the red points are transversely unstable. �is noise
induced behavior is called bubbling. In the case of chaos synchronized systems
this bubbling leads to noise induced desynchronization. Depending on the overall
structure of the phase space the trajectory may, a�er leaving the SM, approach
another attractor or eventually return to the manifold.
Following [40], we will in this section discuss bubbling in a system of two delay

coupled lasers.
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synchronization
manifold

FIGURE 13.1: The transversely unstable orbits (red dots) provide escape routes
from the transversely stable chaotic attractor.

13.1 bubbling and on-off intermittency in the laser system

Consider two delay coupled lasers with delayed self-feedback, i. e., with the cou-
pling scheme discussed in detail in Sec. 12. In particular we consider the case
IVd from Table 12.1, where all delays are equal. For simplicity, we set all coupling
phases to zero (compare Sec. 12.2.2) and the coupling coe�cients equal to each
other.�us the laser equations are given by

d
dt
E j � 1

2�1 � iα�n j E j � 1
2κ E j�t � τ� � 1

2κ El�t � τ� � FE�t�,
T d
dt
n j � p � n j � �1 � n j�SE jS2, �l � 3 � j�.

�is setup can experimentally be realized by coupling the lasers through a semi-
transparent mirror as depicted in Fig. 13.2.�e coupling phases depend on the
subwavelength tuning of the distances. Note that we consider the case where
the mirror is positioned symmetrically between the lasers resulting in equal self-
feedback and coupling delays. For a discussion of a system with an asymmetrically
positioned mirror see [153, 171].
For this setup we calculated the maximum parallel LE and the maximum TLE

(see Sec. A.3 for a discussion of the numerical algorithm).�e resulting exponents
are depicted in Fig. 13.3 as a function of the coupling strengths κ. �e parallel
exponent λSS (blue solid line) is negative only for very small values of κ ß 0.004
(this regime can only be seen when zooming in), i. e., the system is chaotic for κ
above this threshold.�e factor 1~2 is included in the coupling strengths such that

laser 1 laser 2
semitransparent

mirror

FIGURE 13.2: Schematic setup of two lasers delay coupled via a semitransparent
mirror. Each lasers receives self-feedback and input from the other laser. The
coupling and self-feedback strengths are determined by the transmittance and
reflectivity of the mirror.
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FIGURE 13.3: Max-
imum transversal
Lyapunov exponent
(red dashed) and
maximum parallel
Lyapunov expo-
nent (blue solid) vs.
feedback strengths
κ. Parameters:
T � 200, p � 1.0,
τ � 1000, α � 4.0.

FIGURE 13.4: On-off intermittency in the laser system. Plotted is the intensity
difference SI1 � I2S~`I1 � I2e normalized by the mean intensities (measuring the
deviation from the synchronized state) vs time t. Periods of synchronization and
desynchronization alternate. The noise was switched off in this simulation, which
shows that the on-off intermittency is deterministic. Parameters: κ � 0.085 (close
to B2) other parameters as in Fig. 13.3.

the synchronized dynamics is described by the LK equations (see Sec. 11) with a
feedback strengths of κ.
�e TLE λÙ is depicted by the red dashed line. �ere are two blow-out bifur-

cations [126] at κ � 0.008 (B1) and κ � 0.09 (B2), where the TLE changes sign
and the chaotic attractor loses its transversal stability. For κ values between B1
and B2 the chaotic attractor is transversely unstable. In this unstable regime we
observe on-o� intermittency close to the bifurcations, i. e., periods of synchro-
nized and desynchronized motion alternate. �is is depicted in Fig. 13.4. Note
that this switching is a deterministic e�ect in contrast to bubbling. For values of κ
further away from the blow-out bifurcations in the transversely unstable regime
the periods of desynchronized motion become longer until the lasers show fully
desynchronized behavior.
We now consider the range for κ above B2 in Fig. 13.3. As the TLE is negative

in this range, the chaotic attractor is transversely stable and without any noise we
observe perfect chaos synchronization. However, when taking the spontaneous
emission noise into account, we observe desynchronization, which looks similar
as on-o� intermittency but is noise induced. Due to the negative TLE of the chaotic
attractor the desynchronization must be due to bubbling and a natural question to
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FIGURE 13.5: Bubbling in the laser system in the coherence collapse regime. The
top panel shows the symmetrized carrier density �n1 � n2�~2 vs. time and the
bottom panel shows the intensity difference SI1 � I2S~`I1 � I2e normalized by the mean
intensities vs. time. The desynchronization is due to bubbling. Switching off the
noise leads to perfect synchronization. Parameters: T � 200, p � 1.0, κ � 0.12,
τ � 1000, α � 4.0.

ask is which UPOs in the attractor are transversely unstable and thus responsible
for the desynchronization.
A clue to answer this question can be found by investigating the particular

desynchronization behavior in the two distinct chaotic regimes of the laser, namely
the LFF-regime and the CC-regime. Figures 13.5 and 13.6 depict the dynamics in
the CC and the LFF regime, respectively.�e top panels depict the symmetrized
carrier density �n1 � n2�~2 vs. time, which shows the chaotic dynamics of the
lasers. In the lower panels the intensity di�erence SI1 � I2S~`I1 � I2e normalized
by the mean intensities is plotted vs. time. In both cases bubbling occurs mainly
at large carrier densities. �is feature is very prominent in Fig. 13.6, where the
desynchronization events occur at the power dropouts. We can thus presume that
the transversely unstable orbits are located in a region of larger carrier density in
the SM.
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FIGURE 13.6: Bubbling in the laser system in the low frequency fluctuation regime.
The top panel shows the symmetrized carrier density �n1 � n2�~2 vs. time and
the bottom panel shows the intensity difference SI1 � I2S~`I1 � I2e normalized by
the mean intensities vs time. The desynchronization due to bubbling only occurs
during power dropouts. Switching off the noise leads to perfect synchronization.
Parameters as in Fig. 13.5 except p � 0.1.

13.2 transverse stability of the cavity modes

As we will see the transverse stability of cavity modes in the SM plays a crucial
role for the stability of the chaotic synchronization. We thus need to analyze this
transverse stability.
As discussed in Sec. 12 the transversal stability is governed by the equation

Eq. (12.10), which becomes in our case of equal coupling strengths

d
dt

δA � D f �S� δA.

�us for our particular setup of all coupling strengths being equal the delay term
drops out and we only have to solve a linear time-dependent (since S depends
on t) ordinary di�erential equation (ODE). When the dynamics S�t� in the SM is
given by a cavity mode

E�t� � E�e iωt , n�t� � n�
the matrix D f �S�t�� becomes time-periodic. By transforming the laser coordi-
nates into a co-rotating frame Ẽ � Ee�iωt the cavity mode is transformed into a
family of FPs

Ẽ � Ae iψ , n�t� � n�
with ψ being the family parameter. All these FPs have the same stability as the
PO in the initial coordinates and it is thus su�cient to analyze the stability of one
of these FPs. Taking into account how the time derivative transforms into the
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co-rotating frame we obtain for our laser system the following linear equation,
which governs the ECM’s transverse stability

�����
δx
δy
δn

����� �

<@@@@@@>
1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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δx
δy
δn

����� ,
where Ẽ � x � iy. For a given ECM with amplitude A, frequency ω and carrier
density n we can set without loss of generality x � A and y � 0 and calculate the
eigenvalues of the matrix, which determine the transverse stability.

13.3 relation between cavity modes and bubbling

By projecting the dynamics in the in�nite dimensional synchronization manifold
onto a two-dimensional plane spanned by the frequency ω � �ϕs�t��ϕs�t�τ��~τ�
and the symmetrized carrier density ns � �n1 � n2�~2, where index s denotes
that the dynamics is in the synchronization manifold, we obtain Fig. 13.7. �e
transversely stable and unstable cavity modes are shown as blue circles and red
squares, respectively.�e modes involved during the power buildup process are
all transversely stable and no bubbling occurs during this process. On the other
hand during the power dropouts, the anti-modes [161], which are all transversely
unstable play a crucial role and noise can induce bubbling. For this �gure we
used very small delay time, which results in a small number of modes and gives a
clearer picture of the dynamics.
Figure 13.8 shows the same type of dynamics in the CC regime. As discussed in

Sec. 11.4, the dynamics in this regime is characterized by switching between modes
and crisis through collisions with anti-modes.�is competition between chaotic
itinerancy and antimodes leads to bubbling during global antimode dynamics.
�is can be seen by the location of the yellow diamonds, which mark the onset of

FIGURE 13.7: Projection of the synchronized dynamics onto a two dimensional
plane. Transversely stable and unstable ECMs are shown as blue circles and red
squares, respectively. Parameters: T � 200, p � 0.1, κ � 0.1, τ � 100, α � 4.0.
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FIGURE 13.8: Projection of the dynamics onto a two dimensional plane. Trans-
versely stable and unstable ECMs are shown as blue circles and red squares, respec-
tively. Yellow diamonds mark the onset of desynchronization. Solid and dashed
parts of the trajectory cor- respond to synchronized and desynchronized periods,
respectively. The inset in a shows the ECM ellipse and bubbling dynamics in a
larger range. Parameters: T � 200, p � 1.0, κ � 0.12, τ � 1000, α � 4.0.

desynchronization.�e desynchronization occurs when the chaotic trajectory is
close to the transversely unstable ECMs. Note that modes and antimodes are not
necessarily transversely stable and unstable, respectively. �e modes along the
lower right side in Fig. 13.8, for instance, are transversely unstable.
With decreasing coupling strength κ, more modes become transversely unsta-

ble until the whole chaotic attractor loses its transversal stability. �is leads to
the blowout bifurcation B2 in Fig. 13.3. With increasing feedback strength the
bubbling occurs less frequently and the average synchronization interval increases;
however, we did not �nd a transition to a bubbling-free state in a physically rea-
sonable range of K.�is shows that the transverse stability of the cavity modes
play a crucial role and determine the transverse stability of the chaotic orbit.
A natural question that arises is, whether there is a way to fully suppress the

bubbling and lead to stable synchronization for the coupled lasers. As we have
already mentioned above, we did not �nd any parameter ranges of the lasers,
which lead to all ECMs involved in the dynamics being transversely stable, and
thus we always observed bubbling.
However, when using another laser as an active relay between the outer lasers

[40], we could suppress bubbling, when the relay laser was pumped stronger than
the outer lasers. In the synchronized state the coupled system behaves like a single
laser coupled bidirectionally to the relay laser, which corresponds to the case IIc
in Table 12.1. For this system the chaotic dynamics [122] and the mode structure
have been studied before [22, 173]. Here, the modes are called compound laser
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FIGURE 13.9: Projection of the synchronized dynamics with an active relay onto a
two dimensional plane. Transversely stable and unstable ECMs are shown as blue
circles and red squares, respectively. Parameters: T � 200, prelay � 4, pouter � 1.0,
κ � 0.12, τ � 1000, α � 4.0.

modes and have a more complex structure. Figure 13.9 shows the relevant part of
the mode spectrum around which the system evolves. All modes in the proximity
are transversely stable (blue circles) and bubbling is suppressed in this case. For
this setup we have calculated the parallel and transversal Lyapunov exponent, too
(see Fig. 13.10). Similarly, as in Fig. 13.3, we have two blow-out bifurcations B1
and B2. However, the transversal Lyapunov exponent quickly decreases to largely
negative values with increasing κ, whereas the parallel exponent does not decrease
as in Fig. 13.3, but instead increases. From this we can conclude, that the system is
strongly chaotic and transversely more stable than the passive relay setup, which
agrees with our results in Fig. 13.9.
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FIGURE 13.10: Maximum transversal Lyapunov exponent (red dashed) and maxi-
mum parallel Lyapunov exponent (blue solid) as a function of the feedback strength
κ for an active. B1 and B2 mark two blow-out bifurcations. Parameters as in
Fig. 13.9

13.4 bubbling statistics

Bubbling events can statistically be characterized through the maximum burst
amplitude ∆ and the average time between bursts Tb. It has been shown analyti-
cally [174, 175] by studying maps that there are two di�erent transitions into the
bubbling regime.
In the case of a so� transition the maximum burst height scales as ∆ � µ1~2,

where µ is a normal parameter measuring the distance to the bubbling bifurcation
and is zero at the bifurcation. For the hard transition the bursts set in with a �nite
maximum burst height ∆ � O�1�.
�ese scaling laws are only valid for scaling with respect to a normal parameter

[128].�is is a parameter which does not change the dynamics within the SM but
only the transverse stability of solutions in the SM. For the coupled laser system,
there exist no such normal parameter, because every laser or coupling parameter
also in�uences also the synchronized dynamics. However, we can conclude from
numerical simulations that the transition should be a hard transition, for any of
the varied parameters, because we do not observe a change in the burst height
with changing parameters.
In the on-o� intermittency regime, the statistical properties of the synchro-

nization and desynchronization periods have also been studied analytically and
numerically [127, 176]. Here, it was shown that the length L of synchronized
periods has a power law distribution

P�L�� Lm.
�e theory for maps predicts m � �3~2 [176]. We have calculated the distribution
of synchronization lengths numerically for our laser model, the result is depicted
in Fig. 13.11. We �nd a scaling with m � �2.2, which is not very good agreement
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FIGURE 13.11: Distribution of synchronization lengths L in the on-off intermittency
regime in log-log scale for the delay coupled lasers. The straight line has a slope
of m � �2.2. Parameters: κ � 0.08, α � 4, T � 200, p � 1, τ � 1000.

with the theory. However, such deviations from the predictions from simple maps
have previously been observed in this context [127, 177].

13.5 basin of attraction

�e coupled laser system has an in�nite dimensional phase space since it is a delay
system. It is therefore di�cult to visualize the synchronization manifold’s basin of
attraction. However it is possible to visualize two dimensional cuts of the basin
[178].
To do this wemake a two dimensional cut through the space of history functions

by choosing an ECM like history for each laser

E1�t� � E2�t� � A0 e iω0 t
n1�t� � n1, n2�t� � n2

and then vary the constants n1 and n2. For appropriately chosen parameters ω0, A0
and n1 � n2 this initial condition lies in the chaotic attractor in the synchronization
manifold.
If we now introduce small deviations between n1 and n2 the history lies close to

the synchronization manifold and we can track if such an initial condition results
in a bubbling event or if it decays quickly to the synchronization manifold again.
In the numerical simulations we simulated the lasers with the above initial

condition and calculated the time tb it took for the intensities to deviate by 5 units

SI1�tb� � I2�tb�S � 5
If within a time of t � 3200 no bubbling occurred we stopped the simulation and
considered the initial condition to lie in the basin of attraction.
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FIGURE 13.12: Time series of SI1 � I2S for three different histories. The bright blue
trajectories display bubbling and go over the threshold of 5 (gray line). The dark
blue trajectory quickly decays and does not go over threshold line. The initial
condition leading to this trajectory belongs to the basin of attraction. The colors
correspond to the color code of Figure 13.13.

�is method is shown in Figure 13.12. Figure 13.13 depicts the result of the
simulation.�e darker the color, the longer it takes for a bubbling event to occur.
Points in the dark blue region belong to the basin of attraction.
Note that the particular cut through the history function space as well as the

chosen threshold is somewhat arbitrary. It is only important that the two parame-
ter history function set intersects the basin of attraction and that the threshold has
a reasonable value.�e basin seems to have a fractal structure, but more analysis
would be needed to con�rm this conjecture. Such a fractal structure is typical for
bubbling and on-o� intermittency [126, 179] and the basin is called to be riddled
in this case.
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FIGURE 13.13: Cut through the basin of attraction. The color scale indicates the
time it takes for a bubbling event to occur (dark corresponds to long times). The
dark blue region shows the basin of attraction.

13.6 conclusion

In this section we have discussed the occurrence of bubbling in a setup of two
bidirectionally coupled lasers with self-feedback, corresponding to two lasers setup
face to face with a semi-transparentmirror in between. We have seen that bubbling
is always present in this setup and that it is caused by transversely unstable ECMs in
the SM of the lasers.�e particular location of the transversely unstable ECMs leads
to an interesting interplay between bubbling and power dropouts in the LFF regime:
during the power buildup process the modes involved in the chaotic itinerancy
are transversely stable and lasers remain synchronized during this period; during
the power dropout the trajectory collides with a transversely unstable antimode
in a crisis and the lasers desynchronize due to bubbling. We have seen that an
active relay in form of another laser between the two outer lasers can suppress the
bubbling. Furthermore, we have done some statistical analysis of the bubbling
dynamics and investigated the basin of attraction.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis I investigated complex systems under the in�uence of time delay.
�e �rst part dealt with time-delayed feedback control and more speci�cally
the stabilization of odd-number orbits by time-delayed feedback control. I

discussed in detail the counter example which refutes the alleged odd-number
theorem. Furthermore, I considered new feedback schemes, which are motivated
by the experimentally most relevant situation: having access to one measurement
variable and being able to apply a control signal to another input variable of the
system. In this context I also considered symmetric feedback matrices, which
could previously not stabilize odd-number orbits. I showed that by introducing
an additional latency in the control loop, this di�culty can be overcome and
stabilization is possible. As an application of these new feedback schemes I showed
that in a laser model, which exhibits a subcritical Hopf bifurcation, the subcritical
orbit can be stabilized using optoelectronic feedback of Pyragas type.
Besides individual systems with time-delayed feedback, I considered di�usively

coupled normal form oscillators and the stabilization of odd-number orbits, cor-
responding to in-phase or anti-phase solutions, by time-delayed coupling – a
generalization of Pyragas feedback.
�e second part of this work was devoted to synchronization phenomena in

delay-coupled systems. I analyzed networks with delayed-connections using the
master stability function approach and showed that the master stability function
has a simple structure in the limit of large delays – large in comparison with the
internal time scale of the nodes.�is structure allowed me to draw very general
conclusions about the synchronizability of network structures. For the proof I
extended a scaling theory for large delay which was developed in the context for
�ows to the case of delayed maps.
From these general considerations I continued with the analysis of simple cou-

pling topologies: network motifs of two delay coupled elements. Here I derived
necessary conditions on the coupling parameters which guarantee the existence of
an invariant synchronized solution. For laser systems which have an internal S1-
symmetry these coupling conditions lead to non-trivial conditions on the coupling
phases.
I then focused on one of the previously discussed network motifs: two lasers

with delayed self-feedback and coupling, where all feedback parameters are equal.
For this model one observes bubbling and on-o� intermittency, which I could
explain by stability features of the system’s unstable laser modes.
For the e�cient simulation of the delay di�erential equations in this thesis, I

developed a so�ware tool, which is discussed together with the numerical and
analytical methods in the appendix.
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I will now discuss some open questions and directions for future works. Until
now, odd-number orbits have been studied only close to bifurcations, where one
can analyze the system using normal forms and center manifold theory. In many
applications, however, the systems are operating far away from bifurcations. It
is still unclear whether stabilization can be achieved in these situations and how
appropriate feedback matrices can be constructed. Furthermore, at the time of
writing no experiment concerning the stabilization of an odd-number orbit has
yet been published, although di�erent groups are working on such experiments.
�is is an important short-term objective since it will con�rm the refutation of
the odd-number theorem experimentally. Perhaps the experimentally relevant
feedback schemes discussed in this work could prove to be helpful.
Concerning delay coupled systems and networks with coupling delays, an im-

portant question is what e�ects multiple delays and distributed delays have in
these systems.�e delays occurring for example in neural networks depend on
the distance of the cells and other parameters and are thus distributed or even
stochastic. In such circumstances one cannot expect complete synchronization,
however, partial synchronization e�ects are known to play a crucial role in the
brain.�e analysis of chimera states is a �rst step in the understanding of such
systems at the brink of synchronization. But simple analytic tools such as the
master stability function approach fail in these situations and new methods have
to be developed.
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ADELAY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Delay di�erential equations occur in many areas of science. Mathemat-
ically, delay terms render di�erential equations in�nite dimensional.
�is enables even simple equations with delay terms to show complex

dynamics. As such a simple example consider the Mackey-Glass equation

d
dt
x�t� � β x�t � τ�

1 � x�t � τ�p � γx�t�,
which is one of the earliest and best studied delay equation. It describes the white
blood cell concentration x�t� in the blood [3] and is a simple rate equation: it
has a linear decay term �γx�t� describing the depletion of white blood cells and
a nonlinear production term which reacts to the existing concentration with a
�nite reaction time τ. Already this basic model shows very interesting dynamics
including oscillations, chaos and multistability.

A.1 numerical simulation of differential equations

For the numerical simulation of DDEs special tailored algorithms have been devel-
oped. We will discuss the Bogacki-Shampine method for delay equations, which
is one of the most widely used algorithms.
For the convenient simulation of DDEs the algorithm has been implemented in

a simulation package [180] (see appendix B).

bogacki-shampine method

Runge-Kutta (RK) methods are among the most important methods for solving
ODEs. One widely used RK method is the Bogacki-Shampine method. For an
initial value problem

d
dt
X�t� � f �t, X�t��, X�t0� � X0 (A.1)

the Bogacki-Shampine method is calculated according to

Xn�1 � Xn � hn
1
9
�2k1 � 3k2 � 4k3� ,

tn�1 � tn � hn
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with the step size hn and

k1 � f �tn, Xn�,
k2 � f �tn � 12hn, Xn � 12hnk1�,
k3 � f �tn � 34hn, Xn � 34hnk2�,

starting with X0 at t0.
�e solution X�t� is approximated by the values Xn at the sampling points

tn. �e distance between the sampling points is given by the step size hn. �e
Bogacki-Shampine algorithm is a third order method, meaning that the error
made in each step is of the order h3. Another second order approximation comes
at very little computational expense with the Bogacki-Shampine algorithm

X̃n�1 � Xn � hn
1
24

�7k1 � 6k2 � 8k3 � 3k4� ,
k4 � f �t � hn, Xn�1�.

�is allows an error estimation

en�1 � Xn�1 � X̃n�1

� Xn � hn
1
9
�2k1 � 3k2 � 4k3� � �Xn � hn 124 �7k1 � 6k2 � 8k3 � 3k4��

� hn
1
72

��5k1 � 6k2 � 8k3 � 9k4� .
If the error en�1 becomes too large the step can be repeated with a smaller step
size until the error is small enough.
A possible criterion for accepting a step is

SeS B max�RelTol � SXS, AbsTol�
with the relative tolerance RelTol � 10�3 and the absolute tolerance AbsTol � 10�6.
�is method with an adaptive step size correction is implemented in Matlab as
the ode23 function.

runge-kutta method for delay differential equations

For RK methods it is essential to calculate f at intermittent points between the
actual sampling points, e. g., f �tn � 1

2hn, Xn �
1
2hnk1�.�is is the main problem

in generalizing RK algorithms to DDEs [181].
For a DDE with a history function ϕ�t�

d
dt
X�t� � f �t, X�t�, X�t � τ�� , X�t� � ϕ�t� for t > ��τ, 0� (A.2)

it is easy to apply the Bogacki-Shampine algorithm for the interval t > �0, τ� since
on this interval Eq. (A.2) is an ODE when X�t � τ� is replaced by the known
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history function ϕ�t�. One obtains the approximation of X�t� on the sampling
points in the interval �0, τ�. On the next interval t > �τ, 2τ� the history X�t � τ�
is only known on these sampling points. In order to calculating f on intermittent
points it is now necessary to interpolate X�t� in between the sampling points, i. e.,
we need the values of X�tn � τ � 1

2hn�.�is becomes even more important when
using adaptive step size methods.
�ere are now di�erent possibilities to interpolate X�t� on intermittent points.

�e algorithm’s order of accuracy is determined by the order of the RK method as
well as the order of the interpolation – ideally, the orders are the same.
A third order interpolation of the history between two sampling times tn and

tn�1 can be done by using the values X�tn� and X�tn�1� and the derivatives X��tn�
and X��tn�1� which have to be saved during the simulation. Making a (vector
valued) polynomial ansatz

Xinterp�t� � a0 � a1t � a2t2 � a3t3 (A.3)

the (vector valued) coe�cients can be explicitly calculated from

X�tn� � a0 � a1tn � a2t2n � a3t3n
X�tn�1� � a0 � a1tn�1 � a2t2n�1 � a3t3n�1
X��tn� � a1 � 2a2tn � 3a3t2n
X��tn�1� � a1 � 2a2tn�1 � 3a3t2n�1.

�is then yields the interpolation of X between tn and tn�1

Xinterp�t� � 1�tn � tn�1�3 ��t � tn��t � tn�1�2�tn � tn�1�X��tn�
��t � tn�2�t � tn�1��tn � tn�1�X��tn�1�
��t � tn�1�2�2t � 3tn � tn�1�X�tn�
��t � tn�2�2t � tn � 3tn�1�X�tn�1��.

(A.4)

Constant step size

For constant step size tn�1 � tn � hn � h and the delay being an integer multiple
of the step size τ � ν h, one can simplify the calculation further. �e Bogacki-
Shampine methods needs the values of Xinterp at tn � τ� 12h and tn � τ� 34h. Using
these values in (A.4) yields

Xinterp�tn � τ � 1
2
h� � h

8
�X��tn�ν� � X��tn�1�ν�� � 12 �X�tn�ν� � X�tn�1�ν�� ,

Xinterp�tn � τ � 3
4
h� � h

64
�3X��tn�ν� � 9X��tn�1�ν�� � 132 �5X�tn�ν� � 27X�tn�1�ν�� ,

where we used tn � τ � tn�ν.
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In this case the DDE
d
dt
X�t� � f �t, X�t�, X�t � τ��

can be simulated using the Bogacki-Shampine method by

Xn�1 � Xn � h
1
9
�2k1 � 3k2 � 4k3� ,

tn�1 � tn � h

with

k1 � f �tn, Xn, Xn�ν�,
k2 � f �tn � 12h, Xn � 12hk1, Xinterp�tn�ν �

1
2
h��,

k3 � f �tn � 34h, Xn � 34hk2, Xinterp�tn�ν �
3
4
h��.

Variable step size

For variable step size the interpolation (A.4) can not be simpli�ed further. In the
RK steps for each evaluation of Xinterp at some value s one has to �rst �nd the
sampling points in the history tm and tm�1, such that

tm B s B tm�1

and then use the interpolation using these sampling points. Since the sampling
points are not equidistant the time points at t � τ � 1

2h and t � τ � 3
4h do not

necessarily lie between the same sampling points.

Noise

For the Euler method it is known how noise can be handled in the numerical
simulation.�e noise amplitude scales with the square root of the step size

º
∆t.

For higher order method the adequate handling of noise terms is a very delicate
business not to mention higher order methods for DDEs with noise. For this
reason a pragmatic approach is o�en used in practice.�e deterministic parts of
the equations are handled using a high order method as described above. Finally,
the noise is added to each step implemented via the Euler method. Here it is
important that the noise realization enters the dynamics in the following step and
is not just an ”observation noise”.

A.2 floquet exponents

Floquet exponents describe the stability of a PO in a dynamical system. Consider
an n-dimensional autonomous ODE

d
dt
X�t� � f �X�t��, �X > Rn� (A.5)
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with a PO X��t� with period T , i. e., X��t� is a solution of Eq. (A.5) with
X��t � T� � X��t�.

To determine the stability of this orbit, we consider a perturbation δx�t� to the
PO X�t� � X��t�� δx�t� and linearize Eq. (A.5) in δx around the PO.�is yields
a variational equation for the perturbation

d
dt

δx�t� � A�t� δx�t�, (A.6)

where A�t� :� D f �X��t�� is the Jacobian matrix along the PO. Since Eq. (A.6)
is a linear equation, albeit time-dependent, the superposition principle applies.
To solve Eq. (A.6) for any initial condition, we can use the fundamental matrix
Φ�t, t0�, which solves

d
dt
Φ�t, t0� � A�t�Φ�t, t0�, and Φ�t0, t0� � In,

where In is the n � n identity matrix. Formally, the fundamental matrix is given
by the time-ordered integral

Φ�t, t0� � Te ∫ tt0 ds A�s�.

An initial perturbation δx�t0� then evolves according to
δx�t� � Φ�t, t0� δx�t0�.

�e PO X� is stable if any such perturbation does not grow.
Equation (A.6) is T-periodic and it can be shown that the fundamental matrix

is also T-periodic
Φ�t � T , t0 � T� � Φ�t, t0�.

It is therefore su�cient to consider the fundamental matrix a�er one period

M�t0� :� Φ�t0 � T , t0�.
�is matrix is called the PO’s monodromy matrix.�e eigenvalues µ j ( j � 1, . . . , n)
of the monodromy matrix are independent of the starting point on the PO and
topologically invariant, i. e., independent of the coordinate system. With the
eigenvectors 1 e j the eigenvalue equation may be written as

M�t0� e j � µ j e j � eΛ jTe j,
where the imaginary part of the complex number Λ jT is only de�ned modulo 2π
and can, for instance, be chosen to lie in �0, 2π�.
1 Note that we only use a bold typeface for these eigenvectors and do not consistently write all vectors
in bold.
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Let us now use time-dependent coe�cients c j�t� to expand a perturbation
δx�t� using the vectors e j

δx�t� �Q
j
c j�t� e j.

What happens to this perturbations a�er one period? Using the fundamental
matrix we have

δx�t0 � T� � Φ�t0 � T , t0�δx�t0� � M�t0�Q
j
c j�t�e j �Q

j
c j�t�eΛ jTe j.

On the other hand
δx�t0 � T� �Q

j
c j�t0 � T� e j,

i. e.,
c j�t0 � T� � c j�t0�eΛ jT

for all t0. �e coe�cients can hence be split into two parts: a T-periodic part
v j�t� and an exponential part eΛ j t :

c j�t� � v j�t� eΛ j t .
�is gives the Floquet theorem for di�erential equations: Any solution δx�t�

of Eq. (A.6) may be expanded as

δx�t� �Q
j
v j�t�eΛ j te j,

where v j�t� are T-periodic.�e complex numbers Λ j and µ j � eΛ jT are called the
Floquet exponents and Floquet multipliers of the PO, respectively. As discussed
above, the imaginary part of each Floquet exponent is only de�ned modulo 2π~T .
For autonomous ODEs one of the Floquet multipliers is unity and the corre-

sponding Floquet exponent is zero.�is corresponds to an initial perturbation
δx�t0� tangent to the periodic orbit. �is perturbation is le� unchanged dur-
ing the time evolution.�is so-called Goldstone mode is a result of the system’s
symmetry under time-shi�s.
A periodic orbit is asymptotically stable if all Floquet exponents except the

Goldstone mode have real part smaller than zero, or equivalently, all Floquet
multipliers have magnitude smaller than one except the Goldstone mode. �is
implies that a perturbation to the PO decays, except for its component tangent to
the orbit, which remains as a constant phase shi�.

A.3 lyapunov exponents

Lyapunov exponents (LEs) determine whether a dynamical system is chaotic and
quantify the strength of the chaos. Consider a dynamical system

d
dt
x�t� � f �x�. (A.7)
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With the �ow ht��� of the dynamical system the evolution of two trajectories
starting with an initial (in�nitesimally small) separation δx�0� � δx0 are given by

x�t� � ht�x0� and x�t� � δx�t� � ht�x0 � δx0�.
If the system is chaotic, any two such trajectories separate exponentially fast

δx�t� � eλtδx0.

�e rate λ is called the Lyapunov exponent (LE) and is positive in this case.
Note that a positive LE is not a su�cient condition for chaos, since a non-chaotic

repeller also results in exponential divergence of neighboring trajectories. An
exact de�nition of chaos is as follows [182]:

• �e system must be sensitive to initial conditions (positive LE).

• �e system must be topologically mixing.

• �ere must be an in�nite number of periodic orbits which are dense in the
attractor.

However, for all practical purposes it is su�cient to have a positive LE and to
require that the dynamics is bounded.
�e rate of divergence (λ A 0) or convergence (λ @ 0) depends on the ori-

entation of the initial separation δx0 and the number of independent Lyapunov
exponents is equal to the number of dimensions of the phase space.�e set of all
Lyapunov exponents is called the Lyapunov spectrum.
As long as the initial separation δx0 has a component along the maximum

growth direction the maximum Lyapunov exponent will dominate the growth.
�us for almost all initial separations the leading exponent is given by

λ � lim
t�ª

ln Yδx�t�YYδx0Y .
To �nd not only the largest exponent but the leading N exponents a Gram-Schmidt
procedure can be used.�is is depicted in Fig. A.1.�e initial variations (black
arrows) grow during time evolution (blue solid arrows). �e largest Lyapunov
exponent (y-direction) dominates this growth for all variations which have a
component in that direction. A Gram-Schmidt procedure orthogonalizes the
variations (blue dotted arrow) and gives a better estimate of the growth in the
x-direction. A�er normalization (black arrows) a new iteration of the algorithm
starts. With each iterations the variations align better along the independent
growth directions.
A number of methods [183] have been developed to calculated Lyapunov expo-

nents from numerically or experimentally obtained time traces.�e main idea is
to use a delay embedding in a space of large enough dimension. If the embedding
dimensions is larger than the dimensionality of the dynamics and the delay co-
ordinates are chosen properly, points which are close together in the embedding
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FIGURE A.1: Growth of
variations along indepen-
dent directions.

x x

yy

time evolution

space are also close in the phase space of the dynamical system.�e divergence of
such neighboring points can then be averaged and interpolated by an exponential
law, yielding the desired Lyapunov exponent.
�ese algorithms are the method of choice for experimental data. However,

for numerical simulations better methods exist, since the underlying dynamical
equations are known.
For in�nitesimal small initial separations δx0 the evolution of the separation

δx�t� from the trajectories x�t� is governed by the variational equation
d
dt

δx�t� � D f �x�t��δx�t�, (A.8)

where D f �x�t�� is the Jacobian of f evaluated at x�t�. �us, one can directly
simulate the linear equation for the separation (A.8) together with the system
equation (A.7) instead of simulating Eq. (A.7) for the two neighboring initial
conditions.�e advantage of this calculation in the tangent space is that one is
always in the linear regime no matter how large the tangent vector δx becomes.
To �nd not only the leading exponent but the leading N exponents the following

algorithm can be employed [184].

1. Choose i � 1, 2, . . . ,N orthonormal vectors δx�i�0 .

2. Simulate the system equation (A.7) and the variational equation (A.8) for
each δx�i�0 over an appropriate period T .

3. Orthogonalize the vectors δx�i��T� using a Gram-Schmidt procedure to
obtain the vectors δx�i��T� (no normalization).

4. An estimate for the i-th Lyapunov exponent is given by

λ�i� � ln Yδx�i��T�YYδx�i�0 Y � ln Yδx�i��T�Y.
5. Normalize the δx�i��T� and start from 2. with these vectors.
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Each repetition of steps 2–5 yields an estimate of the N leading Lyapunov expo-
nents. To obtain accurate values and error bounds for the Lyapunov exponents we
can calculate the mean and standard error of the mean of the obtained λ�i�s.
�e time interval T a�er which the estimate of the Lyapunov exponents are

calculated and the vectors are orthonormalized should neither be too short nor
too long. Too short T ’s will result in the accumulation of round-o� errors. Too
long T ’s will lead to the variations δx�i� becoming very large and thus a loss of
numerical precision. Best results are obtained if T is of the order of the system
time scale. For delay di�erential equations it is convenient to use T � τ.

lyapunov exponents for systems with delay

�e above algorithm has been generalized in [185] to the case of delay di�erential
equations.
Consider a system governed by the delay-di�erential equation

d
dt
x�t� � f �x, xτ�. (A.9)

�e state vector of such a system with delay is a function x�t� over a time interval�t � τ, t�. �e evolution of an in�nitesimal separation δx is governed in the
delay-di�erential case by the equation

d
dt

δx � Dx f �x, xτ� δx � Dxτ f �x, xτ� δxτ , (A.10)

where the Dx f and Dxτ f represent the Jacobian matrices of f with respect to x
and xτ . Here, the variations are functions over the time interval �t � τ, t�.
�e idea of Farmer [185] is to discretize the function x�t� as well as the separa-

tions δx over the interval �t � τ, t� to obtain a �nite dimensional approximation
for the delay-di�erential equation.
Discretizing the time as tk :� k ∆t, where ∆t � τ~�n � 1� is the sampling size,

the functions x�t� and δx�t� are sampled on the interval �t � τ, t� by n samples.
We use the notations

xk :� x�tk�, Jk :� Dx f �x�tk�, x�tk � τ�� J�τ�
k :� Dxτ f �x�tk�, x�tk � τ��

for simplicity.
�e DDE can be integrated on the sampling points using an Euler scheme

xk�1 � xk � ∆t f �xk , xk��n�1�� .
Similarly the variational equation can be integrated by

δxk�1 � δxk � ∆t �Jkδxk � J�τ�
k δxk��n�1�� .

Note that Jk and J
�τ�
k depend on the xk and xk��n�1�, i. e., the equation for x

has to be integrated along side with the variational equation. In practice a higher
order method should be used to integrate the di�erential equations.
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Using the vector

δψk :� �δxk , δxk�1, . . . , δxk��n�1��
the integration scheme for the variational equation can also be written as

δψk�1 � δψk � ∆t

<@@@@@@@@@>
Jk J�τ�

k
1 0

� �

1 0

=AAAAAAAAA?
δψk .

Since the space of vectors δψk is just an n �Dim�δx� dimensional real vector
space, we can apply the ordinary algorithm to calculate the leading N Lyapunov
exponents.
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B.1 introduction

Pydelay is a program (licensed under the MIT license) which translates a system
of DDEs into simulation C-code and compiles and runs the code (using scipy
weave) [180].�is way it is easy to quickly implement a system of DDEs but you
still have the speed of C.�e Homepage can be found here:

http://pydelay.sourceforge.net/

It is largely inspired by PyDSTool.
�e algorithm used is based on the Bogacki-Shampine method [186] which is

also implemented in Matlab’s dde23 [187].
I also want to mention PyDDE – a di�erent python program for solving DDEs.

installation and requirements

Unix:
You need python and python headers �les (in debian/ubuntu these are in the

package python-dev), numpy and scipy and the gcc-compiler.
To plot the solutions and run the examples you also need matplotlib.
To install pydelay download the latest tar.gz from the website and install the

package in the usual way:

cd pydelay-$version
python setup.py install

When the package is installed, you can get some info about the functions and
the usage with:

pydoc pydelay

For Arch linux there is a PKGBUILD .
Windows:
�e solver has not been tested on a windowsmachine. It could perhaps work

under cygwin.
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http://pydelay.sourceforge.net/
http://www.cam.cornell.edu/~rclewley/cgi-bin/moin.cgi/
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http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/index.html
https://sourceforge.net/projects/pydelay/files/
http://aur.archlinux.org/packages.php?ID=31942
http://www.cygwin.com/
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an example

�e following example shows the basic usage. It solves the Mackey-Glass equation
[3]

ẋ � β x�t � τ�
1 � x�t � τ�p � γ x

for parameters and initial conditions which lead to a periodic orbit1.

# import pydelay and numpy and pylab
import numpy as np
import pylab as pl
from pydelay import dde23

# define the equations
eqns = {

’x’ : ’beta*x(t-tau) / (1.0 + pow(x(t-tau),p)) - gamma*x’
}

#define the parameters
params = {

’tau’ : 15,
’p’ : 10,
’beta’ : 0.25,
’gamma’: 0.1
}

# Initialise the solver
dde = dde23(eqns=eqns, params=params)

# set the simulation parameters
# (solve from t=0 to t=1000 and
# limit the maximum step size to 1.0)
dde.set_sim_params(tfinal=1000, dtmax=1.0)

# set the history of to the constant
# function 0.5 (using a python lambda function)
histfunc = {

’x’: lambda t: 0.5
}

dde.hist_from_funcs(histfunc, 51)

# run the simulator
dde.run()

# Make a plot of x(t) vs x(t-tau):
# Sample the solution twice with a stepsize of dt=0.1:

# once in the interval [515, 1000]

1 See http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Mackey-Glass_equation for this example.

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Mackey-Glass_equation
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FIGURE B.1: Periodic
orbit in the Mackey-
Glass model.

sol1 = dde.sample(515, 1000, 0.1)
x1 = sol1[’x’]

# and once between [500, 1000-15]
sol2 = dde.sample(500, 1000-15, 0.1)
x2 = sol2[’x’]

pl.plot(x1, x2)
pl.xlabel(’$x(t)$’)
pl.ylabel(’$x(t - 15)$’)
pl.show()

Figure B.1 shows the resulting plot.

B.2 usage

defining the equations, delays and parameters

Equations are de�ned using a python dictionary.�e keys are the variable names
and the entry is the right hand side of the di�erential equation.�e string de�ning
the equation has to be a valid C expression, i.e., use pow(a,b) instead of a**b
etc.
Delays are written as (t-delay), where delay can be some expression involv-

ing parameters and numbers but not (yet) involving the time t or the dynamic
variables:

eqns = {
’y1’: ’- y1 * y2(t-tau) + y2(t-1.0)’,
’y2’: ’a * y1 * y2(t-2*tau) - y2’,
’y3’: ’y2 - y2(t-(tau+1))’

}

Complex variables can be de�ned by adding ’:c’ or ’:C’ in the eqn-dictionary.
�e imaginary unit can be used through ’ii’ in the equations:
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eqns = {
’z:c’: ’(la + ii*w0 + g*pow(abs(z),2) )*z

+ b*(z(t-tau) - z(t))’,
}

Parameters are de�ned in a separate dictionary where the keys are the parameter
names, i.e.,:

params = {
’a’ : 0.2,
’tau’: 1.0

}

setting the history

�e history of the variables is stored in the dictionary dde23.hist.�e keys are
the variable names and there is an additional key ’t’ for the time array of the
history.
�ere is a second dictionary dde23.Vhist where the time derivatives of the

history is stored (this is needed for the solver). When the solver is initialized, i.e.,:

dde = dde23(eqns, params)

the history of all variables (de�ned in eqns) is initialized to an array of length
nn=101 �lled with zeros.�e time array is evenly spaced in the interval [-maxdelay,
0].
It is possible to manipulate these arrays directly, however this is not recom-

mended since one easily ends up with an ill-de�ned history resulting for example
in segfaults or false results.
Instead use the following methods to set the history.

hist_from_funcs(dic, nn=101)
Initialise the histories with the functions stored in the dictionary dic.�e
keys are the variable names. �e function will be called as f(t) for t in
[-maxdelay, 0] on nn samples in the interval.
�is function provides the simplest way to set the history. It is o�en conve-
nient to use python lambda functions for f. �is way you can de�ne the
history function in place.
If any variable names are missing in the dictionaries, the history of these
variables is set to zero and a warning is printed. If the dictionary contains
keys not matching any variables these entries are ignored and a warning is
printed.
Example: Initialise the history of the variables x and y with cos and sin
functions using a �ner sampling resolution:
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from math import sin, cos

histdic = {
’x’: lambda t: cos(0.2*t),
’y’: lambda t: sin(0.2*t)

}

dde.hist_from_funcs(histdic, 500)

hist_from_arrays(dic, useend=True)
Initialise the history using a dictionary of arrays with variable names as
keys. Additionally a time array can be given corresponding to the key t. All
arrays in dic have to have the same lengths.
If an array for t is given the history is interpreted as points (t,var). Oth-
erwise the arrays will be evenly spaced out over the interval [-maxdelay,
0].
If useend is True the time array is shi�ed such that the end time is zero.
�is is useful if you want to use the result of a previous simulation as the
history.
If any variable names are missing in the dictionaries, the history of these
variables is set to zero and a warning is printed. If the dictionary contains
keys not matching any variables (or ’t’) these entries are ignored and a
warning is printed.
Example::

t = numpy.linspace(0, 1, 500)
x = numpy.cos(0.2*t)
y = numpy.sin(0.2*t)

histdic = {
’t’: t,
’x’: x,
’y’: y

}
dde.hist_from_arrays(histdic)

Note that the previously used methods hist_from_dict, hist_from_array
and hist_from_func (the last two without s) have been removed, since it was
too easy to make mistakes with them.

the solution

A�er the solver has run, the solution (including the history) is stored in the dictio-
nary dde23.sol.�e keys are again the variable names and the time ’t’. Since
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the solver uses an adaptive step size method, the solution is not sampled at regular
times.
To sample the solutions at regular (or other custom spaced) times there are two

functions.
sample(tstart=None, t�nal=None, dt=None)

Sample the solution with dt steps between tstart and tfinal.
tstart, tfinal Start and end value of the interval to sample. If nothing

is speci�ed tstart is set to zero and tfinal is set to the simulation
end time.

dt Sampling size used. If nothing is speci�ed a reasonable value is calcu-
lated.

Returns a dictionary with the sampled arrays. �e keys are the variable
names.�e key ’t’ corresponds to the sampling times.

sol_spl(t)
Sample the solutions at times t.
t Array of time points on which to sample the solution.
Returns a dictionary with the sampled arrays. �e keys are the variable
names.�e key ’t’ corresponds to the sampling times.

�ese functions use a cubic spline interpolation of the solution data.

noise

Noise can be included in the simulations. Note however, that the method used
is quite crude (an Euler method will be added which is better suited for noise
dominated dynamics). �e deterministic terms are calculated with the usual
Runge-Kutta method and then the noise term is added with the proper scaling ofº
dt at the �nal step. To get accurate results one should use small time steps, i.e.,

dtmax should be set small enough.
�e noise is de�ned in a separate dictionary. �e function gwn() can be ac-

cessed in the noise string and is a Gaussian white noise term of unit variance.�e
following code speci�es an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.:

eqns = { ’x’: ’-x’ }
noise = { ’x’: ’D * gwn()’}
params = { ’D’: 0.00001 }

dde = dde23(eqns=eqns, params=params, noise=noise)

You can also use noise terms of other forms by specifying an appropriate C-
function (see the section on custom C-code).
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custom c-code

You can access custom C-functions in your equations by adding the de�nition
as supportcode for the solver. In the following example a function f(w,t) is
de�ned through C-code and accessed in the eqn string.:

# define the eqn f is the C-function defined below
eqns = { ’x’: ’- x + k*x(t-tau) + A*f(w,t)’ }
params = {

’k’ : 0.1,
’w’ : 2.0,
’A’ : 0.5,
’tau’: 10.0

}

mycode = """
double f(double w, double t) {

return sin(w * t);
}
"""

dde = dde23(eqns=eqns, params=params, supportcode=mycode)

When de�ning custom code you have to be careful with the types.�e type of
complex variables in the C-code is Complex. Note in the above example that w
has to be given as an input to the function, because the parameters can only be
accessed from the eqns string and not inside the supportcode.
Using customC-code is o�en useful for switching terms on and o�. For example

the Heaviside function may be de�ned and used as follows.:

# define the eqn f is the C-function defined below
eqns = { ’z:c’: ’(la+ii*w)*z - Heavi(t-t0)* K*(z-z(t-tau))’ }
params = {

’K’ : 0.1 ,
’w’ : 1.0,
’la’ : 0.1,
’tau’: pi,
’t0’ : 2*pi

}

mycode = """
double Heavi(double t) {

if(t>=0)
return 1.0;

else
return 0.0;

}
"""
dde = dde23(eqns=eqns, params=params, supportcode=mycode)
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�is code would switch a control term on when t>t0. Note that Heavi(t-t0)
does not get translated to a delay term, because Heavi is not a system variable.
Since this scenario occurs so frequent the Heaviside function (as de�ned above)

is included by default in the source code.

use and modify generated code

�e compilation of the generated code is done with scipy.weave. Instead of
using weave to run the code you can directly access the generated code via the
function dde23.output_ccode().�is function returns the generated code as a
string which you can then store in a source �le.
To run the generated codemanually you have to set the precompiler �ag #define

MANUAL (uncomment the line in the source �le) to exclude the python related parts
and include some other parts making the code a valid stand alone source �le. A�er
this the code should compile with g++ -lm -o prog source.cpp and you can
run the program manually.
You can specify the history of all variables in the source �le by setting the for

loops a�er the comment\ /* set the history here ... */.
Running the code manually can help you debug, if some problem occurs and

also allows you to extend the code easily.

another example

�e following example shows some of the things discussed above.�e code simu-
lates the Lang-Kobayashi laser equations [78] (see Sec. 11)

E��t� � 1
2
�1 � iα�nE � KE�t � τ�,

Tn��t� � p � n � �1 � n�SES2.
import numpy as np
import pylab as pl
from pydelay import dde23

tfinal = 10000
tau = 1000

#the laser equations
eqns = {

’E:c’: ’0.5*(1.0+ii*a)*E*n + K*E(t-tau)’,
’n’ : ’(p - n - (1.0 +n) * pow(abs(E),2))/T’

}

params = {
’a’ : 4.0,
’p’ : 1.0,
’T’ : 200.0,
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’K’ : 0.1,
’tau’: tau,
’nu’ : 10**-5,
’n0’ : 10.0

}

noise = { ’E’: ’sqrt(0.5*nu*(n+n0)) * (gwn() + ii*gwn())’ }

dde = dde23(eqns=eqns, params=params, noise=noise)
dde.set_sim_params(tfinal=tfinal)

# use a dictionary to set the history
thist = np.linspace(0, tau, tfinal)
Ehist = np.zeros(len(thist))+1.0
nhist = np.zeros(len(thist))-0.2
dic = {’t’ : thist, ’E’: Ehist, ’n’: nhist}

# ’useend’ is True by default in hist_from_dict and thus the
# time array is shifted correctly
dde.hist_from_arrays(dic)

dde.run()

t = dde.sol[’t’]
E = dde.sol[’E’]
n = dde.sol[’n’]

spl = dde.sample(-tau, tfinal, 0.1)

pl.plot(t[:-1], t[1:] - t[:-1], ’0.8’, label=’step size’)
pl.plot(spl[’t’], abs(spl[’E’]), ’g’, label=’sampled solution’)
pl.plot(t, abs(E), ’.’, label=’calculated points’)
pl.legend()

pl.xlabel(’$t$’)
pl.ylabel(’$|E|$’)

pl.xlim((0.95*tfinal, tfinal))
pl.ylim((0,3))
pl.show()

Figure B.2 shows the resulting plot.
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FIGURE B.2:
Numerical
solution
of the LK
equations.

B.3 module reference

__init__(eqns, params=None, noise=None, supportcode=”, debug=False)
Initialise the solver.
eqns Dictionary de�ning for each variable the derivative. Delays are writ-

ten as as (t-...) example:

eqns = {
’y1’: ’- y1 * y2(t-tau1) + y2(t-tau2)’,
’y2’: ’a * y1 * y2(t-tau1) - y2’,
’y3’: ’y2 - y2(t-tau2)’
}

You can also directly use numbers or combination of parameters as
delays:

eqns = {
’x1’: ’-a*x1 + x1(t - 1.0)’,
’x2’: ’x2-b*x1(t-2.0*a+b)’
}

At the moment only constant delays are supported.
�e string de�ning the equation has to be a valid C expression, i.e.,
use pow(a,b) instead of a**b etc. (this might change in the future):

eqns = {’y’: ’-2.0 * sin(t) * pow(y(t-tau), 2)’}

Complex variable can be de�ned using :C or :c in the variable name.
�e imaginary unit can be used through ii in the equations:

eqns = {’z:C’: ’(-la + ii * w0) * z’ }
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params Dictionary de�ning the parameters (including delays) used in
eqns. example:

params = {
’a’ : 1.0,
’tau1’: 1.0,
’tau2’: 10.0
}

noise Dictionary for noise terms. �e function gwn() can be accessed
in the noise string and provides a Gaussian white noise term of unit
variance. Example:

noise = {’x’: ’0.01*gwn()’}

debug If set to True the solver gives verbose output to stdout while run-
ning.

set_sim_params(t�nal=None, tspan=None, AbsTol=1e-06, RelTol=0.001,
dtmin=1e-06, dtmax=None, dt0=None, MaxIter=1e9)

tfinal End time of the simulation (the simulation always starts at t=0).
AbsTol, RelTol �e relative and absolute error tolerance. If the esti-

mated error e for a variable y obeys e <= AbsTol + RelTol*|y|

then the step is accepted. Otherwise the step will be repeated with a
smaller step size.

dtmin, dtmax Minimum and maximum step size used.
dt0 initial step size
MaxIter maximum number of steps.�e simulation stops if this is reached.

hist_from_arrays(dic, useend=True)
Initialise the history using a dictionary of arrays with variable names as
keys. Additionally a time array can be given corresponding to the key t. All
arrays in dic have to have the same lengths.
If an array for t is given the history is interpreted as points (t,var). Oth-
erwise the arrays will be evenly spaced out over the interval [-maxdelay,
0].
If useend is True the time array is shi�ed such that the end time is zero.�is
is useful if you want to use the result of a previous simulation as the history.
If any variable names are missing in the dictionaries, the history of these
variables is set to zero and a warning is printed. If the dictionary contains
keys not matching any variables (or ’t’) these entries are ignored and a
warning is printed.
Example::
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t = numpy.linspace(0, 1, 500)
x = numpy.cos(0.2*t)
y = numpy.sin(0.2*t)

histdic = {
’t’: t,
’x’: x,
’y’: y

}
dde.hist_from_arrays(histdic)

hist_from_funcs(dic, nn=101)
Initialise the histories with the functions stored in the dictionary dic.�e
keys are the variable names. �e function will be called as f(t) for t in
[-maxdelay, 0] on nn samples in the interval.
�is function provides the simplest way to set the history. It is o�en conve-
nient to use python lambda functions for f. �is way you can de�ne the
history function in place.
If any variable names are missing in the dictionaries, the history of these
variables is set to zero and a warning is printed. If the dictionary contains
keys not matching any variables these entries are ignored and a warning is
printed.
Example: Initialise the history of the variables x and y with cos and sin
functions using a �ner sampling resolution:

from math import sin, cos

histdic = {
’x’: lambda t: cos(0.2*t),
’y’: lambda t: sin(0.2*t)

}

dde.hist_from_funcs(histdic, 500)

output_ccode(manual=True)
Returns the simulation code as a string. If manual is True the generated
code can be compiled and executed manually with minimal modi�cations.
If manual is False the scipy-compatible code is returned.

run()

run the simulation
class dde23(eqns, params=None, noise=None, supportcode=”, debug=False)

�is class translates a DDE to C and solves it using the Bogacki-Shampine
method.
Attributes of class instances:

For user relevant attributes:
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self.sol Dictionary storing the solution (when the simulation has �n-
ished).�e keys are the variable names and ’t’ corresponding to the
sampled times.

self.discont List of discontinuity times. �is is generated from the
occurring delays by propagating the discontinuity at t=0.�e solver
will step on these discontinuities. If you want the solver to step onto
certain times they can be inserted here.

self.rseed Can be set to initialise the random number generator with a
speci�c seed. If not set it is initialised with the time.

self.hist Dictionary with the history. Don’t manipulate the history
arrays directly! Use the provided functions to set the history.

self.Vhist Dictionary with the time derivatives of the history.
For user less relevant attributes:

self.delays List of the delays occurring in the equations.
self.chunk When arrays become to small they are grown by this num-

ber.
self.spline_tck Dictionary which stores the tck spline representation

of the solutions. (see scipy.interpolate)
self.eqns Stores the eqn dictionary.
self.params Stores the parameter dictionary.
self.simul Dictionary of the simulation parameters.
self.noise Stores the noise dictionary.
self.debug Stores the debug �ag.
self.delayhashs List of hashs for each delay (this is used in the gener-

ated C-code).
self.vars List of variables extracted from the eqn dictionary keys.
self.types Dictionary of C-type names of each variable.
self.nptypes Dictionary of numpy-type names of each variable.
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